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Mr. Andrew M. Kamarck December 29, 1967

Irving S. Friedman

Preliminary Proposal for More Coordinated Economic Work With
Regional Banks

Let's talk about this some time.



Dec. 29, 1967

Mr. John Adler 873

x

Have you seen this?

Mexican President's report on proposed loan for the Rio Colorado Irrigation Projec t.

Irving S. Friedman



December 29, 1967

Dear Mrs. Cattell:

I have pleasure in returning my updated

biography in connection vith the entry in the lth

Edition of the AMERICAN MEN OF SCIENCE.

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman
The E7conomic Adviser to the President

Mrs. Jaques Cattell
Director
American Men of Science
P.O. Box 5001
Tempe, Arizona 85281



INFORMATION FOR ELEVENTH EDITION OF AMERICAN MEN OF SCIENCE

Friedman, Irving S.
The Economic Adviser to the President
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

FRIEDMAN, Dr. IRVING S, 6620 Bethesda, Md. INTERNATIONAL ECFNOMICS AND FINANCE.
New York, N.Y, Jan. 31, 15; m. 38; c. 3. A.B, City Col, 35; tel. & M.A.,
Columbia, 38, Ph.D, 40. Asst. to trade cmnr, Govt. India, 40-41; div. monetary
res, U.S. Dept. Treasury, 41-46; asst. dir, 46; chief, U.S. & Can. Div, Int.
Monetary Fund, 46-48, asst. to dep. managing dir, 49-50, DIR. EXCHANGE RESTRICTIONS,
50- Treas. rep. to Mid. East, 44; acting financial attach*, U.S. Embassy, China, 44.
Econ.Assn; Soc. Int. Develop. International economics problems and relations;
monetary analysis and policy; foreign exchange; policy and practices; commercial
policy; international financial institutions. 'Post-war U.S. economic policy';
'Exchange controls, 1959.'

Additional Full-Time Positions:

The Economic Adviser to the International Bank for October 1964 -
President Reconstruction and Development present

Chairman of Economics January 1965 -
Committee same present

Member of President's October 1964 -
Council same present

Current Memberships in National Scientific Societies:

Society for International Treasurer and Member of 1964 - present
Development Executive Committee

Additional Items of Research or Interest:

Could you add University Fellow, Columbia University 1937-38?

Additional Books:

Author: In Defence of Development Chatham House April 1966
Author: International Problems of Canadian Political

Economic Development Science Association June 1967

Present Duties:

For possible detailed indexing, give your subject area specialities in brief terminology:

1. International finance. 2. Monetary policy. 3. Development economics.
4. International financial institutions.

Language (in descending order of facility):

1. French - reading (excellent), speaking (fair)
2. Spanish - " (fair), " (fair)
3. Japanese - " (fair)
4. German - " (fair)
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Permanent Address which can always be reached:

Home: Business:
660 Fernwood Court International Bank for Reconstruction
Bethesda, Md. 20034 and Development

1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

Signed
Irving S. Friedman



Mr. George D. Woods December 28, 1967

Irving . Friedman

tabilization ofPrices of Priar Products -Governors' esolution :.239

Attached hereto is a proposed reply to Dr. 'onner' s rezoranduw ofDecember 8 regarding a possible oard discwssion at en early stage of the
staff study on the Stabilization of Prices of Primary Products arising out
of the ?io 'esolution. Tt represents the combined views of r. Avranovic,
r. Namarck and mself.

We are aimin. to have comethin for the next Governors'
Conference, if feasible. "owever, it is too early to say when we "ight
have a Board discussion, but we vill heep this matter in id.

I think I ought to report to you that we are devoting a
considerable amount of staff resources to this study, despite all efforts
to get the International 4onetary Fund to do as ruch as possible. Part
of our problet is thatt te nerson who is responsible for the studies in
the Fund, namely Ir. Pola:, a ,en ill and so iwportant questions of
division of labor reain to be settled.

cc: Mr. Kamarck

Mr. Avramovic



Dr. Otto Donner !e8eber 28, 1967

George D. Woods

'taIbiisation of Prices of Pri -ry Products Goyernors' R esolution '09

This is in reply to your me-orandum of December 8, 196T.

The sugfestion contained in this memorandwr is velcone and we will

plan to have a discussion by the Board on the study on Stabilization of

Prices and Primary Products at a fairly early stage.



December 28,1967

Mr. Demuth 845

You may be interested in seeing
this. As far as I am concerned you

may send it on to Karasz if you so
esire.

Irving S. Friedman

(Memo from Sarma in reply to Karasz's
letter on representation at DAC
meetings on UNCTAD.)



December 27, 1967

Dear Bill:

Thank you for your letter of December 14.
The outlined session seems quite agreeable to me and I
will plan accordingly.

I do hope all goes well with you and your
family. Please accept our warmest seasons greetings.
Looking forward to seeing you in Colombo.

Sincerely yours,

Irving 3. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Mr. W. Tennekoon
Governor
Central Bank of Ceylon
Colombo, Ceylon



December 27, 1967

Dear Monsignor Bordelon:

Thank you for your letter of December 22.

The outlined schedule seems fine and I will try to

be with you as you graphically put it "from start-

to-finish on Monday."

In the meantime, I will be in touch with

Mr. Farmer and hope we will be having lunch

together on January 5.

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Monsignor Marvin Bordelon
Director
Secretariat for World Justice and Peace

1312 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005



Mr. George D. Woods December 27, 1967

Irving S. Friedman

Attached are the tables you requested.

ce. Mr. Knapp
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D R A F T

To: Mr. George D. Woods DECLASSIFIED SECRET

From: Irving S. Friedman AUG 16 2023

Subject: U.K. Situation WBG ARCHIVES

As I summarised to you the other day over the phone very briefly, I found my

visits in the U.K. with various people in the Bank of England, Treasury and private

sector, most interesting and rewarding. Among those that I saw were

Sir William Armstrong; Lucius Thompson McCausland, who has been acting as the co-

ordinator of the liquidity discussions for the Group of Ten; Sir Douglas Allen the

top civil servant in the Economic Ministry (headed up by the P'ime Minister) and I

am told is expected to succeed Sir William Armstrong as first man in the Treasury;

Governor O'Brien; Sir Maurice Parsons; Morse the Executive Director in the Bank

of England on the international side; Maurice Allen the Executive Director on k the

domestic side; Roy Bridge the Advisor to the Governor on the foreign exchange markets;

Haslam the Advisor to the Governor on the sterling balances and development problems,

including the World Bank; Sir John Stevens; etc.

The Bank of England people ranged from cautious expressions of concern by the

Governor to bitter expressions of disappointment and disillusionment by other officials,

all of whom were very senior. (Incidentally with the Governor I spent most of the

time reporting on how the IDA discussions had gone and pointing out the need for

continued support.) The critical people in the Bank of England seemed to feel 'h at

the Governor's inability to solve the balance of payments problem which had led to the

devaluation was continuing toundermine London's position as an international financial

center and would seriously reduce the U.K's invisible earnings which resulted from

being an international financial center. I pointed out that the devaluation had

clearly not stopped speculation of further devaluation which was actually being reflected

in foreign exchange market quotations and that there would be very large losses in foreif

exchange as a consequence of the reversal in the foreign exchange positions - - the



figure of $500 million was cited. These losses were the consequence of the large

discount against sterling in forward transactions which, when reversed, meant a

corresponding loss in dollar revenues. Holders of sterling balances had been

reasonably cooperative, but it was expected that they would become invreasingly

reluctant to add to their sterling balances.

In the past individuals in the Bank of England had spoken of the irrationality

of linking foreign currencies to gold, but for the first time I found a willingness

to talk about breaking the convertiblity linking between the dollar and gold at the

fixed price of $35.00 per ounce as a matter of practical policy. The suggestion

was made that the United States might well consider changing its policy to buy and

sell gold to whom it pleased. Another sterling point was the emphasis on not raising

the price of gold. The U.K. was the earliest and most vigorous advocate of an increase

in the dollar price of gold, although relatively quiet on the subject in recent years.

The suggestion was made that it would be possible to maintain a stable exchange rate

for the dollar without linking it to gold, with primary reliance on the use of the

International Monetary Fund and other Central Bank credits.

The Treasury people were more preoccupied with the problem of reducing expenditures.

The Government has undertaken to cut public expenditures drastically, but this involves

a new look at military expenditures and housing. By military expenditures the point

was made that attempts to cut led to difficulties with the Americans. Housing was

politically very sensitive, particularly for the Labor Party. As a consequence, large

cuts in any one item seemed to be most difficult to envisage and instead many items of

expenditure of relatively small amounts would have to be cut. There was even some

suggestion that the aid figure would have to be reconsidered, but I have the impression

that the attitude on IDA contributions will not change. On the other hand, it is not

to be expected that the U.K. will strongly resist pressures to hold down the IDA

replenishment level.



December 27/67

Mr. Hulley/Mr. Jalan

Can't we say something about the stuff
which is included on page 158?

Irving S. Friedman

(Draft of letter in reply to article in

"Readers Digest" on balance of payments.)



December 27/67

Mr. Knapp 1220

Returned with thanks.

Irving S. Friedman

(Letter from Johnnie Miller on discussion

on big Six with van Lennep)



December 26,1967

Mr. Sarma 1036

I would like your comments on this.

Irving S. Friedman

(DAC meetings Karasz/Demuth)



SUPAfD YOSZUf:DAM December 26, 1967
BAZSK OF TiiAILAND
B! NJGKOK

L.T.

TR1AILANID

REASON FOR CONFLICT I; IGU. IO INSITTONAL IP RATE IS MAT YE

AS WELL AS
AVE BEE HiOPING BAK OFTHILAND ggOTHER LE~ADINO CENTAL BANK FROM

DEVELOPING COUNTRIE !!ULD ;&v AN A ALI CONTRIBUTION NOR TUAN REGUJLAR RATE

OF 0NE HUNDRiFD DOLLAA: PE YEAR STP H0P IT WOULD BPOSSIBE B OF

THAILAND TO CONTRIBUTE SUGGSSTD FIVL -:: 'OLLAR yi PR YEAR STOP EGARDS

Irving S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President



December 26,1967

Mr. Kamarck 800

Did we ever do a note summarizing our
meeting with Plumptre? If we haven't
don't you think someone ought to do it?

Irving S. Friedman

(vote from Mr. Plumptre on A Development-
Research Institute in Canada)



December 26,1967

Mr. Williams 853

Agreed.

Irving S. Friedman

(Distribution of confidential
appraisal reports.)



Mr. R.W. Van Wagenen December 26, 1967

Irving S. Friedman

Course for Transport Economists

Thank you for informing me about the course in transportation economics.

I would have been happier if van der Tak was in the chair, since I would
rather that Adler was concentrating on other things.



December 26,196 7

Mr. Nespoulous Neuville 1034

Would you please consult with
Kalmanoff and Sacchetti and give me your
,action to this.

Irving S. Friedman

(Corres. from Demuth on Jan.ll/12 DAC
Working Party on Financial Aspects of
Development Assistance)



December 26,1967

Mr. Sarma 1036

Lets talk about this rather soon and
see if we can get Isaiah Frank involved.

Irving S. Friedman

(DAC Working Party notes Dec.14-15/67)



December 26,1967

Mr. R.A. Clarke 200

This letter seems all right to me.

However, I am rather surprised that we

lon't have room for what seems to be a

,ell regarded person, since I am constantly

being told that some Area Departments have

vacancies for economists.

Could you please enlighten me?

Irving S. Friedman

(Letter to Okita and corres.)



RODNEY CUMFLIL December 22, 19f7
DOWNSWOOD HOUSE
63 DOWNSWOOD
EPSOm L.T.
SURREY
ENGLAND

SORRY UNABLE SEE YOU in LONDON STOP PLANS TO TELEPRONE YOU THURSDAY

MORNING BEFORE LRAVING FOULE UP BY UfXPCTED VISITORS STOP MERRY

ChRISTMAS TO YOU AND FAMILY

IRVING

IRVING S. FRIEDMAN
THE ECONOMIC ADVISER TO THE PRESIDENT



Mr. George D. Woods December 15, 1967

Irving S. Friedman

I am attaching some notes on the memorandum I have been preparing
on transforming the World Bank Group into a Development Finance
Institution. These notes try to sum up progress made thus far; I will
also be preparing some further notes on concretely what the next Ss
might be. Were I not leaving at this time, I would work on the iattched
notes some more before sending them to youl

I am also attaching some earlier notes sent to you in previous
years, which you might find of interest.



IBvriedman

PROORSS TUS FAR IN TRANSFOMING WORLD BANK GROUP
I.TO LEADING DEVEWPMENT FINANCE

ISTflTION

1. 0W1rd Bank Group2 as A Ledn nluence !nd A oity, Mn Developmnt
Finance and Bartormance, Crteria,

The Bank's staff is now exercising major influence in a number

of countries on their develoment programs and related policies even

when there are no current credits or loans under active consideration.

This has been accomplished by the changes introduced into our economic

country work in implementation of the decisions taken by the Economic

Cosmittee. The presentations now characteristic of the Economic Section

of the President's Report also reflect the new emphasis on judgments on

current economic development policies and attempt to encourage sound

policies and bring about desired changes.

In mar different wars the World Bank Group is now regarded as

one of the leading authorities on the economics of development finance,

and, more particularly, on economic performance, the outlook for

indebtedness and external financing requirements in the foreseeable

future. This is seen, for example, in its role as "expert" in many

different forums, including consultative groups, national governments,

learned societies, journals, etc. Even in academic circles, the economic

work of the Bank and its economists are now highly regarded and we no

longer have difficulties in recruiting top-flight economic staff. We

are swamped with invitations to address all sorts of groups, including

economic societies and basiness associations all over the world.



2.2

2. Acceptane of IM as Leading Ipternatonal InsttionfrPeidn

Irrespective of th level of Ute second replenishment of IDA which

may be achieved, most donor countries, as indicated above, have accepted

the econmc reasonableness of the $1 billion per year suggestion, both

in toerm of effective use by the recipient countries and good admini-

stration by ILA, Instead of thinking of proliferating new international

agencies, which had been a strong tendency in prior yeas., there is

increasing recognition both in door countries and even in the developing

countries as seen in the Algiers Charter, that if effective develoipmnt

comnessional finance is to be done multilaterally, then the best single

agency is IDA. There is no longer any fears anywhere, as existed widely

in earlier years, that I meant "'softer" standards in the use of the

resources entrusted to it. There are, as expected, many differing views

as to the criteria which ought to gide IDA operations and te staff

papers for a Board review will be ready wen it is doomed appropriate

to have thin review. The growing importance of IU inevitably involves

the World 3ank Group more with the concerna of donor as well as recipient

countries and facilitates the shifting of the focal point of interest

frot the project to the entire develoment process. "Banking" criteria

may be readily applied to certain countries borrowing to help finance

specific projects; the considerations are muclch more complicated iwen

considering credits for countries that cannot be regarded as "credit-

wortly ' or for purposes, e.g. education, for which usual financial

criteria are inadequate.



3.3
3. New Relationship, beteinnDno n Recirient Contries and Role o

As a result of the deliberations centered on our supplemntary

finance stwy and proposals and carried forward in practice in oar

country economic m issions, as il as other activities, the concept of

Eidja obligations and responsibilities for develoment progra"s and

policies involving both the donor and recipient cmntries twrgh the

internediary of mltilateral agencies, particularly the World Bank Group,

has becom much more widely accepted. Just two to three years ago our

upplementary Finance Study as considered very advanced in suggasting

this new partnership relatonship by. proposing the idea of international

agraesents on good economic development performance between the inter-

national agency and the recipient of assistance in the form of supple-

suntary financing. This has also helped pave the way for more widespread

recognition of the need for longer term cownitmnts in providing develop-

rent finance, thoughi much rmains to be ac=omplished in practice in this

respect. This same approach has helped to strengten the understanding

by donor countries of th need to coordinate their bilateral aid activities

vis-a-vis particular countries with the activities of the Bank Group under

the leadership of the Bank Group. The consortia and consultative groups

tes cover over 20O of the flawS of official finance to the LDCO s. In

this way donor countries get more confidence that their assistanie will

be effectively used, thus making teir own efforts produce greater results.

k.Code of, Fir P~ractices IM Dev1EoMnt FinAge - Responsiblkte gf D2aore
ar Creditor rcointriere

The thrust of much of the speeches by the President of the World

Bank Group as well as an underlying analyses, is that the donor countries

mst be made to appreciate the urgent need for a large and sustained



increase in development finance granted to those counrieos which are

prepared to pursue sound developMent policies and to make productive use

of such finance. Most recently the suggestion has been made for a new

assesment of the world's development problems by leading outside experts

in the hope of strengthening the basis for achieving a more rational code

of behavior in this major field involving both donor and recipient, -am-

parable to the international code on trade under the GATT and the inter-

national code on foreign exchange practices under the Fund. It is clear

that the political decisions which would reflect the acceptance by the

donor and creditor countries of this viewpoint, have yet to be taken.

However, it is clear in the Tnited tate, Canada, The Netherlands, Sweden,

and other countries, that there is a growing a areness of the problem

among the top level senior officials and Minis't-e. In nearly all of

these countries, these individuals look to the 'orld Bank Group to give

leadership in assessing needs of coun tries and in assurir-g effective use.

In the IDA replenishment discussions, they have insisted that we chair

meetings dealing with magnitudes of replenishment, timing, burden-sharing,

balance of payents safegards, and the relative importance of bilateral

assistance and IDA. In consultative groups, we are asked more and more

to give a lead to bilateral programs. The World BaTnk Group has not yet

evolved a code of "fair practices" in this field and this too may involve

a miber of agencies, particularly the DA. Her, the World Bank Group

seems well on the way to becoie the accepted institution for implementing

ary such code. Our non-political technical reputation in projec$ and

economic work, plus world-wide memabership, are, I believe, key assets in

having countries increasingly turn to us to administer to these thorny

relations. More, however, has to be done to gain greater confidence in



in certain continental 1Tropean omntries, partlcularly (ermagy. Hauyer,

in scom countries such as Germany, the problem of groing greater support

for the Wrld Bank Group, particularly te IfJ, i complicated by the

political and canmrcial attractiveness of bilateral aid.

5. orld nk ao an Authr ve

O ur e-tVhate of $3-j billion of additional resources which cauld

be effectivel.y eloyed by the World Bank Group institution han now

beomew universally accepted. The heads of state of donor as Well as

doveloping cuntries, the heads of international organizations, the Pope,

academic experts, tc., all repeatedly une this estimate. The continuing

re-apprairal of this estinate that w have done in the pant two years

baned on omr -cxintry work, has confirTmd this figure and heightened its

authority. The IDA repleninb4ent discussion have also deepened the under-

standing of donor countries that the world has now reached a stage of

development in /hich `Te LDC's can effectively absorb a much larger volume

of dveo ment finance thman is noi being -rovided by credItors or donors.

o one ha been able to refute or $1 billion per annum proposal on

economic grounds, but have had to al back to iasentially non-economic

6. Snleenter inne.td

This atur has been genralry accepted as the practicable basis for

a working solution to a principal ecorandc uncertainty interfering with

the dev1opment process in the LD' a. It has received strong support

from, te develop ing cantries despite its unprecedented insistence on

international agrements on econamic peformnce. NOw Uih questi.on is

rather how to prevent the support for thi schemu frAn atArfering with

the repleniskant of IDA, and measures have been taken to avoid this

contingency by postponing aWy final implemnting action until 1969 or 1970.
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7. Develoent Finance and Jalance of Paments Difficulties

It is now more widely understood and accepted that the activities

of the World Bank actually decrease the U.S. balance of payments deficit.

It also seems to be more widely accepted that the World Bank can manage

its affairs so that any future market borrowings in the United States will

not encumber the U.S. balance of payments, at least for a number of years.

The discussion on U.S. balance of payments safeguards in the IDA

replenishment has made countries focus sharply on the issue as to whether

the provision of development finance should be sheltered from the balance

of payments difficulties of the industrial countries. For some year

the United States has been suggesting that richer industrial countries in

balance of payments difficulties be entitled to reduce their relative

contribution to development finance. This issue has not been finally

resolved, but it seems safe to say at this time that the argument now

made is much more limited, namely, an industrial country in serious

balance of payments difficulties should be permitted to take steps to

ensure that any external aid be spent in that country, as long as such

difficulties exist. Even this viewpoint is vigorously opposed by most

industrial countries when applied to IDA, and openly criticised within

the aecutive branch of the U.S. Government. We seem to have come much

closer to the acceptance of the principle that there should be a clear

demarkation separating balance of payments problems of the rieher countries

from their comitaents to provide development finance on an efficient and

economical basis as possible.



December 15,1967

Mr. de Vries 873

Seems o.k. - please speak to Andy about
U.A.R. Economic Mission.

Irving S. Friedman

(Memo from de Vries to Friedman and Kamarck
dated December 13 - Middle East Task Force)



December 15, 1967

My dear Krishna Moorthi:

Thank you very much for your letter of December 1, 1967,
and for the thoughtful paper concerning the problems of export
promotion in developing countries as they relate to our
Questionnaire on Rediscounting Facilities. Even though, as you
say, the information regarding individual countries in your area
is limited, the paper is useful to us for the preparation of a
report to UNCTAD on the specific subject mentioned above.

We would very much like to circulate your paper as an
appendix to the report, together with similar documents sent to
us by other regional banks. Of course, it would be clearly
indicated that the views expressed are only those of the staff
of your Bank and we hope that in the meantime the paper has been
finalised. I would appreciate receiving from you any indication
of changes which you may have introduced in the final version, and,
of course, your consent to our attaching it to our report.

Since we hope to present our report to the Second UNCTAD,
which, as you know, is to be convened in New Delhi on February 1,
1968, I should be most appreciative of your early consideration of
this matter.

Thanking you for your cooperation.

With kind regards,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Dr. C.S. Krishna Moorthi
Vice President
Asian Development Bank
Commercial Center P.O. Box 126
Makati, Risal
Philippines

ISF/USacchetti:rgw



December 14/67

Mr. Sacchetti/Mr. Kalmanoff

I believe that I promised we would send a
draft of our report before sending it to
UNCTAD - therefore, I would suggest that we

t ask for permission to use his letter
-..nce he has already told us that it is all
right to do so, but instead send him a draft
of the report for his comments, if time
permits.

Irving S. Friedman

(Letter to Beheiry)



INTLAFRAD December 14, 1967

L.T.

EEfLAND

264

ATENTON CORERY

THES CABLE AUJISING APPOIWIEIriS MAU STOP PiBASE IVITE ERIC ROLL FOR

DIER EDEDA EIET TOP HAVE APPO WITH GOVERN0R

BAN OLAND FOR Pt E DAYTOP TH ERI7RE EYE WILL BE LEAVING

TIVIRSDAY 7WENTYONE STOP ARRIING LODON SUNDAY EVENING IWA 702 STOP

PLEASE ARRAME CAR TO MET STOP REARDS

Irming S. Priedman
The Economic Adviser to the President



December 14, 1967

Dear Ziegler,

Thanks very much for the information
in your letter of December 6.

Your discussions were most helpful, and
for the time being I think this is enough. we
can pick it up again later if the need arises.

Thanks once again,

Yours sincerely,

Irving S. Friedman
The Eoonomic Adviser to the President

M. Hinrich J. Ziegler
European Office, I.B.R.D.
., Avenue D'Iena

Pari 16e, France



December 14, 1967

Mr. Woods -

I think you will find it interesting
to glance at the following report and press
release on the Reuse Sub-committee; of
particular interest are pages 8 and 9.

You will notice that the suggestion
made in the report of using the new SDR's to
increase IDA resources is spoken of as a
supplement to the proposed replenishment of
IDA now being considered.

Irving S. Friedman



Lcember 12, 1967

Mr. Felipe Herrera
Pre=1.nt
Inter Aerican Dvsl@psnt Sank
Wahngton, D. C.

Dear r. Herreraz

As you probae knov the Wdorld Bank aocepted ge tieago a
request by UNC 0 to par a suy on, 3uppirs' Credit. (UJCTAD
Resolution 1. .2; and last January a reprt prepared by the Bank
staff on Qredita 4f UaiU type from industrialised to develoing
countries wa. t the to the er "ry Geineral @1 ton United

a e I me J"iAD reolion that a study be
Made of maaures whiah Would enable develning countries to proate

orts of mfactured goods on credit, including a studby of the
poibility of ofring r aut cU i for Oer l dfts
rlatad to those export, du ndorsd by cenitral banks or other
official agencies.

To prepare a rort on the last mentionled eubjet we have
taudied the scheme that your Bank introduced in 1963, and we have sent

questionnaires to the African and the ilan Development Banks to inquire
whetr th*e hve oar re contpair shms similar to yours in this
field. We are hoping to include in our report the texts of the replies
Q; 8' o a ican and A4ian, D aak. We would hope,
if possible, also to includs a sttament froi you conoerning the
Sperieac witn' your xisting cheme; or as an alternative, we would like
to give a deacriptioi of your saiwn. In the latter connetion, I am
attadhing a ahort no prepard by our staff in consultation with
Mr. C. Santa 'rus of your Bank, wthh we would like to incorporate in our
report. I would apprentato it if your staff could chec on the accuracy
of this note and juggest, where necessary, chwes in the text, including

han9iss dsigned to iWing it up to date. I would aleo appreoiate a brief
stateWent of your 'viarn about the adoquacy Of the eXisting scheme,
particularly with reference to expected needs in fortheaing years.

Since we hope to present this report to the seond UNCTAD, which,
as you kzw, is to be convened in Ntw Dxlhi on Febrar7 1, 1968, I should
be most appreoiative of you early onSideration of this matter. ihniing
you for your cooperation, I rimin,

Toure slnerey,

fagned) Irving S. Friedman

Irving S. Frieinn
The Economd Advier to the President

. *AO, 1rnimannff.



D R A F T
December 13/67

ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN ECONOMICS DURING THE IAST
THMRE YEARS

A. World Bank Group as Leading Financial Development Institution.

(1) World Bank Group as Leading Authority on Finance and Policy Criteria

In many different ways the World Bank Group is now regarded as one

of the leading authorities, if not the leading authority, on development

finance - - this is seen in its role as "expert"' on the Various developing

economies and economic performance in many different forms, including

consultative group., national governments, learned societies, journals,

etc. Even in academic circles, the economic work of the Bank and the

economists are highly regarded and we no longer have difficulties in

recruiting top-flight economic staff. We are swamped with invitations to

address all sorts of grcops, including ecnnomic societies all over the

world.

(2) The World Bank Group as an Authori'l on Development Needs

Our estimate of $3-4 billion of additional resources which could be

effectively employed by the World Bank Group institutions has now become

universally accepted XMi The heads of state of many countries, the

public heads of international organizations, academic experts, etc., all

use this estimate as most authoriative. The continuing assumption of

this estimate that we have done in the past two years based on our country

reports, has confirmed this figure and heightened its authority. The IDA

discussions have heightened the understanding of donor countries that the

world has now reached a stage of development in which the LDC's can

effectively absorb a much larger volume of development finance than is now

being provided by creditors or donors.
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(3) Acceptance of IDA as Leading International Institution for Providing
Coordinated Aid

Irrespective of the level of the second replenishment of IDA which

may be achieved, most donor countries have accepted the reasonableness of

the $1 billion per year suggestion, both in terms of effective use by the

recipient countries and good administration by IDA. Instead of thinking

of proliferating new agencies, which had been a strong tendency in prior

years, there is increasing recognition that if effective development

finance is to be done multilaterally on an international basis, then the

proper authority is IDA.

(4) New Relationship between Donor and Recipient Countries

As a result of the deliberations centered on supplementary finance

and carried forward in practice in our country economic missions, as well

as other activities, the concept of mutual obligations and responsibilities

between the donor and recipient countries through economic development has

become more widely accepted. Just two to three years ago our Supplementary

Finance Study was considered very advanced in suggesting this new relationship

which is made up of acceptance of the idea of international agreement on

acceptable economic performance on the one hand and the provision of

adequate development finance as long as the host or recipient country lives

up to performance on the other hand. This has also helped pave the way for

more widespread recognition on both sides of more long-term commitments in

development finance, though much remains to be accomplished in practice in

this respect.
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(5) Supplsmentary Finance Study

It has been generally accepted as the practicable basis for a

working solution to a principal econemie uncertainity interfering with

the development process in the LDC's, despite the importance given to

international economic performance in relation to development. Now

the question is rather how to prevent the support for this scheme from

interfering with the replenishment of IDA, and measures have been taken

to achieve this in practice.

(6) Responsibilities of Donors or Creditor Countries

The thrust of much of the speeches by the President of the World

Bank Group as well as the underlying analysis, is that the donor

countries must be made to appreciate the urgent need for a large and

sustained increase in development finance granted to those countries

which are prepared to pursue sound development policies. Most recently

the suggestion has been made for a new estimation of the World's develop-

ment problems by leading outside experts. It is clear that the political

decisions -which would reflect the acceptance by the donor and creditor

countries of this viewpoint, have yet to be taken. Hoever, it is clear

in the United States, Canada, The Netherlands, Sweden, and other countries,

there is a growing awareness of the problem among the top level senior

officials. In nearly all of these countries, these individuals look to

the World Bank Group to do the bulk of the job in development finance at

such time as the political situations make it possible for them to greatly

increase their contributions of financial resources to the LDC's.



(7) World Bank and the U.S. Balance of Payments

- - Now generally understood and accepted that the

activities of the World Bank actually decrease the U.S. balance of

payments deficit,. It also seems to be accepted that the World Bank

can manage its affaire so that any future market borrowings in the United

States will not encumber the U.S. balance of payments, at least for a

number of years.

(8) IDA and the U.S. Balance of Payments

The discussion on U.S. balance of payments safeguards has made

countries focus sharply on the issue as to whether U.S. Government

finance should be sheltered from the balance of payments difficulties

of the industrial countries. For some time the United States and

other countries were asking that the richer industrial countries when

in balance of payments difficulties, reduce their relative contribution

for development finance. This issue has been finally resolved, but it

seems safe to say at this point in time that the argument made is much

more limited, namely, industrial countries in serious balance of payments

difficulties should be permitted to take steps to ensure that any external

aid be spent in the country, as long as such difficulties existed. Even

this viewpoint is vigorously opposed by most industrial countries. Ws

seem to have come Pmich closer to the acceptance of the principle that

there should be a clear demarkation separating balance of payments problems

of the richer countries from their commitments to provide development

finance.



December 12, 1967

Dear Andy:

I have just seen with much pride and pleasure
the article in Finance on The First Boston Corporation.
The sentence: "Suddenly, international financing burst
forth and the Overby team was not only in the thick of
things but on top." made me very nostalgic. I need no
details to fill out the pictureL

I am sure that the article was a source of deep
satisfaction to you and all your colleagues, and rightly
so. Please convey my congratulations also to
Mr. Pattberg. The First Boston clearly not only has
the most able bankers in the business but also the
handsouest.

With warm regards,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman

Mr. Andrew N. Overby
Vice Chairman of the Board
The First Boston Corporation
20 Ecchange Place
New York, N.Y. 10005



ISP: 12/12/67

IDA Criteria

I Questions to be Answered

(1) Countries eligible? Eligibility criteria,

(2) Projects and purposes -- including relation to Bank criteria.
Criteria fer oice within sectors--among sectors--among countries.

(3) Terms and conditions (Maturity - grace periods - charges)

(a) Conforaity -va- diversity

(b) Criteria for country decisions, assuring diversity.

(a) How muich diversity -- 44 Ioc -vs- categories

(4) How achieved

(a) change 11m

(b) Blending foralmae - og., applied to all Part II operations?

(a) Relations to other lenders or donors.

(d) Nbat if private fim or financial intermediary is borrower or
ultimate recipient of asaistance?

(g) ;ant ter-A be altered if country ignores? (e.g., Taiwan).

(5) Supervision byv Part r donors

(a) Present

(b) Possible changes -- including programming of investments (Canada).

II Elaboration of Above

Country eligibility criteria i (Combination of universal uniform tests
and seletivity tests)

(1) All Part 11 countries meeting universal tests (balance of payments
external debts - good economic performance - effective use).

(2) All Part II countries not recipientu of large special grant programs,
i.e., "practical" considerations. (e.g., IA.--French speaking Africa).

(3) Selected Part II countries meeting universal tests need aelectiviy criterib

(a) Poverty

(b) Uncertainty (ex. newness of country).

(c) Non-project needs (local currency finanming, budgetary support,
program financing).

(d) Unavailability of other grant monies, at least for tim being.
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(a) "bottleneck" breaker -- "final spurt".

(f) Export promotion.

(g) Proportion in total IDA credits.

(h) ion I or multinstional purposes.

(1) "lead" to other lenders or donors.

(C) projeats or purposes

(a) 3ame as IiW Why?

(b) Astuang not uaUM - what are logical choices -- universal -va- ad hoc

(c) "bxst" uses - education, agriculture, infrastructure - not industry
or tourim? Houaing?

(d) Criteria for choice - witlhin sectors - among sectors - as among
counti les -- "total' investment progrnm -vs- "sector" programs
-v6- "individual" projects.

(e) Other "apeoial" purposea -- e.g., financing buffer stocka.



December 12, 1967

Dear Escott:

Thank you very much for sending me the
material on Glendo College. I an taking it home
to John tonight - I am sure he will be most grateful,
as I an, for your sending it.

I will be taking the liberty of writing to
you again about this as soon as we have had a chance
to study the brochure and calendar.

I do wish we had a chance to see each other -
there is so much to talk about.

With warm regards,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman

4r. Fecott Reid
Principal
York University

lendon College
2275 Bayview Avenue
Toronto 12, Ontario
Canada



December 12, 1967

Mr. Owen 1066

Could you bring this up to date? I would
like to transmit it to Mr. Woods.

Irving S. Friedman

(OM from Adler to Friedman of September 5 on
"Impact of Economic Performance Decisions")



Dec. 8 1967

Mr. Sacchetti, Mr. Kalmanoff and 802

Mr. Nespoulous-Neuville

I would appreciate your preparing a

reply for my signature. Thanks.

Letter from Krishna Moorthi on Asian Development Bank
"staff working paper" on Suppliers credits, dated
December 1 1967



December 8,1967

Mr. Kamarck 800

Mr. Woods wants to write a personal letter to
the Editor on the attached and has given me

his personal thoughts on this. Perhaps you,
icchetti, de Fontenay or John Adler, could
,ad it this afternoon and talk to me about

it before the end of the day.

Thanks.

Irving S. Friedman

(Article in Readers Digest (December)
"A Plan to Stop the Gold Drain: by

N.R. Danielian")



December 8,1967

Mr. Kamarck 800

These quick comments may give you same idea
of what I am trying to get at. Please
discuss with me if you don't agree. Please
, rove the drafting if you agree.

Irving S. Friedman

(Draft Economic Committee Memo on Economic
Reports)



December 7, 1967

Dear Ken:

I am in the office now. I have been meaning to write to you
but all sorts of things have been happening which have chewed up my
time both in the evenings and over the weekends. I hope you do not
mind my sending you a typed letter, but I don't want to delay any
more until I have time to write one in longhand.

I now have a better idea of my schedule - I am to be in
London December 18th and 19th, and will probably be staying also on
the 20th. I am planning to leave on the night of December 16th,
arriving in London on Sunday morning the 17th. I am not sure what
hotel I will be staying at but probably Claridges or Browns. You
might try calling me collect from Paris, if you have the chance.
Otherwise, you might have the Paris office tell our London office how
I might get in touch with you. I gather that this will be just the
time when you will be taking your exams, and that you will be leaving
Luxembourg on the 22nd. If there are further changes in my plans, I
will try to get them to you.

Work here has been most hectic. Getting anything accomplished
these days is like running over a gigantic and chaotic obstacle course
with a hurricane or tornado blowing - nothing goes as expected and the
only prediction is that it is going to prove to be more time consuming.
The United States Government is based on the conception which embodies
the principle of checks and balances - as you have probably heard me
say before. The system was designed to make sure the Federal Govern-
ment was incapable of effective action. Despite the nonsense written
about our having a strong effective government in the form of a strong
President, what we have is the combination of a strong President, a
strong Congress and a strong Supreme Court. Now and then - and mostly
then - they cooperate to get something done. In the international
field there is also a system of checks and balances, although of a
different nature. These arise from the need to get international support
for anything you try to do. Any important country or indeed any
relatively small group of countries can block anyone else, even in the
international field. The result is that you can do well things that have
been agreed on in the past ought to be done (a situation which also prevails
in the United States Government). However, anything new is nearly always
blocked by some country or group of countries. The so-called compromise
is not a true compromise in many cases, since it frequently involves a
complete change of substance, even though the headings and form remain.
However, this is really the way the countries want it; they want to be able
to cooperate occasionally, but only occasionally, while at the same time to
give the appearance of a willingness to cooperate always. It makes for an
interesting way of life but a very frustrating onel
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Believe it or not we are still trying to get our IDA resources

replenished and the end is not clearly in sightI You will recall that
we started this exercise about two years ago. By any rational criterion
this is the kind of thing that should have taken as long as two weeks.
Indeed, in a well-ordered society it would not have taken two weeks and
could have really been done thoroughly in two days, and I say this with-
out any intention to exaggerate. However, most people seem to confuse
activity with accomplishment and are quite happy to be active even though
they are accomplishing nothing, because they are very busy at.what they
are doing. I envy such people. It makes it possible for them to avoid
ulcers, take vacations and sleep at night.

In one of your letters you requested a brief explanation of
devaluation. Perhaps that had better wait until we see each otherl

John took his SAT's the other day and seemed pretty happy about
it. Everyone else is about the same and everyone is looking forward to
having you back for Christmas. We have written to Susanne. I guess
that is about it.

With warm regards,

Mr. Kenneth Friedman
C/o Madam Gautier
28, By. Jean Jaures
Boulognes/Seine
Paris 1 6 o, France



Mr. ibods 
December 7 1967

Irving S. Friedman

You may be interested in the attached report on the meeting of

the UN General Assembly of November 15 when the Group of 77 presented

the "Algiers Charter" to the meeting.



December 7 ,1967

Mr. McDiarmid 600-A

Agreed - but isn't its focus rather too
short-run?

Irving S. Friedman

(Draft terms of reference visit to Phillirnines)



December 7,1967

Mr. Clarke 200

Agree. How should this suggestion be made?

Irving S. Friedman

(letter and memo re Arthur Gernand)



December 7,1967

Mr. Clarke 200

Reg -

Your help in this would be appreciated -
-esumably a reply should ccme from me?

Irving S. Friedman

(Letter of Pecember 4 from Iqbal Hamid)



Mr. Geora D. ood r 1967

Irving 3. Friudan

suplemntay :inance: Di~cssions with Deloegation fromt 3ru f7

A delegation from the Oroup of 77, headed by the Brazilan abassador
to tha United itates will ba here during December 7 - 8 to present and
explain the main featres of the Algiers Carter to te U.S. Goverament,
the 3ank and the Fund. Til attenngthe UN Comitteo II meetings
recently, we gathered from hr. Anjad Ali, a amber of this delegation, that
Supplementary P'inanc trooals would be oW of the main aubjects they would
raise with Mr. boda.

Recent develossents in the diaasaion of this subject are as follows.
?he UNCTAD Intergovernontal Group on upplemenmary Fiace has now finalized
its report, which will go directly to UNTAD IU in New Delhi. This report
brings out tie fact that ther is a wide rasure of internation& support
to a Supplementary Financ chemm, based on the Ban staff proposals.
R egarding the position of individual donor countries, the 3cheme is supported
by the United Kingdom and Swde (the original sponsors of the 196h resolution)
and other countries suoh na Switserland ,nd the otier Nordic countries. Prance
ha taln a negative position. The United ;tatea, Germay and Japan have
raised sonm qustiona and are not ia yet prepared to take a position. LDC
abaers of the roup aupport the Bank ataff- achee fully, and hav. Issued a

joint atatmet strongly endoraing re arental clament or the 'ank staff
schAme. Thia lstat t io to be circulated to UrnC1 I as a .onference
doumnt.* :ia poaiti.on of the~ IDT 8 a een stared in the alire Carter
and reiterated in the UN Conscittmc II laat week. Also, atr the 1967 .nral
Meetings of the sank and tlh lad, the Unlrican lovernor in tlwir mmorandum
to the President of the Bank pve their support in principle to the idea cor-
taired in the snk staff chm and urged the President 'to seek, through his4
good offices, broad intenoational saupport for the recowanwdationsi contained
trei.

It~ ay be reclled A~ ah :oalution o.nJplunr iac a
sponiored at the firac U: by _'Woden and the United Kingdm, and was
support d by :,l l hr dor cuntries including the United tates,
as well as by LT s. : 3ank a taff ocheme as a maw of Wplementing this
resolution has ba.n very wid supported. It Lt now clear - to donors as
well as recipient countrie -, that a sche of supplementary finance, broad4
and esaentially an th1.r of t. nk sti ff propo.d is very 7.uch alive
and will come up for active discussions, and seems likely to be endorsed in
principle, at UH"AD II. In:identIly, it h' .ao been clear in ouar die-
cussionthat the proposed schem came from the Bank staff and not the Sank
as such.

e crucial question relatea to fin-ne nd addi+.mnl c:nitntsr -zr

donor countries for this purpose. It is now agreed generally that the scheme
abould have a fixd amount of reoure at its disposa, at a level at which
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the schme might be regaoably expected to operate nuccessfully. or
varis reasoms, howwvur, inldin eSpcially the replenishment of IDA
So urgently needed -- which we have constantly stressed -- sow of the
donor countries nannot onsider providing funds for supplementary finance

forz a; tie. tua, t queustion of timng bcm rucial. Thew
supporters of the schew have easaidmi that no need for uoney will arise
for this ocive unt.l 1970 or even later. ' the forthaning UNCPAD, there-
fore, the question of finan can be set aside, for later consideration, If
so desired. 'he developing countries thoelves are fully aam of the need
for such pororiate tiaing, to avoid air possible conflict between TD

repln nt a uppleemntary ninanc 7. Ia tir jint memorandua at
the Interrovernmental Group the L~DCts s tate, Ie vorking cut of a suple-
mentar fining schem should not intarre " wit I"' replenisekernt aince
financial obligations under the seheme -ould not arim,, for iom considerable
tire ahxsad."

wn the reort o: ke Xntergoven tal {kap on $upplementary inancing
come up before the ntxt W("AD, it is to be expected that high level informal
disussions ad negotaVon.¶ will result in a unders~aaiing, and a resolution
may then be sponsored at the onference emboeing general agreemnt of govern-
ments in principle fior uppl ntary fnancing a In hi" statement
before UN -endttee II on November 15, 1967, Mr. Prebinch said, referring to
ti aupplsmantary finanin schaem, "I think that at the con -onference it

will be possible to reach agreiment tlt on pundamental principles. '"

Cn the question wf financing, it ih likely that such an areement will
d4 no more thAn request dcner coni to nit discusolona among tahn-
selves at the appropriate tim, to deteormine the amont of contributions for
a fixed lt for an iiitX.1l period. *anwhile, we on our part can continn to
uaspuizb as long a mcessary that IDA replenishment on a Oubstantia.1 scale

iL iawdniately nmeded, and we expect tZ finacial comitment" regarding
supplementary financing can only be contmplated by donor countries at a later
dute. We believe that the developing cmmtries will be qui. uderstanding of

Ow position aRnd receptive to this UiV. he krkw that Wte are basically
friendly and are no tryir ao cronte1 dities. Th beh aor the LD's
in this matter cawa been reatraind and 'eponsible.

cc: r a wu4, eua, er, , AnJnk, on.oI
, E~fman, &damrck, AcIvor and erta,



December 5,1967

Mr. Woods 1220

I thought you might be interested in seeing
these two publications tgr members of our

onamics staff - one in the Projects Depart-
osent and one in the Econaoics Department.

Irving S. Friedman

"Sector and Project Planning in Transportation"
by Hans A. Adler

"The Export Experience of Developing Countries"
by Barend de Vries



DECLASSIFIED C: l A

r- erse D. ** ~A UG 1 6 2023 acme ,16

WBO ARCHIVES

.~~~,I .3 ofto o lmnariee
i 2 be isending shortly to you a aeoan&t. which you may find useful

ni cm :, itL !the visit of t representatives of tra a 07rupo 77
Q Zrday, i1d wi' circulate copies of this meorandum to thos attnding

th reeti. * Nevr, in view of 'r. Knapp's report on "r. oolomon's rearks
to him on 'rebiech' statemnt to the 1)D on buwplp)ntary Finance, i thought
it was usefu to check out what the U.S. poeition was at this tie when stated
more carefully and de1iberat'iy. tast night I ascertained the following on a
strictly confidential. basit

(1) There is, as yet, no U.S. -overnmet noition. The position on Supple-
sentary 1inance being zotmnded by t.. officials az 1h United sters position
for the A ,oaerence is that tie &. 1d support a suppl tary finance
Scheme bu oAt tie itslf to any nreise provisions. -r is a feeling that
any scheme couild be s!ewhat iore le than suggeated by the rak staff. To
use more precise languag the U.S. would advocate a supplementary finance scheme
guided by, but not necesarily identical with, the 3ank schwee. 'he proposed
pitnr 87lso encmpases the thought that the monies for suoplementary finance
wuld be added to ^DA resource, in fiscal l970 with a dirctive to JlDA to spend
it for thepu eof supplentry finance. The details would be sorted out ty
te IDA rtaff and BIoard vene time after the U4CAO -onference.

(2) The M. *eels tat having been a ur-orter of the original U.K./$wdieh
Resolutitn + a moral amm itment ,! nothing ele to respond in a positive

way to the widespread support by the t a, Well aw soe other countries for
sunplemntry finance.

(3) It would be made clear in all discusione that this has no iuiOlication for
Areplensent, since it wiuld not involve mre money until fiscal 1970.

Tn tic way the sta!e would be net for a nositive action by the UTAD Conference,
but qt the same tim not an action that mould jeoprdize the IDA replenistant.

() At present this proposed U.S. position te being considered at the top level
in the .S. overnmnt. iecause of recent events the abinet officials concerned
have not been able to focus on this pronofed position. :owever, responsible
officiale are eager to get a .. position befoe the UCTAD Conference. They
r also motivated by a desire to make clear the U.S. position to various

Earopeant countries, Japan and Canada, recogniing that until now they have
delibertely not taken a clear nosition in oer to cope with the nroblem of not
having su lementary finance intArfere wit IDA replenishment. At this potnt no
one knwis uhat the various Cabinet official. will decide.

Fra other authorative sources would that the attitude toward
supplemntar finance at the official level of the U.'. Goverrmnt, also springs
from the conviction that new ways have to be found to entice Congressional support
for developent finance and assistance. Both Giud and ,ecretary iBusk, as well as
others, have been free to expres the view that bilateral aid I" on a steady
deali and have asked people around tmem to cam up with new ideas involving



Ir. George D. Woods 2 - DeOObr 5, 1967

addItional funds for aultilateral intittions. I gather thy am gn
so far a to indicate their li e to cosider even new instiations
as well as increaing he resources of existing onse. In this connection
I very pleamsd hat the meeting at Algiers did not eae out for new
international iniatitonms and ndorsed the use of the World Bank )roup as
the central internaonal finncial institution. !indleas to sa one
havinig crosed the bridge of having decided to use these instittions as
the principal instrumntbr their countries' developmnt, they haw ideas
as to how these inntiations abould be prated.

gut M. nep



Mr. Sarva Decmber It 1967

Irving S. Friedman

Visit of Delegation from Gr2!12, 77

In connection with the visit of the delegation from the Group
of 77 I think we had better assum that there will be somw meeting
with Mr. Woods.

For this purpose I would therefore appreciate a note for Mr. Woods

giving som of the highlights of the recent history of Supplementary
Finance, particularly different declarations of attitude such as that
taken by the African governors and the LD-s at the Intergovermental

group. I think that ar reoitati.on of facts of this kind would make
clear the widespread LDC support of the Sclme, the more mixd reaction
from the developed countries -- including warm support from the United
Kingdom, Sweden and Switserland, opposition from the French, and eager-
ness to avoid a position on arything Involving now money at this tims
by the United States, although a desire to koep the proposal moving
forward.

A recital of the facts should also make clear that all concerned
are interested In treating the IDA replenishmnt as an insediate urgent
matter, Suppimentary Finance is imadiate only in the sense that it is
coming up for discussion at ti UNCAD meting with a view to a possible
decision in favor of a scheme more or less along the lines we proposed
but with no need for monW until 1970, if not later.

oci Mr. Roffman
Mr. Sandrum
Mr. Jalan



December 4 1967

Dear Mr. Insanally,

On Mr. Woods's behalf I would like to
acknowledge receipt of your letter and the
enclosed five copies of the Resolution on
Sugar adopted at the Fourth Conference of
Heads of Government of onomonealth Caribbean
Countries in Barbados,October 1967.

The Resolution has been circulated to
the Bank officers most concerned with this
subject.

Yours sincerely,

Irving S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Mr. S.R. Insanally
First Secretary
Embassy of Ouyana
1701 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Room 404
Washington DC 20006

(Copy to Mr. Woodsis office for record purposes)

cc: Mr. Macene



November 30, 1967

Dear Lady Jacksont

I have already tried to answer query number two in your
letter of November 18. I hope the photostate of the tables you
requested from the 1967 DAC Review of "Development Assistance
Ffforts and Policies" reached you in tim. (m secretary tells
me she mailed them air mail, special delivery. )

On the first query, you may find relevant information in
the World Tables I have already given you. I am enclosing some
additional data readily available and more up-to-date than
Zscott's figures, but not in the sam form. Please let me know
if this suits your requirement or if you want the data in exactly
the sane form as Escott's.

On query number three, U.S. budget expenditures for national
defense rose from $2k billion in fiscal 192 to $81 billion in
fiscal 1945.

On query number four the hearings before the louse Committee
on Foreign Affairs on the Foreign Assistance Act of 1962 (p. 777)
brought out the following in response to a question about U.S.
military contracting in Japan during the Korean War:

"Tbring the calendar years 1950 through 1953, the U.S.
military forces contracted in Japan for procurement expenditures
totalling $1,380 million. This procurement was for U.S. forces
stationed in Japan, Korea, and other coutries. It is impossible
to estimate accurately the amtn of this procurement #hich is
attributable to the Korean War."

I do hope I will see you in Brunsels.

With warm regards,
Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman

Lady Jackson
Sheraton Commander Hotel
Cambridge, Mass. 02138

cc: Mr. Hulley



Mr. Andrew Kamarck November 30 1967

Irving S. Friedman

1968 Annual %eport

I would appreciate having a chance to discuss the proposal on

the 1968 annual report with you as soon as possible.

Perhaps we could set up a meeting with Lars Lind, Adler and

yourself and anyone from Pemuth's shop who wishes to come.



November 30 1967

Dear Dr. hah,

Thank you very mch for your thoughtful

letter of November 19, which I found of great

interest.

I will be in touch with you shortly on

some of the points you raise.

With best regards,

Yours sincerely,

Irving S. Friedman

Dr. V.C. Shah
Indian libassy
583 Avenue Louise
Brussels 5
Belgium



November 30 1967

Dear Mr. Dell,

As requested during our phone call yesterday,
I return herewith the check for $150 and the
receipt made out to Mr. Friedman.

Cur thanks for mailing the check directly to
UNICEF in his naam -- I enclose a copy of Mr.
Friedman's May 11 letter for quick reference.

Vours sincerely,

(Daphne McGregor)
Secretary to Mr* Friedman

Mr. W.R. Dell
Editor
Britannica Book of the Year
Encyclopaedia Britannica
425 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Ill. 60611



November 30,1967

Mr. Levy 863

I would appreciate having the replies to
questions 1 and 3 in Lady Jackson's letter
,oday. I understand Mr. Halley has

already forewarned you of ry need of these.

Irving S. Friedman



November 29,1967

Mr. Demuth 845

This is another one of those things I
discussed with Monsignor Bordelon a number
of months ago.

Irving S. Friedman



November 29, 1967

Dear Father Walsh:

Thank you very much for your interesting preliminary
inquiry and invitation to participate in the Northeast
Seminarians' Study Conference next September in Washington.

As far as I can see now, my schedule would permit me
to attend and I would be delighted to do so, unless scmething
unforseen intervenes. I would not expect a fee for the talk
and would have no objection to publication of remarks made.

I am taking the liberty of sending a copy of your letter
and my reply to Mr. Richard . Deuth, Director of the Development
Services Department, as his department handles invitations of this
kind.

With kind regards,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Father William P. Walsh, S.J.
Secretariat for World Justice and Peace
1312 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005

cc: Mr. Richard H. Demuth



Mr. George D. Woodw Movember 29, 1967

Irving S. Friedman

Visit of the Renrsentatives of the Grou of7

You will recall that recently at Algiers there was an UTNCTAD meting
of the Group of 77 to discuss the so-called Algiers Charter. This Charter

was presented last Friday morning to the Second Committee of the U.N.
General Assembly by the Foreign Minister of Algiers (who was chairman of
the Algiers Ministerial '4eting), and discussed by this Committee.

The Charter itself calls for visits to various countries to explain
the Charter by representatives of the less denMloped countries. It has
now been agreed that a group of representatives of these countries, namely,
Brasil, Chile, Ghana, Liberia, Thailand and Pakistan, will join in a

delegation to the U.S. Goverment, the World Bank and I on December 7 and

8, to present their views on the Algiers Charter. The group will be headed

by the Brazilian Ambassador, and will include Amjad Ali of Pakistan; the
others will be Ministers or Ambassadors.

You may recall that one of the things that was done at Algiers was
the endorsement of a scheme of supplemntary finance.

The Brazilian Dmbassy telephoned me to ask whether you might see the

delegation on December 7 or 8? They are trying to fit in a schedule of

appointnents, including President Johnson, and Secretaries of State, Treasury
and Comerce, and are at this time unable to indicate a precise time to visit
the 3ank. I have promised the razilian Fhbassy to answer their inquiry as
to your availability as soon as possible.

I would like to suggest the possibility of our giving them lunch or
other entertanment on one of these days. The Fund is considering a joint
(Bank-Fund) reception on Thursday, Decezmber 7. You may wish to chat with
Pierre-Paul about this.

cc: Mr. Dwith



November 29, 1967

Dear Bill:

I am sorry I have not written sooner in reply to your
letter of November 3, but I have been frequently out of lihe
country during the past month.

Thank you for making further suggestions of topics.
I think that I would prefer Part 11(a) "Characteristics and
Problems of Developing Countries," if for no other reason
than it is very general and gives me a lot of freedom of
choice as to what to include. (Incidentally, if I do come,
I would hopefully bring Edna with me.)

If Prebisch is not coming, we might discuss the other
topic, but lets assume the above.

I would like to be able to plan on being in Ceylon in
July, since with respect to a number of other matters I need
to know where I will likely be in the summer months. These
are very hectic times for us in many ways. I must say that
I do wonder whether devoting one's life to this kind of stuff
really makes any sense, but since I keep doing it it must be
that - on balance - I think it is worthwhilet

I do hope you are enjoying your new duties.

Edna and I look forward to seeing you and Daisy.

With warm regards,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman

M1r. W. Tennekoon
Governor
Central Bank of Ceylon
Colomtbo, Ceylon



Mr. George D. Woods November 29 1967

Irving S. Friedman

In light of your coments today I thought you would be
interested to know that we have done a good deal of work on
the memorandum on IDA Criteria.

It has already gone through a few drafts. I have been
holding off sending it to you until such time as seemed
appropriate, and to take advantage of the passage of time
to improve the quality of the memorandum.



PROFESSOR MIESELL Novamber 28 1967
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November 28/67

Mr. IHlley 1021

I would appreciate having the material for
a reply to this letter, or a draft reply.

%wmver, I have received a message that
ty Jackson is phoning me tomorrow on the

information asked for in paragraph 2. I
would therefore appreciate having that
immediately.

Thank you.

Irving S. Friedman



Mr. George ods November 28, 1967

Irving 8. Friedman

Visit t the IRD of a Berne Union delegation

1. Sir Anthony Percival, present President of the Berne Union, and also recently
elected President of the OED Trade Committee Group on Export Credits and Export
Credit Guarantees, mentioned at the last General Meeting of the Berne Union, at the
beginning of October, that he would be interested in visiting the IERD with a couple
of other members of the Berne Union, in order to discuss informally the problems of
cooperation with the IRD.

2. The "Union d'Assureurs des Credits Internationaux", usually referred to as
the Berne Union, was established in 1934. Its membership at present consists of
26 public or private companies or departments of the Administration, in charge of
export-oredit insurance in 20 countries. The only OECD country not represented
in the Berne Union is Japan. Non-0O0D members are institutions in Finland, Isral,
India, Pakistan, Australia and South Africa. The l2RD has participated in the bi-
annual General Meetings of the Berne Union since 1945, as an observer. Mr. Nespoulous-
Neuville represented the Bank at the last seven General Meetings.

3. After our staff informed Sir Anthony that his visit would be welcome, he indi-
cated by telephone that he would be accompanied by the heads of the American, Canadian
and French export-credit insurance institutions. Their visit would last one day. It
has been tentatively scheduled for January 16.

4. The agenda of the meeting would be the improvement of mutual information
between the IERD and the Berne Union, and an exchange of views on the Berne Union
policies towards developing countries, and on the IDMD's attitude toward the use
of suppliers' credits by developing countries. A working party will be set up
shortly in the Bank for the study of various issues to be discussed.

5. Though the official purpose of the Berne Union delegation is to discuss
technical matters, which should be done at the level of senior officials, we know
that Sir Anthny would be pleased to pay a courtesy visit to you, if you are in

shington at the time of the visit.



November 22, 1967

Dear Mr. Turner:

On behalf of Mr. Woods I am pleased to acknowledge

receipt of your letter of Novem-ber 3, 1967. I read it

carefully and found it interesting.

Thank you very much for showing interest in our work.

Sincerely yours,

Irvig S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Mr. Geo. Spencer Turner
"Bella Vista"l
23, Aarlow Moor Drive
Harrogate, Yorkshire
Fngland

cc: Mr. Woods

ISFriedman :rgw



November 22, 1967

Dear Shirley?

I thought I ought to drop you a note and say

that Peter Cargill has been out of town and will be

for a number of weOks. I think it would be advisable

to wait until he returns, unless you think I ought to

go ahead anyway.

I enjoyed our lunch together very much, and

hope to be seeing you again soon.

Warm regards,

Sincerely,

Irving S. Friedman

His Excellency
Shirley Anmrasinghe
Ambassador to the United Nations
Permanent Delegation of Ceylon
United Nations
New York, N.Y.



FILLS November 22 1967

Irving 3. 2riedman

World Tables

Yesterday I gave to Barbara ard for her confidential us

a copy of our World '"able$.

ce Mr. Kamarck



November 22 1967

TOt

Luncheon for Mr. A.F.W. Plumptre --

I am planning a small luncheon for Wynne
Plumptre, who is Principal of Scarborough
College, University of Toronto and will be
visiting the Bank on Wednesday next.

Mr. Plumptre wishes to discuss, on behalf
of the ;anadian Fxternal Aid Office, a proposal
to establish in Canada an international research
program or research center in connection with
International Development.

I do hope you can join us.

Irving ¾. Friedman

de 1riesi

B. Bell2i



Noveimber 22 1967

TO, Messrs. Kamarck, acchetti, de Vries, Balassa
de Fonteney, Sarma and aUndrum.

Visit of Mr. A.F.W. Pluptr to. the lnkj
November 2 9 IF96

Mr. Plumptre, Principal of Scarborough College,
University of Toronto, will be visiting the Bank on
November 29 to discuss, among other things, a reading
list for a graduate seminar course on International
Financial Institutions.

I would appreciate it if you could plan to
attend this meeting in ry office on Wednesday morning,
November 29, at l1:l5 am.

Thank you.

Irving S. Friedman



November 22,1967

Mr. Nespoulous Neuville 1034

Getting the approval of Hoffman and Demuth
will be enough.

Please include a sentence on who has been
Attending Berne meetings in the recent
report and also whether Sir Anthony expects,
or wishes, to see Mr. Woods.

Irving S. Friedman

(Returning draft memo from Friedman to Woods on
visit of Berne Union delegation.)



November 21, 1967

Mr. Woods -

A suggestion, if not already done:-

To: CHANCELLOR OF EXCHEQUER
U. K.

WISH TO EXPRESS ADMIRATION FOR COURAGE SHOWN

IN COPING WITH GRAVE PROBLEM STOP KNOW HOW

DIFFICULT IT MUST HAVE BEEN TO TAKE DRASTIC

MEASURES INVOLVING GREAT VARIETY OF

CONSIDERATIONS STOP BEST WISHES FOR SUCCESS

STOP WARM REGARDS

GEORGE D. WOODS

Irving S. Friedman



November 20 1967

Dear 1.0.,

Edna and I were quite upset last night br the news we heard

frm th Woodleys that you have been quite Ill. You did tell so
in i.jo about the trouble with the amoeba, but I had not heard

awthing since.

It is kind of futile to give you the sort of advice that

everybody else is giving you - the advice to take things easy
is Mh easie to give than to take. M onI thing I found tat

my illness did for me was to give me a mch higher stendard as to

ho: I spent m time. I have become much more impatient with junk
activities, although I'm afraid that lots of time is still spent
doing much of what I would Pat in that eategoryt

I believe the present period is particularly trying for people
like ourselves who are primarily interested in accomplishoents.
Political difficulties and ocnplexities in virtualy all the major
countries seems to paralyse doing that which is necessary and
inteligent. It would be much better at this stage in history to

be philosophical and truly academie in temperament and pursuits but,
for me at least, this is pMre3y daydreaming.

Is there an ohance of you and Alek and the baby coming for a

long stay in Washington? If so we will be glad to turn over part
of the house to you. I do hope that, in any ease, you will not try

to get back to full time activity too soon. Those damn problems
with which we work never disappear, and there will always be ample
opportunities for you to make major contributions.

I shouldnI't be writing so serious a letter to someone who has

been Ill, but I'm afraid that Wy own spirits these days are not very

lighthearted, and our relationship has always been a pUrely honest

one, so I won't try to pretend lightheartedness.

Ken is still in Paris. We hope that he will be back by Christmas.

Johnny is going through the agory of applying So oolleges. With his

sense of reality and honesty and complete inability for self-deceptiou,
it becomes a very painful experience. Te profited a great deal by
his Japanese experiance. It seemed to give him a lot of self-confidence

and deepen his understanding of things. However, I'm afraid that this

.... ./2



is being quickly dissipated by this concern about college entrance.
Reid and Bobbie are fine. Bobbie is enjoying the baby, although I
think she in finding it exhausting. Both of them have not been
accustomed to getting up at all hours of the night, but they seem
to take these tasks with good nature. Reid continues to enjoy
Arnold and Porter.

Things in the Bank are about the same. The IDA replenishment
exercise is becoming a marathon. Having spent nearly two years on
it I'm now completely fed up with the whole thing. However, I still
feel some responsibility for helping to get the biggest possible
figure with the least amount of conditions. As long as I stay here,
I'll try to do mVr best to this end.

Needless to say everyone in the family would be most happy to
hear from you and Alek. Please try to keep us posted one way or
another on how things are going.

Yours,

(Irving S. Friedman)

Dr. I.0. Patel
11 Tin Mhrti Lane
New Delhi
INDIA



Mr. J. Burke Knapp November 17, 1967

Irving S. Friedman

Balance of Payments Safeguards

The attached is a copy of my outline on my balance of payments
safeguards memo, prepared with the help of 1ulley and Sacchetti. Any
comments you may have would be most welcome.

In the meantime, we will go ahead and start drafting along
these lines. My objective will be to have a draft by the latter part
of next week so that we can go over it ingether during the week of the
27th and send it out some time during that week.



November 17 1967

Dear Franz,

I an sorry I won't be able to come to

your cocktail party on November 21 since I

will be out of town.

Please do not take this as a decline

in interest -- may I again invite imyself

to be a speaker at your Institutel

Irving . Friedman



Dear Governor Tennekoons

This is in reply to your letter of November 2, 1967.

The World Bank will be glad to participate in the
forthcoming SEANZA Central Banking Course. I have discussed
this with Mr. Friedman and he will be happy to be one of your
visiting specialists, dealing with Part II (a) of the syllabus.

I am sure that he will be in further cowmunication with
you on this matter.

Sincerely yours,

(signed) Geo-rge -. "OI

George D. Woods

Dr. W. Tennekoon
Governor
Central Bank of Ceylon
Colombo, Ceylon

ISFriedman:rgw
November 15, 1967



Mr. Andrew M. Kamarok November 16, 1967

Irving S. Friedman

Suppl.mentLr Finance

Thanks for that article of November 15 on Supplementary Finance.
Believe it or not I had not seen it.

I wonder whether Mr. Woods saw it?



Nr. Andrew M. Kazarck Novem~ber 16, 1967

Irving 5. Friedman

JY~8 nnua ~eprt

ets dicus John': meo ovevmber 14 on the Annual Report
at one of our meetings.

Thanks.

cc t Mr. Adler



Yr. John t. Adler November 16, 1967

Irving S, Friodman

oaetures in Transportation Economics

I read with interest the proposed course on Transportation
For nmi s. I do hope that this does not interfere with your other
responsibilities,

Perhaps we could chat about it.

cc s Mr. Kamarck



IMessrs. Sprma and Jalan November 16, 1967

Irving S. Friedman

Interovernmental Metings on Supplementary Finance - Geneva

Thanks for your memo of November 15.

I think it ought to be circulated to the members of our little
group. However, do you plan to issue a separate report on our mission
for general circulation, which would include the Executive Directors?
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WBG ARCHIVES
Dear Wynne,

I have just returned from Europe and found your letter
of November 10. I am looking forward very much to our getting
together during your visit.

I will take the liberty of showing your Seminar Course to
a few others, whose opinion I value, in getting a reading list
together.

Since Ambassador Ritchie is putting together your engagements,
I will be contacting him. One of the things I am going to
suggest is that you might be free for dinner on one of the nights
here - I am sure he will be talking to you about it. Selfishly
I prefer to have a small dinner party at home -- on the other hand
I could arrange for a larger group at one of the clubs, say the
F Street Club.

Thank you again for offering to be of assistance and guidance
to John. He is eager to find out more about Toronto, but we find
it very difficult to get a catalogue of the University. If there
are such things, perhaps your secretary could put ne in the mail.
John would like very much to have a chance to chat with you when
you are here.

Looking forward to seeing you soon,

Yours,

Irving ;. Friedman

Mr. A .F.W. Plumptre
Principal
Scarborough 3ollege
West Hill
Ontario
Canada



Mr. George D. Woods November 15, 1967

Irving S. Friedman

SEANZA CETRA. BANIKING COURSE (July to September 1968)

Bill Tennekoon, who is Governor of the Central Bank of Ceylon,
asked me in Rio if I would came out and participate in this Central
Banking Couree.

I had some hope of taking same time off this suner and
visiting a few countries in Africa, which I have never done, and it
seemed quite possible to combine this with a brief visit to Ceylon.
The lectures for the so-called SFANZA Central Banking Course was
first initiated by the Australians and includes all of the Central
Banks of "South East Asian" who sponsor the affair and take turns
acting as host.

If I ient I think I would like to lecture on the topic under
Part II (a) Characteristics and Problems of Developing Countries.

I would like to accept the invitation, subject of course, to
overriding needs here. I have drafted a letter accepting the
invitation. This draft says nothing about the possibility of other
urgent needs, but I would mention it in my correspondence, if you agree.



DECLASSIFIED
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WBG ARCHIVES Noibr 1 )367

Dear Mlonsignor Bordelon:

As you know, I find myself in fundamental agreement with the
Papal Encyclical on the Development of Peoples, and I hope that it
will prove to be a landmark in twentieth century history. Much will
depend, of course, on whether those of us who feel deeply about the
subject and are in a position to do something succeed in transforming
these moral precepts into public action.

I am naturally inclined to start out by indicating the many
things with which I am in complete agreement. For example, that
development cannot be limited to mere economic growth, or that all of
our judgments in this field are related to our scale of values, e.g.
!$avarice is the most evident form of moral underdevelopment.," that
development demands transformations and innovations in society that go
deep. I believe, however, that it would be more useful if I were to
concentrate on some aspects which I might myself have put differently.
As you will see they are largely questions of emphasis and do at times
come close to being matters of semantics.

At times it seems as though the description of our economic
system is based on the assumption that our economic system is not
subordinated to our value system. (See, for example, the description
of the economic system in paragraph 26, or the choice of words in
paragraph 33, or the analysis of international trade in paragraph 4h.)
However, in reality our economic syster is subject to our value system.
Through such techniques as taxation policy, subsidisation, control of
our money supply and banking system, foreign trade, development
assistance, treatment of charitable and institutional systems, etc., we
have made our economic system adjust to our value system. Modern
societies are concerned with the question of poverty, sickness, old age,
etc., as well as the traditional problems of safety and security.
Modern societies do accept that the development of a whole human being,
in the form of educational opportunities, is an obligation of society,
We rely on competitive market mechanisms to achieve an efficient output
of marketable goods and services and we greatly influence the distribution
of this material output among people through governmental policies. Of
course, this does not mean that we no longer have no need to be concerned
with the material welfare of people. There is bound to be a continuing
difference of views and even conflicts of interests, which governments
must resolve. Bit for me, the basic problem is not the recognition of
the need for this concern, but rather the extension of this concern to all
people and not just the people in our own community or our own nation, or

M'nsignor Marvin 3ordelon
Director, Secretariat for World Justice and Peace
1312 Massachusetta Avenue, N.W.
WasWhington, D1.C._



Nonsignor Marvin Bordelon - 2 - November 15, 1967

nations like ourselves. This to me is the essence of the Papal Ecyclical
and why I profoundly agree with it.

If governments agree to accept this concern in economic policy-
making, we have the means in terms of knowledge, capital, institutions, etc.
to transform the world into something very different from what it is today.
In this new world we would probably still find it most useful to have strong
elements of competition, material incentives in the form of profits, interest,
wages, wide differences in economic distribution within and among nations.
In this changed situation, for many years the gap between the poor and the
richer countries might become even wider, but the dynamic forces for change
would be there and for narrowing this gap, as the years went on. Moreover,
whatever the size of this gap, the material welfare of people could be
visibly improving in a way understandable to everyone, irrespective of
education or locale.

Thus to me our basic conflict today is not between one economic
ideology or another, but between the concept of a limited concern which
fixes on ones own community, and a world-wide concern. I see it as a
failure to recognize that national objectives are only fully served by true
internationalism. I mean by true internationalism something that
recognizes that improvement in the material welfare of other people is a
worthwhile end in itself and not the bi-product of the pursuit of other
directives. 1- own view is that governmnts' assistance f c economic
development is too often not the primary motivation in providing such
assistance and, as a consequence, confusion, frustration and ill-will,
follow. (Incidentally much of what I an saying is reflected in paragraph
60 of the Encyclical.)

Within this general philosphy perhaps Ican make some more soecific
coments:t

(1) The description of the economic system in paragraph 26 describes
a system that does not really exist anywhere. All economic systems,
however planned or not planned, now recognise the need for incentives
and competition to provide the mechanism of achieving efficiency of
production and responsiveness of production system to changing needs
of people.

(2) Paragraph 33 points out that "the mere free play of competition'
could never ensure successful development. This may or may not be
true, but in any case, governments intervene in this free play of
competition - not to assure successful development but to accelerate
development and to affect its content.

(3) Paragraph 34 is concerned with the problem of social progress as
well as economic growth. This is one of our keenest dilemas in our
work in this field. ,hat may be argued for as improving social
welfare, for example, decreasing inequities in income distribution may
actually hamper growth, which in the long run is necessary for a viable



Monsignor 'Marvin Bordeion - 3 - November 15, 1967

and enduring solution of social ills. As in so many other economic
questions we have to choose our priorities and live with the
consequences. I believe that we do best when we make economic
development our highest priority but moderate it by social concern,
recognising that, ii1e doing this, we may be delaying the process
of overcaming the economic backwardness of many peoples, but still
ready to do so because of the human beings involved.

() Paragraph 14 speaks of "eqitable trade relations between
jrowerfuI nations ad weak nation ." I think there is little use or
merit in such description.. This point of view was held for maxk
years by leading economiste who were trobled by the fact that
internatL onaI trade by itself had not brought about the modernization
of the economies of more backward areas. We now understand that
although .1a countries gain fre. trade, more has to be done than
merely trade. We do have to do something to transfer resources from
the ricner countries to the poorer countriesn. This used to be done
by the mechanism of private capita , but for well-known reasons this
mechanism does not work in the case of many poor countrier. We Still
should be encouraging trade at the highest possible levels between the
less developed and developed countries, and it will be "inevitable"
that the products of modern industry will crmand much higher prices
in real terms than the producte of more backward indus try - a
situation which prevails within every industrialized economy as well
as between industrialized and less industrialized economies. What we
need to overcome this seeming inJutice is to develop the less
developed countries, We do not need to compensate countries for
being poor, what we need to do is overcome their reasons for being poor.

(5) Varagraph 49 speaks of 'superfluous wealth of rich ountries.1

This i A the kind of phrase which gives an economist much cause to
nause. In economic terms even richer countries feel a shortage of
resources, The transfer of resources from the richer to the poorer
countries will not be those resources which are regarded as surplus,
because none will be so regarded; instead they will be resources
which will be transferred because a high enough priority is given to
the development of the poor canntries sa that the richer countries
deliberately forego either some consution in their own countries or
same inprovement in their own material welfare.

(6) Paragraha $7-61 seen to be an attack on the prinoiplaes of froe
trade. I think these paragraphs reflect an over-simplification of
the many economic problems that flow from the existence of national
boundaris. National boundaries bring a political factor into all
economic relations, including trade,. or the economist the simple
answer is to eliminate the economic significance of political
boundaries, and I need not elaborate on how difficult this is in
practicalI I feel that the less developed countries need to be
encouraged to be more competitive rather than less competitive, even



Monsignor Iarvin Bordelon - - ovemiber 15, 1967

recognizing the difficulties which may flow from comipetition.
There is no need to be doctrinnaire regarding such questions
as free trade, as I do feel that we are learning through
cooperative international effort how to achieve cmon action

mong goverments. Governsmnts now are a major part of
economic life. We really have no choice except to arrive at
same techniqae of coordination of such policies. International
trade does not take place in an environment free of govermental
policies, but at the same time it is easy ti slip from a
recognitior: of this problem to a seeming distaste for the rigors
of competition.

Economics is a dismal science, but only in the short run. Lord
Keynes ic often quoted as sWing that in the long run we are all dead.
With this I profoundly disagree - it m ay be that only in the long run are
we all alive

I hope that the above comments, together with those of my colleagues
may be of some use.

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman



CWTgNfTS ON ENCYCLICAL

(1) Agree - "development cannot be limited to mere economic growth" (para.1k)

(2) Emphasis on scale of values - "avarice is the most evident form of moral

underdevelopment" (para.19)

(3) Subordinate right of private property to certain values - "Primary

comamnity exigencies" in cases of conflict public authorities need to

seek a solution - example: against income transfers abroad when inflict

damage on those countries by doing this. (Does not examine economic

causes of such actions - therefore solution sought may be wrong - give

example of cause of capital flight - where solution of self-protection

(when ) even defeats community.

(1) Description of economic system in para.26 (p.20) unfortunate (- material

incentives, e.g. profits, rent, wages) are bssic to economic system -

competition is mechanism of achieving efficiency of production and

responsiveness of production to changing demands - private ownership

necessary for incentive system to work - but all describe system that

doesn't exist anywhere: seems either like strawman for argument - or

reflect ideology unfriendly to system which are characterized by large

degree of private ownership, however, varied in form - Note incentives and

competition needs also felt now by even socialist planned economies).

(5) Agree "Development demands transformation, innovations that go deep".
free

(6) Para.33 says "individual initiative alone" and "mere/play of competition"

could never assure successful development. Probably wrong - but in ary

case off the target - governments intervene not because there would be no

development or because income distribution becomes more uneven - but to

accelerate development in time, affect its content, i.e. more education and

health than might otherwise prevail or more agriculture or industry and to
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affect distribution of income and levels of employment - indeed key

difficulties arise because of trying to pursue at times conflicting

objectives (from economic viewpoint) of more production versus increased

efficiency while improving social welfare, avoiding cycles in employment

and narrowing inequalities in income distribution - thus as -in para.34

"To speak of developmnt is in effect to show as much concern for social

progress as for economic growth" is fine, but in terms of economic policy

may lead to short-run policies which hamper growth, which in long-run is

necessary for viable solution of social ills.

(7) Some unfortunate references from economic viewpoint - para.41 - "ineqitable

trade relations between powerful nations and weak nations" - problem is not

that they are inequitable - all gain from trade - but that economically

backward nations expect products Of unskilled labor or only very few involved

in production of goods which cormand relatively good prices (example:

tourism) - need is to diversify and modernieo economies - while efforts to

make trade "more equitable" may prove politically attractive - but keep

poor countries continuing to produce coemodites of relatively less value -

need is for resources from rich countries to help diversify - not higher

prices from primary products - reconciliation is part of income from higher

prices set aside for diversification - a theoretical possibility, but

probably applicable only in limited eases of actual products (exwple: coffee).

Moreover, if seen as problem in "equity," higher prices paid may not be used

to finance diversification. If means weaker nations do work in with bargaining

prices over tariffs and op--- - agree - but removal of business markets of

richer couutries will not result in higher prices for exports of LDC's - maybe

even the reverse - but will encourage their more rapid economic development.



(8) Para.49 - speaks of "superfluous wealth of rich countries" - a value

judgment - in economic terms even richer countries feel shortage of

resources - always question of priorities not superfluity.

(9) Agree on argument set forth for unilateral approach to development

- (paras. 51-55) - question need for another new institution - but this

is a practical matter - but must be realistic in economic sense (see

para.54 especially) - economic development as described and executed in

those paragraphs will bring about major changes in social and political

life - countries must be free to choose the paths of change - but change

there will be and therefore inevitable resistance from some to such

changes - may find it easy to seek scapegoat in concept of foreign

interference.

(10) Paras.57, 58, 57, 60 and 61 - seem to be an attack on the principles of

"free trade" - but obstacles to more desirable international economic

relations go beyond those mentioned - question of how to organise all of

economic activities in all communities eve:iprhere - profound question of

feasibility - many economic problems flow from existence of national

boundaries - also danger of illusory premises which divert attention from

what can be done - need for cooperative International effort - but based on

what is - vision combined with sincerity for immediate need to change.

However, can agree with essence of view.

Whole Encyclical

Basically economic system is subordinate to value system - so it is now

in reality - at times seems as though this not recognised and therefore may

create suspicion as to wIy it is not recognised - believe more fruitful approach

(already reflected in para.60) - is to emphasise need to extend concept of concern



to all people, not just nations - this to me is essence of Encyclical and why I

welcoae and profoundly agree with it. If goverruents agreed to accept this

concern in economic policy-making, world could be transformed - probably still

have strong elements of competition, profit motive, wide differences in economic

distribution within and among nations (as in every rich country today) but

helping poor to develop would becomae high priority for governments of rich

countries and magnitudes of assistance as well as forms and methods of assistance

would reflect this concern. By willingness to recognise that only when pursuing

development of poor are rich countries really responding to this concern - based

on fact that national objectives are served by this true internationalism. Now

too often governments' economic development is not the primary motive even when re-

sources are given or lent to developing countries - within this philosphy -

confusion, frustration and ill-will follow - this is where I would center my

criticism rather than on the economic system as such - because the system is

flexible and adaptable - it is simply not being used adequately to accelerate

development in poorer countries. Conflict is not between one economic ideology

and aiother; but between concept of limited concern versus world-wide concern.



November 15, 1967

Dear Monsignor Bordelon:

I am enclosing the comments of the various

members of the Bank staff on the Papal Encyclical.

I am hoping to have Py comumnts ready to be

sent over to you later today, or tomorrow morning.

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman

Monsignor Bordelon
Director
Secretariat for World Justice and Peace
1312 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C.



Noveoar 15, 1967

Doar Governor 3achid:

A3 you requexted at the Rio Meting, I am pleased to
close3 Sevrral dcenson theo osubject Of -the reint-ion

bct;cn the :cnetary policy :nd dvonnt. In a tio,

there are available - a r Ou 1er of EiCAD pul,i Ca tiCnz; Ca th is
subjct ch yoA vy have alrc.dy ; for e le

Internioal ro o Iue J2and tlur

(TD/3/32, TDB C3/ 1 Noato-r 199) Thej Inte Katona

the Postar T C 10
etc. As you wvill i the:o tnclosed rp teitlcEd

x of th in draft f.)
bais Js Dng1 reisei and willa be pu1-ne aCaeroe

I rgrt the dlyin frrigteede aa u

r~otay inance n cqunlhv bee2,n aw. ay fron u deslk
in ,a, B.n- .. or a good part of . ie t Pe.1. vr V .- noT
they will1 be o -: assistanmce to you.

ith .ran rega-,rds1,

In-ig . Friem--an

+ --zIrvinga3. Friedman

Governor 13, 1967



Mr. Mario Parreagufrre November i4 1967

Irving S. Friedman

French Lessons

Mr. David Koohav has mentioned a desire to brush up on

his French -- his inclusion in an early advanced class would

be appreciated.

Thank you.

ca: Mr. Kochav



Mr. Sarma November 9 1967

Irving S. Friedman

UNCTAD II Representation

Unless you object, I have agreed with Mr. emath that our
UNCTAD mission will consist of Karass, yourself, and some other
person from the Economics Department.

I have discussed this with Karasz and told him that I wanted
you to be the one who is responsible for all and any discussions
on Supplementary Finance. f that means the mission was too small
I would be glad to add a fourth person to it, however, we agreed
to start on this basis with your acting as Deputy Head of Mission
but with a special priority to Supplementary Finance. I would
hope to be able to attend during that period of time when
Supplementary Finance was at a critical stage in the discussions
and would rely on your judgment to inform me on this.

cc: Mr. Kamarck



November 9 1967

Doar Mr. Taub,

Would you please express to Governor

Horowits or thanks for the Bank of Israel's

oontribution to the Sooietly for International

Development. It is nwh appreciated.

With kind regards,

Yours sinoerey,

Irving S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Mr. Y.J. Taub
Secretary General
an* of Israel
Jerusalem
Israel

cc: Mr. Andrew Rice



Mr. Woods November 9 1967

Irving S. Friedman

ar-ter- of Ag&IeOrs

I think you will be interested in seeing this if you haven't
already. All of it really is interesting, although it represents
a hodge-podge of many ideas, but you will be particularly interested
in Part C on Developerit Financing, pages 14-17.

Prebisch will be giving us a copy of a nwasary of the meting
which he is having prepared and which we might distribute to our
senior staff and Executive Directors if we wish.

Mr. Tramth



November 1 1967

Dear Mr. lumptre*,

Your lettr wrivtd at :r. Misdman%
departuxr'e X. lux o. 'U eepec: liti back in

I a sure he will be vary pleased to
learn t-hat you an .Faate Are anning
a %Uii Uere in late kia : and 'will be
looking forward to aeeing you both.

He will, of course, write you himself on
his return.

Yours sincerely,

(Daplu AGregor,
-iecretary to -. iedman

Mr. A.'.. 71h.uaptre
Principal
Scarborough olflege
University of Ioronto
''eat 111
Ontario
Canada



October 31, 1967

Dear Sir Cyrils

Thank you for your letter of September 25 enclosing
copy of your speech given in Ottawa in 1965.

We are happy to provide some additional material
bearing on your continued interest in the problem of the
growth of world population. In order to be useful this has
to be somewhat longer than can be accommodated in a letter.
Accordingly, I am enclosing it in the form of a memorandum
which has been prepared by the Bank staff. I would like to
emphasize that this is largely a summary of existing information
knomn to us and the sources have been identified in case you wish
to refer to them. I feel sure that you will realize that this
memorandum is for your personal use and should not be quoted as
representing the views of the World Bank Group.

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedmean
The Economic Adviser to the President

Sir Cyril Osborne, J.P., N.P.,
Welford House
Welford Place
Leicester
England



PopulaUon and I-ood suppl

AcOrding to the U.N. *uedium" proe.tios, world population is

ected to increase between 1960 sa 1980 by 43. and by the year 2000

reach a level 103, above that at 1960. The abisolute figures are as

fellet

WWM~4 D Mt~io n *billons oaS2rdin to the UN ManaW= rojot4anet

WOrM 3.0 4.3 6.1

1.0 1.2 1.4

Developed regima 2.0 3.1 4.7

Future food requiremants ar. based on this mdium projection, a it saud

be noted that the -U ProJections asame thatt a sizable reduction in fertlity

Will Ocur in the le. developed countries (dafined as Africa, Asia and

LaUn Asa-ic.). Should these forecasts Le too low, world populaton could

be ubstantially h4er, and what is equally important, the pomprtian

of people in LDC's would be larger. Thus greater 1.awalew betueen

food output and requiremen than that which is currently projected ay

result between the various regioan of the world.

To trace the imPlicatons of such unprecedented rates of grath on

food requirements and output, it is useful to distinguish betweens three

aspects of the problem. The first is the relatinnahwp between the size

of the population and the capacity of the earth to sustain such a sise.

The neond is the rate Of grouth of population relatively to the rate of

VoWth of food production and the third I a distrIbattion probles, namne



the reaatnWa between t wte tf gVAh ef populatsn .An f4a output

in th developed and the sse deoo1ped &%ea.

a fe r a the tirt aspect is ommrnea, i ah-u be note tAt th

earth Is set, de camat be aeosltie to becins, "eropulate@ in the we

that it is Hg g w o ill become uawble to support the peent populatim

se r azV Sie resuig frM WW oomeivabe IeAmte in the prema

POsAsAtion, ter a 1.0g tin to 0en. Bs me- of hov aNW people th

earth um sastain undar present 3sveas of eensumpton hwes beue moe,

Wn4 the reeults ae as fOllams. If we assan Ut all And that is wul-

tivable (with heavy apital epantua*r), is beweght under cultivation

using rMta nasse. aon it vmul sutta(I to food6-7 bi mc

peOPaS, uai is the fig" emted for the yew 2000. If agesrictural

anc-mn--are ss4man to iPre s aish a mwnnw t4at es wrage yiabds

nw prevailing in dewa1ped oateres are also asmmed to prevail in an

prsent cultivates areas, than the rdlting tput is ti$ffcsnt to

teud 10 bllion p"".. It thUs a is extended to iancan anU Outivable

land ten the number ris to w 05 bilion. rimail, avepge yields

in developed comwtries differ wldea ad if the =et aftwn eobz enna iqW

Pnea1Mt in deve1lpe conwtries wer appied, tvm yi*4s pr amr

wma1 double. luw, withut takn suto soaaomt fuet trea-Inaag

snmatima, It is am that by aping the curent =4st assn

ana-Mann 60 al potenUasU oultivate Lnd th earth a Susain mre

than 120 billin people. h u quoted 4sew ae p~mdttL4y

at th highr an of sof m 1ral otw estimtes, a altkugh an my not

wish to attah too meh saufiswse in ts fiqjre, the ow-s-m-az that

t earth can fas ar rommabl ineese in papatits in the aandag

aeIW7 is inea
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The above estlmates refr to the earth'e patential. hsther this

potential can be wbilied qgiak yenaugh to keep up with the rate of

population growth and avoid starvation, is, however, anther matter.

Here the relevant cqnprisen is that between the relative rates of E2

of population and food output.

in the above calculations, th abiity of a society to genrat the

required savings to supply the capital needed for swh an n as

well as the tecnuIoal ability of a pramant;y illiterate population

to apply the neaest techniques is not tamn into aount. Looking at the

potential is not ough. One suet look at the economic, technological

and instituAtioal factors that may or =ay not realize thsa potential.

Here 1 is instructive to look at past rates of growth of population

amd agricultural output, and given the future wepected grath of popula-

tion to work out the required grVoth in agriultuwal output, given that

(a) present food censurmption per hand is to be maintained, or (b) that

consumption per head is to rise to a level where it is assumed that

thare is no longer any m~nuntrition.

In a st1dy by the Director of Statist.cs of the FAO, the fe2llwing

estimates were made:

Tnetax of increase in total food outpt required to
eradnt anltriton(160-100)

WArld 168 267

LD's 202 361

These show the required total expnsioi in food production (including

animl food) that is necessary to eradicate nalumtrition. The figures

asmm a rate of population growth that corresponds to the "mediurP



tarecaste of the U. rmra rdn to Qais stad, 30-54 a th

morld's popula tion was 'Unrnourished' a-ni 4, furthe 35-4 were sml-

nouished. Final these famora.t awUn ai ggdtribuide Oa

food for everyone. Gienth arge inaquaities in inueu distributin*,

this study caoludes that fa ti ' A d as a wLi, tvtal tomd prtduotam

shnud be doblod iy 10 andsl t emd by 200.

Thw above tUady'± wea as ely criticissd with ressac to its San p

tIma canerningx th minnan 3lem% of cariw requirama that wer used.

snugatlg it i, instructive to anpAr iutier newded incramSeS In

output on tie assuption of a cout naticx of preset stendards of

per capita conoeA ion. n aW40-at d at UM Wt~a trnda

betvzm 194-38, and 1i then wt, on to proect theub trnda

to 1960, ave te o11 n 4pea

Tatal annul rnProduation, not trde arxi ava""M v In

Developea region -;jw1/

Productia 334 476 679
Iet trade +11, -15 -3W4

Avalaili345 46a 66 09
Indent (1960-10) 0 139 30w

316 633 o 1,034
140t trade n 1 +15 •M 5

Ine 1960-100)1016 26

+ xia net importn (eprta nm ipw )
- .. Uabig 1nt mpart
I availabilty - requiannt At Present levls 0f Pse Capita 00m=4*14

ments were asmud tw rounn a entant. Populatsen was &--- to greAw to



4.27 bIo by the year 20& a tin was to go at he

u. rat.. The rapur...s.my be swewred wia th povinna mumi,

but the nw aspt of thes prJoee~tn conerns oe dirSIatni. prb-

2mu. weassegon camiorsdag tae increase in Promacatn of the CIDs

re1atvsar to Vw develped constri' are atans abwsa total pm-

guarda is "SZ6wad to grO;w ar 53, to 190ad139- w Ux yer 2000 frr

'm ,s to x&3 cn 8v 42 Wpei for devLpd fo"tzies. This

asama a rvera1 of past teend 4ae bewe 963 and196/61 the

aberedratas at gre wer 42 femtaaana ' tardveo

comtrivs.$ r ve uu &u s the utnty to which

to U

tp, d on t ui a dfieit. Tin o ng

d hbn sie te tirtsO, eMt is 1kelr to coatas

in QAe .@te.

n fo . t reoces

h p d cpita em a skl, a ufricim to ouppart

a polation a r id t agr th tnt whi a be espoted br

he 20tOW. As Iar. as the relativ rates of g o ppUla ami

agricultural ausari, IJec pxasjv resd ineh t aa grain

output per head4 ha:. snarenad ;%r th warad aabosmugh nah rar

atL WwOdr4 -- ' ie of the pasend 1960 to LW0 is

that popZ4aAtngot iz pei*ted to be auch fa4= $er t'ail

Tor daedx reiaa. probasa ian aAura one of diette- rather

tan total su-p3 -. L and the~c qa a of whes thUw will be able

to lad WS-ia reada tU be &S. asaY iS thr am

thwr &hnu*" be - ob to ta prawv ontst Ixpnwed tLr me tnt rates
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ox Population grmth. n th i. con t, it is uwrt pointing to studios

tat hauve canludetiiat investmnt In population CmtaOl in WC's is about

100 time as effective in raising ineom as investumts in alternatiVe

atriatly anuwxd projects,

All the abov. Xmveasta did nt extent began te year 2000. Altheu*

no forcawta have been iade for a I&%" period, it Shm d be pointed out,

that later develop wats are 11k64~ to be lee. Serious than twoe esCWin1

&Ad the year 2000. Th reason for ths is two-fold. un the

n-hand, mter is likely to be a deceleration in the rate of population

graum of the warld as a w3ol ad ia particular in the rate of rwt of

tb LDa. In historical psctive it ha always been tne mas that

a fall in birth-ates ha fa lmod a deciua in deah-ra'ts thouge aim

a Mustantial time-lag. ' are aev at the stage we deth-rates

have fallen and are still fallng, but with few xceptians the birth-ate

has rmina t, The latter can be expected to fall, both trwu

the cereant efforts at fam lJ plZitng -AI the massive attept at educa-

tion, which is the ohief variable affectirg fertilitty. Thus by the year

2000 not ong will the rate of poplatio n gonth be lower, but thae average

level of izmsoe and ducation will be higherThi* will ean tiat ',re

ospital and sidlls will be available to make -artn use of the earthts

eThs the biggest ohallenge is that of the bmadiate future,

as a realt of the unpredently high rates of population rawth.



1. Ig . . Mai, "Food eoraeof tw 12~h"ppr agis at tra
Uj.. Aid Populatim Ianference in Ialgrade, 1965.

.P.V. an.at , .n . cu aest Of larwztna l Regtrdremen
ands th xetdLonao sr for Eood,"' pae rsne at the

3. Unear-Uinisdfned to mxwn an iwiamon in waaies intas,
suchthat:lAnai to , xtznuo for - IQ-ng ida ther, lA' etterw l=o

of normal bdeh fr the sw aativity or ructin
in $puaaa act:Lty for tbr Lot. Malureit~icd
1 4fined to man the Lack or Maariaxy of an (or uavral) essetdal

utrienta, auh that Uf made goods the uan i ,a o pcic
deficiency danse a -. mtl :LMawmtritlm refers, to a definiency

in tie quittg of th= diet.

4.

JO!aw 1","at u e in the entaatesr a futur requiremta assm-

Oe ThecotS~laan is, wA atr.cQt fair bw.ause in Li1w &.u pru

hert4 that 01 d" le counAas, than i l ,3» o16
rrod in-- jo, cug, kaeni J .e on,4 toiot:L pous ,
can eaqpat a fater r'ate of grou4 caf outpas. (Ai G4 hieyt

d4VAm opci es in t uture. Uevr Iis a minor point to
bea in n the jugMa that such!A pojected tnds z p s



October 31 1967

Dear Mr. 1eil,

Enclosed please find my updated text for
the next edition of the Britannica Book of the
Year on Economic Development.

Please excuse the delay, but I have been
dreadfully busy, including spending much of
my time overseas.

Yours sincerely,

Irving S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Mr. W.R. Dell
Editor
Britannica Book of the Year
Encyclopaedia Britannica
425 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, I. 60611



1. In CIE the developing countriesas a group increased their gross

dometic product (D'P) around v%, about the sa rate as the average for

the 1960's - 4.8 per an n or capita incm growth throughout the

sities 1 been mch lower - ony aout 2.3 per annum, becase of the

hh rat of growth of population r year).

2. The average income growth rate of 2.3% per capita far developing cuntries

as a wOe conceals wide differences ong regio. in certain deve opn g

areas, rwogress was coniderably slower. Sout Asia has had a per capita

growth rate of less than 1% in 1960-65, Africa only 1.h%, satin America only

1.71. On the other hand, the Middle East and the developing countries of

Southern Europe, achieved much more than the average, while East Africa has

gr at the average rate for all developing countries. Hoever, even in

areas which have experienced low rates of growth, particular individual

countries have done quite well 1, There are at at 25 ountries in

different parts f the world ith greatly differing domestic resources and

conditions in which gross domestic product grew during 1966 at a per capita

rate of more tha 2. (These nc olivi, olonbia, costa Rica, Greece,

Guatemala, Honduras, Jamaica, K Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, Nicaragua, Nigeria,

Panama, Peru, Philippines, the Republic of China, El Salvador, Spain, Tanzania,

Thailand, Trinid and Tobago, Turkey nd Venezuela.)

The term duli cnuntries refers, unless thrwise indicated, to all
countries o.' Asia, except Japan and the ino-Soviet countries, of Africa,
excent South Africa, of atin Anerica and the Southern iropean countries
Greece, nMaita, or"uga, Spain, Turkey and Yogulavia. T group covers
1,N40 millin peanle or more than of the world's population outside af
the Sino-5oviet ones.

3ross d e:stic product equals gros natin product Aus net factor
nayente on foroi: Yestmete.



Fincial. Position of ven

3. Total exports of dve o n countries in 1966 are estimated to have

grown at about 7h - roughly th s ate average rate experienced

in the previou ive years, This w once ai considerably lower than

the increase over 10% in the toa exo of the industrial countries,

An a result the relative tr po of t e ntrie has continued to

decline. ThiLr share ofrd xports was rdcod to 23% last year against

25.3 in 1960 Ti oner in the ex por trade of develoing-

cOntries reflcts the a dendence o ary nroducts. Their sales

of~ these coodies v been iraeing at a ch lower rate (5.5 per

year on an averagen the 196 ) thn the expansion per year (9.5) in the

export volume omanuatred goods. Further, the average prc level of

priar comodiie did not chang betwn 1960 ad 1966, in cotrast to a

ng trend in th veg prices of manufacturhe Worl k "rimary

o odt rice nd low ad e -c untries" in 166 was

fratles than th aAg leve n average primary

como i cs generally ros dun the first our months of 1966 because

of continued nreases in food pr pric the index dropped

Steadily in onth a eci s in h prce of agr l ntural raw

maTWils, meat and sugar.

. Ex.ludin developi 01antries ofo nutr Eurpe, the agregate

importo ad Y c : 196 ros.a th1 relativl hig rate of

7re with a crease o .7W b n196 and , Th

increas iaynotb iere irts roe by1,

probably because f h r oreign e a ninges in that area. On the

other hdIpot f incre 3. Ia and aitan



break of htili tie in the fall of 19k * ch aggravated a evr

shortage of freign echange.

. e ed t du

Souher ope ws aou $1. bilo i 6,aot thesame as in he

the rvou ears. Thsdefii wol emh agrre tt for

th inclusion of ajrptrolcum-potn countrie, which havelae

trd suplse. Tecambined trdedeicit of all other developin

tr i Aa and tn haT nuctuated around $.

billion in the lat few years (see Table 2)

6 Tea of Linancf ne et inM e developing conitries

is their own savings. The net cotibto of foeign capital to invest-

ntvi i ongcountrie ag itin not p ie to

geerlse mybradybe thouhtof asmutin tofro 20 to25 o

the total. Thus, thie bulk of th re.ources~ for economic developmet in

he pois t rcom fro within, though forein capita

o inprovidin t mn chto purchase th ita

imiports of investent goods.

7. Data on aving i are often unrelmle ad becm available onlty after a

oiderb te l bt t vail e eidence sugges t ev i

coutresar edevorn to icres th ratio osaving to incoe. I

at les 18cutre o whc data areavalabe, dometic saving reached

orceded th lee of, 15 fgos aatic prdct an averae over

h erio 196 to~ ~165 I a nume ofdeeopin countries the proportioni

of avings ut ofaditonal inccm (usally called the marginal savings ratio)



i iU than th mog - v rati, t n tAt verge

savig ratio ovrtim sloriig

S oatre, hever o t oth tota r

usuall iied a Vloping. arity of deloping countries the

Vigraes iiatylwta1 and sMe o hm aeven
'A 7t 17 r ;y a von

reitred deliin raesover ti. aing estdte mad fro th Wl

ao 19-6 ha n in theL

achieve. Forth 1cutries inLai Amrc o hc datawere

available, th ai ofsvings to gro ntiona. nm avrged 16.%over

t9 1 cpaed e ratoof 9 orten

conrie3i Aficaoe the saeriod In, contrast fewo thenmore

adaned contries saels than 20 of teir naina nc.

9. elpd er heinflow~ of foreig resorcgos investment inms

l cnher ta d vaible data

o dst apita f tnin 8dovelpg cuntries

drg9 to 1 that 28 ee don 155 to 2o gron domsti

rot 1 cit ratin du tixties and r

c i a heved invea nt ra o ovr 2 during t rio

yea to yarh ratio investmn to fDi has varied an ording to the level

andmoemntofcoumtion - ubli adprivate - as wll a th inlwo

resore rmaroad. The nt contribtion offreg capialto the

inves tin veing ontries has n tod i the recnt years

becus ofasakeig the inlo f foreg caiala atim when th

shaply I 195 ad 966, henot pa ts of rnetment inccoe on privat

andpubliscail r i t to a alo the

gross infwloo off iiiaspital.



10. Apart frCm efforts to increase 'Svings and investment, considerable

irovement has been made iyi developing coFntries in effectivel using the

resources available throuagh long-term d opment plans or programs.

Much valuable exerince has been gained in drawing up such prograns and,

although ipementon has proved diilt, there is an increasing

tendency to set reastic targets c i nt ith sound monetary and fiscal

practices and with each country's avaiable resourees.

Official Financial Assistance

11. This brief record of developing conuntri' recent economic developent

ust be viewd within the context of the ernetioa efforts being carried

out to qucken their pae ofgowh Bth national agencies and the

private sector, i n developed c ountries, as well as international organiza-

, contine to study t probl n to improve the

which financi asstance i i to developing countries.

12. The need f'or development finance in less developed countries continues

to rise. Three mjor factors are responsible for this : the growth of

populat ion, calling for a continuous excpans ion of the productive structure

of each economy; the efforts to achieve higher growth in per capit income

than eperienced hitherto; the increase of repy t obligations as well as

interest and dividend charges on devel t finance loaned to or invested

in developing countries.

13. A phgap between the nign exchange on the one

hand and the export arnxin of developing countries on the other has been

filled by b ra orei aid of industriaised nations, by financial

assistance through ziltilataral institUtions and by private foreign investent

and loans.



14. Naturally enough, external ca l lo g into deop countries

tends to se k out ose nvstent p tet high eical and

economic tandards. n past, r, k of manaeri&l,

organizational and technicaL exprti s in de eloi ng countries has of ten

hampered th prepartion of investent rojects. Individual developed

countri n and private ompanies, as a international orgaisations

have been providing technical asi ta to devel oing countries in order

to increase their prtv o o 6f rojocts and fclitate the inflow of foreign

capital. In 196 t hica as iane by DA members totald $1.1 billion,

an increase of 15 over]1. The mutilateral rgani ations (e.g. various

agencies of the Unitd aton, the World BnGroup, the Inter-American

Develmnt a exnded over 200 mllon in technical assistance in

17. ability to prepare projcts i nt the only way to aciltate larger

inflow of external cpita i develoi cou tries B oot inividual donor

coun ries and internti onal rg q ation i aid -ivin policies stress

Sportance a n iv a. dev pi c o ntri s fo ow satisfactory general

economic polic These po y requir eet eeavor to assure that eternal

capital i utiled ell nd that each ecipien ountry does give priority to

policies which can nure it evental sel-suaining growth. As a result

of the developmet exrience ot past, tod , developing iountries with

reasonabl y satifA aor general eco pol ces do have ufficient projects

and programs to ustify consideraly ier eVels of capital inflow. The

World Bank has estiaed that thse ountr - could utilize some $3-$ billion

per annum more n development financ t as beon available in the

recent past.
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16. Unortunately, hoeer whil external capital needs of developing

countries are risng the volmo of prvt and offcial cap ital avail1able

competin laime for investnt reurces within their own econois.

larget capital exprtin conri thec Uted Th tates and the United

Kigdm imos liatons o th mantdcf exports of capitalfrom

term capi tal rets conttnued to adane an in rtain cases had reace

levels no't Irce sicee th~e 1920'. There wa som~e decline e

rates by the end of the year; bu b y d-167 they ha risen V

above te leve praing since the tnties.

17. Partly as at conequence ofthis tighter~~ inaca stuton in a

number of develope countrie, t ha been ry littl increase n

overall level of develo~pt asiwepoie b h g-nc

in 196 ws s than n 191. n1 h there was

prvate e a n oter an ine

o f ls this time due to a decrease i the flowsQ of

prvaecaialwhc mr tha fl et th inrease achieve inh flows

of effle

18. According t the prelinry stimates of the Developmnent Asitance

Comittee of the Organisation for Econemic Cooperation and Development, the

flow of fticia caital from flK nmember countrias to developing countries



aid V tilateral instituione, nlt of amortiation, a nted to about

million from~ 196 an ~w abut $60mlinhge tha th average of

the five years 191 to 196<. 43 of thi inras a accuted fr by

smaIler ai provirs , eseilyetaiDnak Japan and Swee;

Ca tubd i 19 r The1aidibrente

of the four rgtW o -I nt V te Fn n Kind an

b rc been r an in 1966 VtS! w

63 a against 76% i 1961 (see Table 4). On the other hsand, average terms

ofolterallashvesfee in 1966. Th avrg inerest ateso

deelpmntlon >comitted by DA nbr wa 3.%, compared to 3.6% in

dicatin o ed oi the ava-e term of' 96h,

~financial assisanc to dveopin~ coutries (ciefly the World esnk,. the

itrnational Emla -ent Assoition, the Baropean Deelopent Fund, the

Iner-nerin eo n kt ron thvestmet nk, and various

U.N. aencie)aai increase thei grs ibur ements ($1.h biloni

196aainst 1.: bilo1i 95) oitat remIaed at the sam level

as last year - bu t h level of' $2 bYilon are still ubstntially higher

tha ditrse .nt nw ruse o1 intext rate in the capital markets has



lend raeo e Worl inkroseu from .5U o in 196. heincrea

21 ale6sow h riin eb budnodlpn outs

Bewen16 a 16 evcpauoetrdbt of9conris o

whic daa ae aailble inra by1. bli t sevie aynt

Asa inrea by aot 90% in Sout sa(mi i en Indiaand Paisan)

androse alot 75wi Afic, n th o de an, hinc~re was

serviepyet ~iby onrii thten rave beenA~ very lare. Ina

tur, pymea cotre.o othr r n idde as have risen at

abrlaivl moeaert.Iih biatoso me flre



23. The rapid expansion of debt evi obligation in recent years has

In a number of cases me burden of aeicing debt has beam so acute

that it han requird arangets foechduling of ast debt (e.g.

~Turkey in prviu year ). The nakre of the debt problem facing the

developing countrie an d its close relationship to the termis o~f aid are

evdnt in the ca of Inda. As a propr i fmerchandise export ,

India'nebtservice nti e fo 3 n 1 to 22 i 1

resulti ng fram an 8p rise in debt service obiga tions while exports

~ireased byr only 12 ndia's exiting~ debt and its terms imply an

evenheavier bu n in r. Ithnocn in to tr

of present det andi aditinlaid~ is rhominin reasonal

adequate amounts on terms iilar to those of aid given in 196 6, the

tnl debt servc ay obe b te r 70's d

tril y thrnd. the decade. Inms ae, debt serieoliain

h r xor r , dependn an

export eexanion.

24. Unless the tems of~ aid became more appropriate and come~nsurate wit

th db-rvincapacity of te deeoping contri, debt crises are

likly o ecoe mrefrequent adm re pesistent in thure. h

ma oi in reaheduin orrfnancing arrangmets fo debt service payments

due in the next feow year, but the loger-tem and mio basic solution

depends or te size~ and tem of fuhrwe aid, which wcud have to be on

concessionry teI t o~cm couies i hey are to help in containing

the debt problem.



for (Ara cap a 'n 4e deeopn wi leicesntat t

asue seil ifiac. a1 ~ ~ ~ n tA an aflaeogniaino h

availdity ofco8esimar eel owind fic for deeopn ountie,



the geogrphical ditriution of private direct investment amn devoping

conre is not availableJ, but patial dat for th U.., ace and the

in a e ontis patiulary ths prdcn ptoem

th~e food situation in the less dveope ountries and on whetherx world

suppie of o wil blarg ouhtauai poulation increase and

agricultural. produtio has been lagn aei a nube afcutries

fra nube ofyasah iainwsagrvtdi 95 hnfo

prodution in th ol as a woe failed t~o increase and actuially declined

in the~ developin regons. TisI sebc wa foloe by a recovery of

the 196C1 levl The ~ ovrall picture duin th lat w yaea be

pou ion waseverel curt d ba o failure o mo . As a

1,c~

of recet years~ ha led to a chnei tttd oard. agiculture at the

topplcy level~ in ary~ los devloe contie, and~ a umer of them are

takng eaure toinrease ivestment in food production. TIia, fo

exampl, ha strerg;thee he otsi 'hsd~lirctin, and ih the hepof

a ~ new A agiutual strateg hoe tob efsfiin in food b 91



me io n anicesn weesta n h osrntefo rbe

ofth dtipig egon hs o e aie nceair otpt n es

area rthr tr ehats romte:= dvace ou ties.

7& K2 eit.nin la th~at Wa iub aedfrlarec

shipmnt i ood t less r deele a m a o a es henx

yern resa o h food1 i prte ha t led to a new if linted

intit A Mato h oo miiswie inoteret~

caneude Kend Ron under Ieas o fn A" h eoitn

parieshae aree t cotrbut fo ad Mth exen of i4. milli

ets of 7ri m u o re eN orrbto 'yb d nt



not yet 37 161p Me ½tM an 7 e f5,,cocsioitee tha

asa 9 Ori greet trade tities doan to the deveopin

conti toa are someta bette '1'1fore t t isE~ estmate thatU.S

made wihu e-noa tar'iff ~rducin in keeping with te negotiating~

prnia acet 4 l einurilcntries tht ul reciprit

othe agemt ordidutilgosti cla thttrad among the

L After yea'e or notiatons- the' Bor of Anenr of the Tnternational

"oetr Ndaprve n toe fa' i 1 nouline pl an for special

machner tor½ m ed as and dw uy'i arss for a supen't M'

exitig rseve ssts.Th nw reev wol tate frm of addit!oal

dean rgt n o 2and wdbeataiinthe sense that there

wol paticpat fllyin ihi fciltyandthir aces to the snal

drwn rights lke th nutilcunre Iwudb dtermne bt Mr

quotas in me UK The paisacn neyplan ith sene tatit

woul com int oneaionl after 'ero wa a coenu at se fuetre

date3 tat twere misted a. shortage 1 ofrnaia liquidity. This facility

mih eale V deeopn cutris to nrs their 1 deelpmn obetv



32. I~n Dcember 1965 the staff of the ar swa 'aut forward a sche

designed to protc develoment progasrm h d utive effcts ofi

unexpeted eor shorfals yprovii suplinna reouresune

cortain condition The scheme was exaine by a gru of goverrental

representatives whchhl a numb r o meeds i 196 ad 197tocaie

the proposal. Th group is preprdg report of its findings ar further

conideati by the second sesniom of th I Trade and Development Cofrec

to bhldin wDeh inoar:y 198

33. Th-ors o ovrnar ofteI tth WrdT Bank alsoadopedith

fal of 1967 a resolution that th World En n B tffs~ in consultation

with each other make two separate studies of the possible solutions to the

problem fstbilia tio frcs ofprm rrductbsuad their economi

£easibility. Thi reoluion proposed by France and a group of French-

paigArca conres0a aproved insieo difference8 of viewn among

indiustrial countries on thie feasibility of international price stabilsati on

schee - h tud whe complee ilb sumttedto theoards o

xor 31, ?



October 31, 1967

SLr Anthony Percival, B.C.,
Fresident, Berne Union
liport Credits Ouarantee Department
Barrington House, Gresham Street E.C.2

tondon, LC.2, igland

Dear Sir Anthony:

1 welcome your suggestion, mde during the last
General Meeting of the Berne Union in Montebello, that
you visit the IBRD with a few other representatives of
the Berne Union in order to discuss informally practical
means of increasing the cooperation between the Berne
Union and the IBRD.

In the near future we shall submit to you a tenta-
tive agenda covering the fields of information and of
policies to be discussed. Mr. Nespoulous-Neuville will
be in touch with you in order to arrange the date of your
meeting here, at your convenience, and at the convenience
of all other participante.

Sincerely yours,

(signed) Irving S. Friedman

Irving t. Friedmrn
The Scbonomic Adviser to the President



1. Mr. Alter October 31 19672. Mr. Kanarok

Irving S. Friedman

Argentina

When I was in Buenos Aires, during the course of my Informal
conversations I asked whether I could have the latest data available
on development in Argentina. They promised to send some material
which has now arrived.

Your comments would be appreciated.

File from Krieger Vasena (first report-provisional-for 1968 prepared
by Direction de Politica Economica y Financiera.



October 31 1967

Dear Monsignor 3remillion,

I am afraid that I have somewhat delayed answering your letter
of October 9, but did first want to have a chance to speak to Mon-
signor Bordelon. We had a good talk and for part of the discussion
we were joined by Mr. David Fulton of our staff, who is in our In-
formation Department and is very much interested in these affairs.

As you might readily guess we have a number of people in the
Bank who are very much interested in these kind of activities and
who would really be quite eager to be of help. The persons who are
in charge of relations with outside institutions area

Mr. Richard H1. Demuth
Dlirector, Development Services Department, and

Mr. Michael L. Hoffman, Associate Director.

Mr. Hoffman has already participated in at least one meeting with
the people in the World Council of Churches.

I believe that if you decide to ask a Bank representative to
ome to the meeting in Brussels the Bank will respond affirmatively.
Although the formal invitation should be addressed to Mr. Demuth I
hope that I will be able to represent the Bank nyself . If that
should not prove feasible we would almost certainly send someone
else from Washington or Paris.

Please be assured that if I do not come it will not reflect arg
lack of interest or concern on Pq part, but quite the contrary -- it
will be a matter of keen disappointment. I would like very much to
continue to be as much help as possible on a personal basis as well
as helpful as an officer of the World Bank. In any case I hope that
we will be having an opportunity of seeing each other soon.

With warm personal regards,

Sincerely yours,

I rvig C> dn

Irving S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Very Reverend
Monsignor Joseph Gremillion
Pontificia Commissio Justitia et Pax
Palasso San Calisto
Vatican City

cc: Mr. Demuth



DECLASSIFIED

AUG 1 6 2023 October 30 1967

WBG ARCHIVES
Dear Jorge,

I enjoyed our conversation in Rio - unfortunately it was
much too short, but I do hope we will have more occasions to
chat with each other -- if nothing else it helps to maintain
morale in this most difficult field of development finance.

I was pleased with your reaction to my suggestion that
your Bank become a Patron of the Society for International
Development. I do hope that it will be possible for you to
contribute somewhere between 1,000 to $2,000 a year. Our
larger Patrons contribute consider...bl -ore Mut a contribution
of the magnitude I am suggesting would be most helpful to ue.

I an very eager to have our institution establihsh itself
all over the world land :.usR ur)elwa inta +h position to
make small oontributions in sentire; up -horpers in ,he poorest
areas where such ruinds ab ne. * or such cases a relatively
small amount of money may be of strategic importance in
bringing a chapter into existence.

I am enjoying tis pers l activity of being Treasurer
of the Society as I think it supplemnts what I do in pro-
fessional life.

May I thank you again for your friendly attitude in this
matter?

Wth warm regards,

Sincerely yours,

(sg~ned) Irvinq S. riedrnan

Irving S. Friedman

Mr. Jorge Sol C"Astellanos
Director
BIanco Centroamericaro de Integracion Economics
Tegncigalpa
Honduras

cc: Mr. Andrew Rice



October 26, 1967

Mr. Fulton h50

Thank you. Please note minor change.

Irving S. Friedman

(Draft - paragraph from Mr. Woods -

Mr. Rist's speech)



October 26,1967

Mr. Demuth 845

Does this look all right?

Irving S. Friedman

(Letter to Watanabe on proposed population
conference.)



October 26 1967

Dear Bill,

Tank you for your letter of October 23 1967. 1 am
pleased to have been invited to be a visiting specialist
for the Seventh SFMZA course, and I am sure that I would
enjoy participating in the course and having a chance to
talk to you and others in Ceylon. Incidentally I believe
the World ank would be quite prepared to pay ag expenses
for the trip.

However, I would like to comment briefly on the suggested
topic. For one thing, I would prefer to have a topic which
brings me to Ceylon in July rather than August, since I don't
think I can com in August. Secondly, in terms of my current
interest, I would really like to do something which is more
related to the inter-relation between monetary policy and
development, or at least focuses on the problems of developing
countries. Thus I am more attracted to the different topics
in Part II or Part V(f). Cf course Part VII would be quite
easy for me.

If I simply don't fit into your course, I would not feel
at all offended if you find someone else. I do know how
hard it is to put together a course of this kind.

I was very glad we had a chance to see each other in Rio,
and hope it will not be too long before we see each other again.
May I congratulate Ceylon again on your appointment as Governor?
I am sure you will find it a challenge and a source of great
satisfaction.

With warm regards to you nd Daiy,

Yours sincerely,

(signe~d) rving S. Friedman

Irving s. riedman

Mr. W. Tennekoon
Governor
0entral Bank of Ceylon
Colombo
Ceylon



PEaoNAL DECLASSIFIED

AUG 16 2023 October 25 1967

WBG ARCHIVES

Dear JOrE,

T was -,ad w had the cpportunity to see each other
in PiO -- I ish the occasions came muore oftent

I think you wil be interested to know that a nrmber
of ''er:' r n in tin rice rnd isewhere have agreed
to b ie Irstitutionel ?" r f th ~,o-iety for Inter-
nottend2 Pevloprnent cent-ilrair 500 e yer. I am
thinking of setting up a -- rut eotogory Tor suh con-
tribuitors.

I dr.ham it vill ber 70ie or the trl ank
of Chile to participate in this manner. . i this
additional fund ' hope tc Ue,- tc continue our policy
of keeping student dues throughout the world rch laer
than others, and also to have sie money for starting
chapters in the poorest area.

I need not say that I am dairy this entirely in agr
personal caracity as treasurer of the SID.

i mor ard tc seeing you in Washington this
winter, and with warm regards to the family,

Sincerely yours,

(signed) rving r i

irving S . Friedman

Mr. Jorge Varaill
4anager

Research Department
qanco Central de Chile
Santiago
Chile

cc: Mr. Andrew Rice



DECLASSIFIED

PERaOit AUG 1 6 2023

WBG ARCHIVES October 25 1967

lq dear Anjaria,

You will recall that when Edna and I visited 3ombay I
spoke to you about the possibility of the Rsrve Bank of
India becoming an Institutional Member of the Society for
International Development. I think YOU will be interested
to know that a number of leading central banks in developing
countries are becoming institutiOnal Mmbers contributing
about $500 a year. I am thinking of setting up a separate
category for such institutions called Participating Members.*

I appreciate that you may have a problem in providing
foreign exchange but it would be possible for us to accept
the contribution in whole or in part in Indian rupees. Wev
do hope that Andy Rice will be visiting in India and we may
well have other expenses in India for which we could use
these funds.

I know that this is a very small matter, considering
the problems with which your institution is dealing, but I
am sumre you agree that SID makes a significant contribution
to our comon problem; otherwise you and I would not be
devoting as much time to it as we have in the past and hope
to in the future.

P'leare regard this as a purely personal commuication.

With warm regards to you and your wife

Sincerely,

I ~ i v~S an

* or some other name.

Mr. J.J. Anjaria
Deputy Governor
Reserve Bank of India
Bombay
India

cc: Mr. Andrew Rice



DECLASSIFIED

AUG 1 6 2023 October 26 1967

WBG ARCHIVES

147 dear Savii,

I was moat disappointed that you weren't at our 1io
-w-th. were en maynr thing to talk about. How-

over, at the ucrment I would l'ke to write to you in a

? >e ' Y., W'1- ' nreuscr r oi the Fociety
nor Tnt-mt.'. ve loit, which you kn *. number of

aaor:tral area in do' elopin ountries are becoming
Inftuoiori. oaibera conftriting A500 a rear. I an thinking
of dettint up aseprate c temr; or mic-h enntributors.

I do hope that your Bank can also become an Institutional
M ember )nn: a contribution oi: 400 ayear. :tit thest funds
T Il t - i be aT~ to continue our 7'ley of aving
ad r mr wieierrhip fa r .>tudets t' ' ut thie wrld.

o hr f be able to par ide some funds in our poorest
aroas for te rpose of strtig n-w Ahapter'. It ould of
e tre e imorrtart ir miarg ways for the Societby to have the
Bank Markazi Iran to be one of its Institutional Yembers.

What are the chances :f your being ir ahington soon?
If you are coming please let me know7 in advance, and keep som
free tjimas to out to our home and have dinner with my wife
and myself.

With warm regards,

Tours sincerely,

(sgned) hvring s{

Crr in . I 'iectnan

Mr. *. Samii
Govror
Bank Markasi Iran
Teheran
Iran



DECLASSIFIED

AUG 16 2023 October 26 1967

WBG ARCHIVES
)y dear Takeshi,

I must apologise for not writing sooner to you about the

suggested Poplation Conference. I had wanted to be able to

get George's personal views on this before writing further.

I find that he is sympathetic to the idea that the World

Bank would co-eponsor with the Asian Bank a conference on this

matter. I told him of our conversations, including the possi-

bility of having such a meeting of Finance Ministers at the

time of your Governors' meting, with you acting as Chairman

of the conference. * thought this was a good idea from many

points of view and would be happy to cooperate.

I presume the next step would be to put this on a somewhat

more formel basis and I intend to discuss it with others in

the Bank who are concerned. You may wish to discuss it with

your people further, and we will be in touch as to the next

step. Since, as you know, the U.S. people were the origin of

the suggestion, I am also taking the liberty of telling them
that Woods is receptive to the idea of being a co-sponsor with

the Asian Bank. I have not told them yet and they of course

may have some ideas of how to initiate it on a more formil

level.

I was very glad you could attend ar smal luncheon -

please keep Thursday of the next Governors' Conference free
for a repetition.

With warm regards,

Sincerely,

Irving S. Friedman

Mr. Takeshi Watanabe
President
Asian Development Bank
Commercial Center P.O. Box 126
Makati
Risal
Philippines

cc: Mr. Demuth
" Kamarck



DECLASSIFIED

PERSAt AUG 1 6 ?023 October 26 1967
WBG ARCHIVES

Dear Dr. Real

I am afraid that I have had a lapse of memory. I had
thought that I had written to you on return from Argeritina
the other week, but on asking Iy secretary today she tells
me I have not.

First of all I would like to thank you for your kind
reception and complete cooperation in Buenos Aires. I found
our conversations most useful and I think they will be helpful
in current and future relations between Argentina and the World
Bank. I do hope that we will have marW occasion. to talk to
each other.

If I may now speak in a ccmpletely personal capacity I
would like to thank you for your positive response to wg
request as Treasurer of the Society for International evelop-
ment that the Centrol Bank of Argentina make a contribution
of "'500 a year. I am thinking of establishing a separate
category of auch contributors and you will be pleased to
kncw that a number of banks have agreed to contribute this
amount a year.

As you know I hope to be able to use the increased income
from these contributions from central banks to enable SID to
continue its policy of much lower dues to students throughout
the world and to use some additional sums to help start chapters
in the poorest areas.

With warm regards,
Sincere:1y yours,

(signed) ving S. Fidinan

Irving S. Fridman

Dr. Pidro EFnardo Real
President
Central Bnk of Argentina
Buenos Aires
Argentina

cc: Mr. Andrew Rice



DECLASSIFIED

PaAi AUG 16 2023 October 26 1967

WBG ARCHIVES

Dear enor Gnes,

Paulo Pereira Lira tells me that he spoke to you
about the possiblJit' of the entral enk of Brasil
becoming an Institutional Ynmber of the Society for
Thternational Development. I am enclosing a brochure
about the Society which will give you the essential
information.

A number of Central Banka In Latin Awrica, Asia
and elsewhere are becoming Institutioral .embers, although
I am thinking of setting up a separate c-ategory for such
contributors. These Central Banks will be contributing
$5OO a year to the Society. With these funds the Society
will be ble to continue it polic of chmrgin a ch
lower student nembership fee thn or others all over the
world. I lso ope to hnve se funds to help finance
the beginning of chapters in the poorest areas.

I do hope that it will " possible for the ;entral
Bank of irazil to join with other wrAor central banks
in developing countries in this sctivity.

Thanking you for giving this your coinderation,

Sincerely you.rs,

(sined Iring~ S.Fsa

Irin . Friedman

Senor eduardo Gomz
Chief, ~conoic a DepartAent
Central Bank of Brazil
Rio do Janeiro
Brasil

cc: Mr. Andrew Rice



DECLASSIFIED

AUG 1 6 2023
WBG ARCHIVES October 26 1967

Dear Jorge,

I enjoyed our conversation in .- o -- unf ortuately it
was auch too short, but I do hope we will have more occasions
to chat with each other -- if nothing else it helps to maintain
moralo in this most difficult field of development finance.

I was pleased with your reaction to rr suggestion that
your Bank becom a Patron of the Society for International
Development. I do hope that it will be possible for you to
contribute somewhere between 1,000 to $2,000 a year. Our
larger Patrons contribute considerably maro bt a contribution
of the magnitude I am suggesting would be most halpful to us.

I am very eagr to have our institntion be ..le to lb-
stantiate i. tal all ov th a:i and also .o put ourselves
into the poAtion to maka&all n ibutions in 6tting -iP
chapter in the pooraa areas 'ira ~men funds are needed.
For such cases a relatively aMIl amount of money ay be of
strategic importance in bringing a chapter into existence.

I am enini tai personai otivit of being ?reasurer
of the ctya I thinkz itu lt what I do in
professional life.

I thak you again for younr friendly attitude in this
matter,

With warm regards,

Sincerely yours,

(signei) vinq s. Friedman

Irving <. F-isdman

Mr. Jorge 1 1astellanos
Director
Banco Centroamricaro de Integracion Econamica
Tegucigalpa
Hokndraa

cc: Mr. Andrew Rice



DECLASSIFIED

AUG 1 6 2023
PERSONA WBG ARCHIVES october 25, 1967

Dear Governor 11orovitz:

You will recall that I spoke to you about tie possibility
of the Bank of Israel increasing its annual contribution to the
Society for International Development.

A number of central banks in developing countries have
now agreed to contribute $5OO a year to the Society and I hope
that the Bank of Israel can do likewise. I am thinking of setting
up a separate category of such institAtions. I an very eager to
be able to continue our policy of much lower membership dues for
students and also to begin to have scme funds to help start new
chapters in the poorest areas.

I need not tell you about the Society since you have been
wmong its earliest and warmest supporters as well as an officer!
I also need not say that this is being written in a purely personal
capacity.

With kind regards to you and Mrs. Horowitz,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman

Mr. David Horowitz
Governor
Bank of Israel
Jerusalem
Israel

cc: Mr. Andy Rice



October 23 1967

Dear George,

I am taking the liberty of sending the enclosed to you.
Ken has to fill out this form, which has to be sent on to the
Selective Service System. ie will know what to do with it.

It is mainly routine -- on the other hand it is one of
those things which has to be done right. To be sure that he
gets it I thought it would be best to send it to you, and if
you could drop him a note to come into the office to fill it
out I would appreciate it very much. I will at the sam time
be writing to Ken to tell him what I am doing with it, but am
suggesting you might drop him a note to decrease the likelihood
of some mail lapse fouling up the works.

I am attaching a copy of my present itinerary. I do hope
we might have a chance for a chat in Paris over the weekend,
and would appreciate it if you would tell others in the office
that I will be there over the weekend and will be happy to
see anyone who wishes to have a chat.

With warm regards,

Sincerely,

Irving S. Friedman

PS: Ken's present address is: c/o Madam Gautier
28 By. Jean Jaures
ioulognes/Seine
Paris 16' France

Mr. George Wishart
IBRD
h Avenue d'Iena
Paris 169
France



October 23 1967

Dear Ken,

I am enclosing a copy of Vy travelling plans for the next
two weeks. I am also enclosing a copy of a letter I sent to
George iahart. I thought it best to send him the form for
your student's deferment because it might have less chance of
getting lost if sent to the World Bank office in Paris.

I was most interested in your last letter and I am sure
we will have a lot to talk about when we see each other.

I would appreciate it if you would try to get some word
to me in Geneva, either directly or through the World Bank Paris
office on what your plans will be for the weekend I hope to be
in Paris. You probably have it, but just to make sure, the
office address and phone no. ist

h Aveame d'Iena
Paris 160 Phone: 553-2510

If y find George %Ishart isn't in, you might ask for his
secretary, Mrs. Leconte -- or Mr. Karass or his secretary.
Mr. Karas's home phone is 647-M8h8.

There is little to report from home. Johnny is in the
midst of applying for colleges, and he and I are planning to
go up to New England next Thursday and Friday to visit Amherst,
Tufts, Harvard, and possibly Haverford en route, since it is
near Philadelphia. Johnry is, of course, applying for a number
of other colleges, but he did want to apply for these and he is
trying to set up appointment to see somebody in the office of
admissions.



October 24 1967

Dear Governor Nordal,

Thank you very much for the copy of
Iceland 1966. It looks quite interesting
and will be of help in finding facts about
Iceland.

I am sorry we did not have much time
to chat in Rio -- I hope it can be rectified
in the not too distant future.

Sincerely,

Irving S. Friedman

Mr. J. Nordal
Governor
Central Bank of Iceland
Reykjavik
Iceland



Mr. M.M. Mendels October 24 1967

Irving S. Friedman

Instead of our sending a separate but virtually identical

memorandum, is it possible for us to have a joint nmorandu

to the Executive Directors through our two Secretaries?

Fund proposed draft on Study on Prbblem of Stabilization of
Prices of Primary Products (from G. Nicoletopoulos).



oatober 2L 1967

Dear JAidw*r

1aek yam for your lattr of 2 atoher 1
evncloing copiesif draf t Aric e of Are-

nt for a supplantary fwianiW agbwn.
;40 Will be MAiritz t 1losm looe It tiyra 1in due
course and 'M -nr that the -Al help Ln th
prooa of rahn 1ntermAiona un

saanne n ur propwsa1.

Sgree, h ver, that it ie unlikely
that this e4o*@t of tke subject - cfAw up
for 'ocniteration for aall tis.

With ind regude,

or ::ncer ly,

(siged Irin 8. Fnedmxan~

Irving *.3ide

r , te ^n. 11 u

CoI Mr. Kmarck

S Isaiah Fran

'I BrochSa



October 24 1967

My dear Krieger Vasena,

Thank you very vuch for the documents.

I will bring them to the attention of others

in the Bank who are interested and will be

sending comments later.

With warm regards,

Zincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman

His Excellency
Adalbert Krieger Vasena
Minister of Econong and Labour
Buenos i.res
Argentina



October 24 1967

!r dear Bishop,

Thank you for your letter of October 19

and the invitation to attend a ymaposium and

corr:c tim on Pope Paul's encyclical on the

Development of Peoples to be held at your

University on November 21.

I am looking forward to attending.

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman
The Fconomic Adviser to the President

Most Reverend
John J. Dougherty
Auxiliary Bishop of Newark
President
Seton Hall University
South Orange
New Jersey 07079



Stockholm speech -

Page 3 - replacement for first paragraph

I am aware, of course, that Sweden's motives for participating in the

Bank and other international organisations are not primarily camrcial.

Sweden's initiative at the UNCTAD in 1964 in seeking a solution to the important

problem of disruption to development caused by unexpected short-falls in export

receipts and her continuing support for practical solutions reflects Sweden's

deep concern with the developing countries. But work resulting from the

activities of the World Bank Group, carrying Swedish goods and the evidence of

Swedish expertise all around the world, is not unimportant to a nation inmersed

in the complexities and opportunities of international trade.

October 20, 1967



october 20 1967

Dear Mr. Farag,

Thank you for your letter of September 21, which arrived
during my absence from ashington. I am glad that my address
to the Canadian Political Science Association at Ottawa, Canada,
on June 7 was of szme help to your work.

As requested by you, I am sending a copy of the Bank's
study entitled Supplementary Financial Measures to you under
separate coe. ts Lnk has not published any material on
the performance criteria of developirn countries as such.
However, I am enclosing copies of the Bank's Annual Reports
which may be of some use to you in this connection. With regard
to items 1 and 2 of your letter, I would suggest that you contact
the OrCD in Paris, which has pmblished two documents on this
subject, namely, Development Assistance Efforts and Policies --

1967 Review (September 1967), and The .lov of Financial Resources
to Less-Developed Countries, 1961-1965 (1967). With reference to
your request for GNP per capita statistics, the U.S. Agency for
International Development has published Growth Rates and Trend
Data by Ragion and country (March 1967). ou might like to write
to them for this. I regret to inf ari you that since the Bank
docnments on the other points you mentioned (items 3, 7, ? and
9 of your letter) are of a strictly confidential nature, it is
not the practice to release them outside the Bank, : kwever, I
hope the dor-uiments which are being mailed to you will be of some
assistance,.

I wish you success in finishing your book. I am sure it
will be of great interest to may people.

Your sincerely,

Irving . Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Mr. (eorge D. Farag
P.O. Box 255
Alexandria
United Arab vspublic



Mr. Andre Nespoulous-Neuville October 19 1967

Irving S. Friedman

Visit of Sir Anthoum Percival

I found your memorandum most interesting and would like to
pass it on to Mr. W ods, !owever, I need some more specific
recommendation as to what to do next regarding Sir Anthon .
Percival visiting the IBRD -- for example, do we send him an
invitation, are you in touch with him, etc.?

Also, this memorandum should indicate what we are doing
so that Mr. Woods would both be informed and could react to the
suggestion if he wished to do so.



October 19 1967

Dear Dr. Shah,

Qua yai a. c our laer ox aptember 23, 196?. I
appreciato your having takn rh ti:w to write re your views
on d a. Jehw vare the Germau proposal; I enjoyed reading

From the beginning we tried to build a Sehsme which would
aerve the~ int~r of the Q. Sesolution by encoraging develop-
ment planning in the LD's anid by assisting in orderly development
proats according to internationlry areed standards arnd criteria.
Export projections play a central role in ouw Schem not becauxse of
any Tatical bel-f in the powere of prediction or their accuracy
but simply because they are essential and necesesary to good develop-
menit planning. 1km does one plan the ftuture activity without
esnblishing ore expectation with reard to resources available?
Wk; are, of nor'oe, awoare of th Liitation of projections ad are
constantly trying to improve them; but it Is jist as well to rezmmber
that shortf al's occur not neceeearily because projections ar "bae
in any technical sense but also because unpredicted chtange occur
in the world econoy. I do not really tink that w- enn eeep
from the link be tweeun a supplementary finance scheme and export
projectioni, If the objective is to p"rotect a development progrn.
Also, I do not think that an ;ad hoc treate,,nt of supplementary
finance would provide the needed degree of certainty which is
essential to a planned developmental effort.

These are just a few thoughts; I hope we would have a chance
to talk soe more when we meet for the meeting of the Inter-Govern-
mental Group in Geneva at the end of this month.

With beat wishes,

Yours eineerely,

Irving 3. riedma

Dr. V.C. Shah
Embassy of India
583 Av. Louise
Brussels
Belgium



Mr. Woods October 19 1967

Irving S. Friedman

I thought you might be Interested in glancing at the attached
note, particularly the second paragraph.

Tamagna is a regular part-time consultant with us and spends
two days of every week at the Bank. He has been working for som
time on the question of improving the mobilisation of resources in
the developing countries by the use of appropriate financial
institutions. He has a rich background in this field. He. has also
done quite a bit of work on European and U.S. finance. For many
years he was with the Federal Reserve system but during the last
ten years or so has been a professor of money and banking and an
advisor to the Banca d'Italia and the BIS.

Attt

cc: Mr. Tamagna
F-1160



October 19,1967

1. Mr. Broches 810

2. Mr. Kamarck 800

3. Mr. Avramovic 1033

This looks all right to me. Your re-
actions would be appreciated.

Irving S. Friedman

(Memorandum fram Nicoletopoulos of October 19 -
Study on Problem of Stabilization of Prices of
Primary Products)



Mr. George D. Woods October 19, 1967

Irving S. Friedman

Speech to be made in Stockholms 3weden

The draft speech to be made in Sweden suggests the possibility of a
study by a dozen or more leading world experts in the whole field of develop-
ment, etc. I would like to make a few brief coents for your consideration
which, I recognise, involve Judgments I cannot conclusively prove to be rights

(1) I wholeheartedly endorse the idea of a top level or "summit" meeting.
however, I believe, as you have advocated in the past, that this should be
a top level political meeting, preferably of heads of state. I think it
possible that the Prime Minister of Canada, for example, might be willing
to take the initiative in exploring with other hend of state the
feasibility of having a meeting of thie character without waiting for the
results of a study along the lines suggested.

(2) What seeme needed is a top level political decision that the problem
of development is urgent, needs a much higher governmental priority and
cannot wait until public opinion is sufficiently educated to an anderstand-
ing of the needs of other countries to insist with their political
representatives that these needs must be met. I believe that these
educational efforts are of firstclass importance for any sustained effort
of development, but the necessary urgent political decisions cannot wait
for the benefits of these efforts.

(3) We have a wealth of information on developmnt. In fact our problem
today is that we are swamped with material wi-ich is coming off governmntal
and private publishing presses. Moreover, the leading experts in the field
of development in all countries have repeatedly made public statements as
well as written articles and books supporting the need for more development
finance and for new approaches. Indeed it is fair to say that every major
political leader today is on record as recognising the need for development
and even recognizing its urgency. Hbwever, what is still lacking is the
political decision, as taken in Canada and Sweden, to act despite the fact
that foreign aid programs have no constituency. I think we suffer not from
a knowledge, or institutional gap - where expert knowledge is most helpful,
but a political will gap. This is the opposite of 1947/48.

(4) I am fearful that if the effort is made along the lines suggested it
will divert the attention from the desirability of a top level political
summit conference along the lines you have advocated before. Moreover,
for governments already looking for excuses to delay action, the study might
provide a way of postponing action. 1re it not for this, I would, of
course, not be against a new study as proposed, since more studies always
bring to light some new facts and new suggestions.

(5) If it is sti your judgent to advocate a study by world experts in
the field of development, then I would hope that the experts chosen would not
be elected for their expert knowledge, but rather because of their present
and future (not past) political influence in their communities.

(6) 1 have not tried to suggest any language on this point to Mr. Grenfell,
because in previous speeches good language has already been used to advocate
the view I am trying to express.



Mr. Woods'. Speech in Stockholm

Inpet A. ae5

The balance of payments effects of the transfer of such resources

is at most very small in the overall picture of external payments and

receipts of the developed countries. In no case would they be anything
serious

except a very minor factor in any/balance of payments deficit which may be

experienced by such countries.

October 19, 1967



October 18, 1967

Dear Dr. Guenther:

Thank you for your invitation to the Bankers'
Forum to be held on October 27 and 28.

I very much regret that I will be unable to
attend as I will be out of the country, but I do
hope you will invite me again.

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedan
The Eoonoic Adviser to the President

Dr. Harry P. Guenther
Dean
School of Business Administration
Georgetown University
Washington, D.C. 20007



October 19, 1967

Mr. Baile Despres
Brookings Institution, Room 710
1775 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

(Copy of Suppliers' Credits Study of
April 3, 1967)



Mr. Andrew M. Kamarok October 18, 1967

Irving S. Friedman

Rio Seminar

If you have not done so, do you think it would be worth while
making a memo for the files, or for John Williams, on our Rio meeting?



Mr. Ugo Sacchetti October 18, 1967

Irving S. Friedman

Paa Encyclical

I would appreciate it if you would try to bring these memos together
into a single memo.

I must say I am rather disappointed in some of them for reasons which
will become obvious as you read them. They don't speak much for the
economics professionl



October 18 1967

Dear John,

I was glad to receive your letter of October 14.
I do think it would be worth your while to come to
Washington and have spoken to our Assistant Director
of Administration who is in charge of personnel. He
suggests that you write directly to hims

Mr. R.A. Clarke
Assistant Director of Administration Dept.
Personnel
IBRD 1818 H Street NW.

I see no reason why you should not suggest that you
would prefer to come on a Friday if that is more
feasible.

I would also like you to come, if possible, when
I plan to be in Washington. I am doing a lot of
travelling and at the moment I know I will. be away
from October 30 through November 10. It looks as
though I will be away again in Pirope in December
but at the moment I just don't know when so I guess
it is better to ignore it at this tim.

With best regards to you and Betsy,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman

Mr. John Isbister
407-A Butler Aveme
Princeton
New Jersey o8540

cc: Mr, Clarke



Mr. Sarma October 18 1967

Irving S. Friedman

UNCTAD & DAC

Aprepos your going to Paris for the week beginning October 23
to participate in the inf ormal talks on Supplementary Finance, I
wonder whether it would be a good idea to take Jalan with you?

You may take this as my agreement to tiis if you think it is
a good idea.



October 18 1967

Dear Ken,

Please excuse agr dictating a letter to you, but I have
been so swamped with work and exhausted when I get home, and
I did want to get this note off to you.

lYr present plans are to go to Geneva on October 30 where
I will be staying at the Hotel des FErgues. On the following
Friday, November 3, I hope to go to Paris and stay until Sunday
night when I will leave for The Hague and the meeting being
held there. Unless you hear otherwise from me, I will be
staying at the Rafael in Paris. Please leave a message for
me, indicating that you have received this letter and when
we might see each other.

If there are ay slip-ups or questions you can call the
Paris office since they will know mr plans. In fact it is
probably a good idea to check with them sometime during the
week of October 30. If you want to speak to me during that
week you might call me collect at the Hotel des Bergues early
in the morning or you might relay a message to me through the
Bank Paris office.

Looking forward to seeing you soon,



October 18 1967

Dear Gene,

Thanks for your note. I'm sorry I
won't be able to make lunch with you on
the 30th or the 31st as I will be in
Geneva then.

I will be out of town just before
that but I may be at home on Sunday the
29th. Do please call us, the number is
365-5023.

Sincerely,

Irving S. Friedman

Mr. Eugene -taley
455 Seaie Avenue
Palo Alto
California 94301



October 18,1967

Mr. Avramovic 1033

xx

Irving S. Friedman

(Memo from Polak of October 17 on Stabilization of
Prices of Primary Commodities - Mr. Avramovic to
draft reply for Mr. Friedman)



october 16, 1967

my dear Coutinho:

I am very pleased that I was able to see you
during my stay in Rio and very mch enjoyed our
outings together. Thanks again for the book and
recordings - I hope to see you soon in Washington.

It trip to Argentina was also pleasant.

With warm regards to the family and best of
luck in your new venture.

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman

Mr. Antonio Coutinho
Rua Marechal Francisco de Moura 108
Apartment 201
Rio de Janeiro, Brasil



October 16, 1967

Dear Wynnes

You will recall that when we spoke on the
telephone last you mentioned that you planned to be
in Washington some time in November. I was looking
forward to seeing you then, since there are marW
things to talk about.

Therefore, I thought you might be interested
to note that I have to be in Europe for IDA replenish-
ment and other reasons between October 30 and November
9 or 10. 1 do hope this will not interfere with our
seeing each other.

With warm regards,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman

Mr. A.F.W. Plumptre
Principal
Scarborough College
University of Toronto
Ontario, Canada



October 16, 1967

Dear Governor Raschid:

Thank you so much for your letter of October 3. I
enjoyed our chats very much and do wish to thank you for your
invitation to be your personal guest when I visit Pakistan.

I am not sure when I may be caming to Pakistan -
perhaps after the UNCTAD meeting, but I will let you know to
see whether a visit is convenient to you at that time.

Thank you also for your comments on Dr. Islam. I
have met him and he strikes me as being very good. I am now
discussing with others in the Bank his possibility of joining
our staff.

Hoping to see you soon,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Yr. M. Raschid
Governor
State Bank of Pakistan
Karachi, Pakistan



October 13 1967

Dear Monsignor Bordelon,

Thanks for your letter of October 5 and
copies of your September letters.

If my schedule permits -- and as of now
it looks hopeful -- I will be delighted to
attend the convocation on the Development of
Peoples in Newark on November 21.

I believe you return to WAshington about
Wednesday next. Would you be free for lunch
on the 23rd? David Fulton of our Information
Department is quite interested in meeting you
and if the Monday is fine for you will include
him also.

Looking forward to seeing you,

Sincerely,

Irving . Fiedman

Monsignor Marvin Bordelon
Director
Secretariat for World Justice and Peace
1312 Massachusetts Avenue NW
Washington DC 20005



October 13 1967

Dear Mr. Duran,

Thank you very much for your letter and
the enclosed pictures. They are an excellent
memento of my meeting with the President. As
you know, I enjoyed my stay in Buenos Aires
and found it most instructive and useful.

I will pass on your wishes to Harold
Graves and Jorge Bravo.

Yours sincerely,

Irving S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Mr. Alfredo Duran
Press Adviser to the
Ministry of Economy and Labor
Buenos Aires
Argentina



October 13 1967

Dear Mr. Shaw,

Thank you for your kind remarks on my

addreas "International Problems of Economic

Development".

I am sure your article in the September

27 isrue of American Banker is of interest

and I look forward to reading it.

Yours sincerely,

Irving S. iedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Mr. Alejandro E. Shaw
President
Banco Shaw
lasilla de Correo 3697
Buenos Aires
Argentina



Mr. Ugo dacchetti, Mr. Neapoulous.-iuville and October 13 1967
mr. Tama

Irving 3. Friedman

upIers I' tredit

In view of the attached are we or are we not going ahead with
oar various studiea, particularly the one on export credits from
developing countrice?

I woul also appreciate kasaing what Ugo said +a arnea in
Pain.

Tan you.



October 13 1967

Dear Mr. Beheiry,

Thank you very much for your thoughtful
letter of Septmber 30 1967 replying to ours
of August 21.

With respect to the study by the IBRD on
E~port redits from Developing Countries, per-
haps by the tim you receive this letter we
will have had a chance to chat in Washington.

I will, of course, keep you posted with
respect to the progress of our Study.

Sincerely yours,

Irving 3. Friedman

Mr. Mamoun Beheiry
President
African Develoepmnt Bank
Abidjan
Ivory Coat



DECLASSIFIED

PERSOAUG 16 2023 October 12 1967
WBG ARCHIVES

Dear Mr. Ihara,

Thank you very much for sending me a
copy of the photograph taken in my office.

It is an honor to be in the same
photograph with you, and another souvenir
of a nber of very enjoyable conversations
we have had together.

I do hope that we will be seeing each
other in Tokyo, Washington, or elsewhere.

With warm regards,

Yours sincerely,

Irving S. Friedman

Mr. Takashi Ihara
Chairman, Board of Directors

and President
The Bank of' Yokohama Ltd.
Yokohama
JAPAN



October 12 1967

Dear Mr. Stein,

I found your letter of September 25 very
interesting and would like to encourage the idea
of a National Economists *lub here in Washington.
For myself I do find that the facilities here at
the World Bank do usually preclude or make un-
necessary the use of any outside clubs.

I would, however, be interested in learning
the outcome of your preliminary survey. Could
we have a national economists club which was
less ambitious in providing dining and other
facilities but still enable us to get together
on a professional basis from time to time?

Yours sincerely,

Irving S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Mr. Herbert Stein
The Brookings Institution
1775 Massachusetts Avenue NW
Washington Do 20036



Mr. Consolo October 12 1967

Irving S. Friedman

UNCTAD Representation

I guess we ought to reply that our delegation will be

Friedman, Sarma and Jalan, although in my own case I may

only be there for part of the time.

(Letter from Prebisch to Woods dated Sept. 18 1967



October 12 1967

Dear Anwar,

Thanks for ycur letter which arrived

after I left for Rio -- it was good to see

you again.

You may be interested in seeing a copy

of the talk I made in Canada this year, and

I enclose a copy.

With warm regards,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman

Mr. Anwar Ali
Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency
P.O. Box 394
Jeddah
SAUDI ARABIA



October 12 1967

Miss Schmitts

I have inquired among a number of people
who are well acquainted with leading ITngarian
personalities.

One person thought that this might be the
same Virany he knew, by correspondence, back in
1945/46. That Virany was full of impnracti1
suggestions about everything and my friend's
view was that if it was the same Virany it would
be best to ignore him.

Others did not seem to have heard of him at
all, from which I would gather he is not likely
to be someone whom Mr. Woods has known, or of
importance in Hungarian financial or political
circles. I assume that we don't want to pay for
his plan, which is what he seems to suggest!

Irving S. Friedman



DECLASSIFIED

AUG 1 6 2023 October 12 1967
WBG ARCHIVES

)tr dear Mr. inister,

May I thank you again for a very exciting, instructive
and enjoyable time in Buenos Aires. I enjoyed particularly
the opportunities we had for our private talks and also
found most worthwhile W discussions with other people in
the Government and outside. I was of course pleased with
the opportunity to met the President and to exchange sole
thoughts with him.

You may be interested in the attached excerpt from a
memorandum I wrote to Mr. Wbods on nry visit to Argentina,
particularly in light of our last conversation.

May I say that I was also most favorably impressed with
a number of the younger men in the Goverment. It is pleasing
to see professional talent being both well used and well
recognised,

With best wishes for every success, and please call
upon me if I can be of any help.

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman

His Excellency
S. Adalbert Krieger Vasena
Minister of Econong and Labor
Buenos Aires
Argentina



(Excerpt from memorandum to Mr. Woods from Irving 6. Friedman of October 10 1967)

The economic program which took a distinct turn last March with
the devaluation of the peso from about 255 to 350 to the dollar, has
now entered a new phase. For the moment the Government is successfully
coping with the inflationary problem. The Government's revenus are
much above expectations and public expenditures are below expectations
as investment expenditures have tended to lag. Some savings have been
made in State enterprises but this is only a mall beginning. The
Goverrment's borrowings from the Central 1nk are relatively small and
considerably below the ceilings agreed with the And. Somm industrial
recession is being experienced but nothing that seems serious at the
moment. However, there is the danger of a revival of inflation for two
completely different reasons. One is the possibility that the industrial
recession will become more pronounced, with a corresponding reduction in
revenue. At the same time the public expenditures, including investment
expenditures, are rising. This could lead to a need for new taxes, which
are already considered high, or increased borrowing from the lntral Bank.
(Pyblic savings from a decrease in Government expenditures in State enter-
prises is likely to be small in any case.) On the other hand there is the
possibility that the new optimism will lead to a rather large increase in
private investment. There are some signs that this is happening, such as
the increase in the inflows of foreign funds, both from foreign firms and
repatriation of Argentinian capital. If this private investment boom
coincides with the planned increase in public expenditures, inflationary
pressures could result both with respect to prices and wages. The Govern-
ment is searching for a way to increase public expenditures as a means of
vitalising the private sector, but it does not assume that both would
happen simultaneously. Krieger Vasena and Governor asal of the Oentral
Bank say that if the latter does happen they can hold back on enough of
the new public investment to prevent a re-emergence of serious inflation.
In essence the problem is how to go from the present growth rate, nearly
sero, to something more acceptable (say) 5' a year without a recurrence of
inflation. My own Judgment is that this can be done, given the other
favorable circumstances mentioned above, but it will take very skillful
management by the economic and financial team. I found Krieger Vasena
and others quite willing to discuss frankly these possible difficulties
and they seemed prepared to move in one of a number of differeft
directions depending on developments.



Mr. David Fulton October 10 1967

Irving S. Friedman

International Development Conference

Mr. Rist has kindly agreed to do this speech, and I have so
informed Mr. Andrew Rice.

I would appreciate it if you would telephone Mr. Rist and be
of any possible help.

Thank you.



Daar Artlmr,

I a replying to your letter of 3rd October in wich
yu uget that whoever will be attending th l tng n

s rntary financing to Ibe held -. r, neva on 30th October
should riso attomd a meeting at tn carking Party on

(UNAD Issuns, wich will be discusing se aspects or t

3ank sur or. 27/78th. 3ober ir.ar

zam ill be in ?aria at t tia: of the Arcig Party
meeting and will be going on to Mnava. Irving and 'imal Jalan
are also going to .3etva. ma b able to attend the
Working Party meeting on October 2 well as iana. It
:wepends in prt on h:xw tie pas 17 i ID meetings
materviinr.

With kind regards,

Sincerely yours,

rachard R.Dsst
Director

I..R.D. - irpean Offie

Paris 16 m



Mr. Emmett J. Rice October 11, 1967

Irving S. Friedman

Supplementary Finance

This is the material which I promised you some time ago on

Supplementary Finance.

Attachments:

Supplementary Financial Measures - A Study Requested by
The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development - 1964

Reprint from "The World Today" - In Defence of Development -
April 1966

SecM66-1h8 UNCTAD Meeting on Supplementary Financial Measures -
May 9, 1966

TD/B/C.3/AC.3/Conf.Room Paper/l - A Comparison of IMF Scheme
for Compensatory Finance and IBRD Proposals on Supplementary
Financial Measures - October 11, 1966

Draft of memo Jalan to Files - Lunch with Mr. Southard, et.al. -
November 15, 1966

TD/B/C.3/44 - TD/B/C.3/AC.3/17 - Trade & Development Board -
Second session Report - Intergovernmental Group on
Supplem e ntary Finance - April h, 1967

Memorandum from Sarma to Friedman - UNCTAD Committee on
Invisibles and Financing related to Trade: April 1967:
New York - April 20, 1967

EC/0/67 - 18 - Supplementary Financial Measures: Additional

Papers - January 31, 1967

International Problems of Economic Development - Address by
Irving S. Friedman to The Canadian Political Science
Association, Ottawa - June 7, 1967



Mr. Hideo Suzuki October 11, 1967

Irving S. Friedman

You will recall that some time ago I mentioned that John would
like to write a letter to the Japanese family thanking them for his
stay with them, and I asked whether you might be able to arrange to
have it translated for him. You kindly suggested that your daughter
might be able to do this* I am attaching John's letter (with a typed
copy). Should you have any difficulty, please let me know.

Thanks.



oct. 11 1967

Mr. Lars Lind 453

Could I get help on this? I will

await your answer before replying to

the letter. Thanks.

(Indian Souvenir Volume: request for article
by first week of November)



DECLASSIFIED

AUG 16 2023 October 11 1967
PERSONAL

WBG ARCHIVES

Dear Felipe,

I promised to convey a message from Felix
Elizalde to you -- perhaps the easiest is to
send a copy of his letter to me.

I am sorry that business took you away
from Rio before our luncheon. Everyone missed
you. Put it down for next yearl

ith kind regards,

Sincerely,

Irving S. Friedman

Mr. Felipe Herrera
President
Inter-lunerican De'velopment Bank
808 17th Street NW
Washington DC 2O577



DECLA$1FIED

SEP 19 2023 october n 1967

WBG ARCHVES

Dear Gove-rnor Mlachado,

I would like to thank you agnin for your favorable
response to the suggestion that the eAntral Bank of Venesuela
becoe -an instituticnal mmber of the Society for InWor-
national Development, making an annuail contribution of !500
per year.

I a- enclosing a brochrre ! the Society. I hope that
with these additional funda we will be able to extend our
activitieca 1n, s:v'ents and make some mall financial con-
tribution to the formation of chapters in our poorest countries,
where even a small financial outlay is most difficult.

I need not ay again that I am doing this purely in a
personal capacity as Treasurer of the Society.

With warm regards and hoping to je you soon,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman

Mr. Alfredo Machado Games
F'Tesident
Central Bank of Venesmela
Caracas
VENEZUEMA

Enl.

cc: Mr.* Andrew Rice



October n-1967

Dear Governor Raschid,

I am venr aorry that I missed you when you visited
here, and thank for your note.

I am also very pleased that you responded so favorably
to the uggestion that the State Yank of Pakistan became an
institutional memlber of the Society for International Develop-
ment, making an annual contribution of 50 per year.

I am enclosing a brochure of the Society. I hope that
with these additional funds we will be able to extend our
activities among students make soma sall financial con-
tribution to ti- fmatJion of chapters in our poorest
countries, where even a asanll financial outlay is most
difficult.

I nieed not say that I am doing this purely in a personal
capacity as Theasurer of the Society,

I have taken the steps to send you copies of some material
which you might find interesting to read, as wol as placing
you on the mailing list for the kinds of material we discussed
in Rio.

With warm regards,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Ariedman

Mr. M. Raschid
Governor
State Bank of Pakistan
Karachi
Pakistan

Encl.

c: Mr. Andrew Rice



October 111967

Dear Governor,

I did not ant to lother you with this at the Conference,
however, I spoke to SIparb about the possibility of the Bank
of Thailand becoming an institutional member of the Society
for International Deelopment, and having a number of leading
central banks from developing countries making an annual con-
tribution of 500 per year.

I hope that with these fund& the Society will be able to
extend its activities among students and help get Chapters
going in some of our poorest countries where even small financial
outlays are very difficult.

I am sure that Suparb can tell you much about the activities
of the Society since she is a leading member.

Needless to say I am doing this entirely on a personal
basis in Pr capeoity as Treasurer of the Society.

With warm regards,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman

Mr. Puey Ungphakorn
Governor
Bank of Thailand
Bangkok
Thailand.

cc: Mr. Andrew Rice



October 11 1967

Dear Mr. arr,

I am most pleased to accept your invitation
to speak at the 1968 Annual Conference of the
Canadian Importers Association in Toronto on
April h next.

Thank you for your dinner invitation and
also the International Cocktail Party -- I
will be delighted to attend both and hope that
Mrs. Friedman will be coming with me.

Kind regards,

Yours sincerely,

Irving S. Friedman
The Economie Adviser to the President

Mr. Ernest ?. Carr
President
Canadian Importers Association Inc.
2249 fonge Street
Toronto 7,
Ianada

cc: Mr. David Fulton



DRAFT: ISF
10/10/67

(For inclusion in Mr. Woods's Stockholm speech)

TIA Swedish authorities also showed their deep concern with the problems

of the developing countries and their willingness to take oii leadership in

supporting new initiatives in the proposal which was made at the UNCTAD Con-

ference in 1964 relating to Supplementary Financial Measures. This proposal,

commonly referred to as the Swedish/U.K. Proposal, pointed to the problem that

developing countries from time to time have expertenced serious disruption in

their development programs because of unexpected declines in their export

proceeds which are by far their largest single source of foreign exchange.

As a consequence of this initiative the Bank sta prepared a study on Supple-

mentary Financial Measures which has been under serious consideration by an

intergovernmental group established for this purpose by the U.N. Trade and

Development Board. Widespread interest has been shown fer the Bank staff

proposal and governments everywhere are now formulating their attitudeson

this proposal, which is expected to be one of the principal items on the

agenda of the forthcoming UNCTAD meeting in New Delhi in February 1968.

I hope that it will be found possible for governments in the years to

come to reach agreement on some scheme along the lines suggested by the Bank

staff since I believe that in so doing they would greatly strengthen the

constructive efforts of the developing countries in pursuing the kinds of

economic policies necessary for successful development.



DECLASSIFIED CONFIDENTIAL

Mr. George D. Woods AUG 1 6 2023 October 10, 1967
WBG ARCHIVES

Irving S. * riedran

visit to Argentina - October 2 E167

I visited Argentina at the request of r. Krieger Vasena, Minister
for Economy and Labor. (we have been friends since the early 1950's
and have had mainy occasions to discuss privately economic and financial
policies of Argentina.) I had three or four long private chats with
Krieger Vasena and, at his urging, spoke t the leading Ministers and
Secretaries, the Governor and other offi of the Gentral Bank, and
business leaders in the private comunity, -est of whom I spoke to on a
personal basis from previous acquaintance. On the last day, at the
suggestion of Krieger Vasena, I had a private -hat with President Ongania
with only a translator present. I will not try to suiwarize my "findings 4
but instead try to contrast briefly the situation and outlook as I found it
last week as compared with earlier visits to Argentina.

1. There is a "smll" of success about the present governmental team and
policies. There is the kind of enthusiasm which I have not seen for years
coupled with a realistic appraisal of the very difficult problems which
remain to be solved, including the deplorable state of the railways and
other State enterprises, the need to re-establish business confidence at
home and abroad in the future of the country, the difficulty of getting an
appreciable flow of new foreign capital in view of the .nhappy foreign
investment experience in Argentina in recent years, the continued existence
of a large number of peronistas in the country, particularly in the trade
unions, who are able to point to the existing inequalities in the
distribution of wealth as a way of propagating their own philosophy.

2. Argentina is now experiencing a combination of favorable circumstances
which is likely to happen only once in years.

(a) Firstly, Argentina is enjoying a very good market for its
exports, particularly of foodstuffs and is likely to do so for
the foreseeable future. &port earnings are $500 million a
year more than in recent years, which makes mary things possible
including handling of the large foreign debt, which was not long
ago a cause for dispair. Moreover, it softens the deflationary
impact of any anti-inflationary program and makes it more
tolerable. Under the circumstances a deep or prolonged
recession in the Argentine becomes most unlikely.

(b) Secondly, there is excellent talent in key positions of
leadership. In the past able Ministers for Econom had not been
able to bring in the same kind of team. For various reasons men
of other outlook, temperament or persuasion remained in key
positions, such as the head of major State-owned enterprises;
they were run as autonomous "empires" within the Government.



Mr. George D. Woods - 2- October 10, 1967

The Minister for Economy simply could not get their cooperation
in impleentation of his policies. Krieger Vasena has
recognised this problem by bringing virtually an entirely new
team into all of the key jobs. In addition he has reinforced
this top team with able young men. The business community
seems to be cooperating in providing able people when requested.

(c) There is a remarkable team spirit among the economic
leaders. Moreover, there is a similar friendly relationship
between those in office and the leaders of business out of
office, including the mazy ex-ministers. I heard very little
backbiting and critical gossiping which used to characterize som
much of private discussion in Buenos Aires. Furthermore, there
is recognition that in addition to this able leadership there is
need to get the right kind of staff and to build better morale.
Low government salaries continue to hamper government recruitment,
but steps are being taken to convert State enterprises into so-
called private corporations owned by the State in order to insulate
the management and staff of such enterprises from the regular civil
service standard regulations. There is much more likelihood that
this kind of staff will implement the decisions taken at the top
than in the past.

(d) The prevailing view is that there is strong political leader-
ship at the top. The President emphasised that he recognised that
his government was an unconstitutional government and that it was
desirable as soon as possible to re-establish a constitutional
government. lowever, he expressed the conviction of the armed
forces that constitutional government should not be re-established
until the critical economic and social problems had been dealt with
successfully. le also emphasised that individual liberty would be
preserved. He indicated strong support for the economic team and
program. When I asked Krieger Vasena for his private views on the
political situation, he said that at present t]- econocde team had
support of all of the groups except perhaps the extremw nationalists.
The early stages of the now regim had tried to follow the line of
the nationalists but the experience had been so disasterous that all
of the nationalists looked to the economic team to provide a way out
of their economic and social difficulties. He indicated that the
nationalists as well as the President and various liberal-conservatives
had asked him to take the position. He thought there might be a
problem in the future when and if the present urgent problems had been
overcome of what would be the next political phase. He favored a
return to constitutional government, but perhaps the nationalists,
particularly the more extrw nationalists, might support the few in
favor of a continued military rule. I believe that one of Krieger
Vasena's important sources of strength is that he clearly is not
trying to be a rival to the President and that sane of his friends in
Buenos Aires may unwittingly be doing him harm by talking of him as a
possible successor to President Ongania.



Mr. eorge D. Woods - 3- October 10, 1967

3. The economic program which took a distinct turn last March with
the devaluation of the peso from about 255 to 350 to the dollar, has
now entered a new phase. For the moment the Government is successfully
coping with the inflationary problem. The Government's revenues are
much above expectations and public expenditures are below expectations
as investment expenditures have tended to lag. Some savings have been
made in State enterprises but this is only a small beginning. The
Government's borrowings from the Central iank are relatively small and
considerably below the ceilings agreed with the Fund. Some industrial
resession is being experienced but nothing that seem. serious at the
moment. lowever, there is the danger of a revival of inflation for two
empletely different reasons, One is the nossibility that the industrial
resesslion will become more pronounced, with a corresponding reduction in
revenue* At the same time the public expenditures, including investment
expenditures are rising. This could lead to a need for new taxes, which
are already considered high, or increased borrowing from the Central Bnk.
(Public savings from a decrease in Goverment expenditures in State
enterprises is likely to be small in aty case.) On the other hand there
is the possibility that the new optimism will lead to a rather large
increase in orivate investment. There are some signs that this is
happening, such as the increase in the inflows of foreign funds, both
from foreign firms and repatriation of Argentinian capital. If this
private investment boom coincides vith the planned increase in public
expenditures, inflationary pressures could result both with respect to
prices and wages. The Government is searching for a way to increase
public expenditures as a means of vitalizing the private sector, but it
does not assume that both would happen simultaneously. Krieger Vasena
and Governor Real of the Central Bank say that if the latter does happen
they can hold back on enough of the new public investment to prevent a re-
emergence of serious inflation. In essence the problem is how to go from
the present growth rate, nearly sero, to something more acceptable (say) 5%
a year without a recurrence of inflation. y own Judgment is that this
can be done, given the other favorable circumstances mentioned above, but
it will take very skillful management by the economic and financial team.
I found Krieger Vasena and others quite willing to discuss frankly these
possible difficulties and they seemed prepared to move in one of a number
of different directions depending on developmnts.

4. Krieger Vasen, and others stressed the crucial role of investments in
the new phase that has begun in Argentina. I agree with them that without
a successful investment program - both private and public - not only will
the Argentinian econom continue to stagnate, but the stablisation program,
will fail. They are, of course, most enthusiastic about involving the
World Bank in their investment program, partly to get additional financial
resources, but mostly to enhance Argentinia's reputation in financial
circles and to get the benefit of the criticism of their programs by our
staff. (Incidentally, I was most impressed by the constructive role
Mr. Murray Rose, the economist in the destern Hiemisphere Department, has
played in deepening the understanding of the Argentinian economists of their
problems and in helping them to achieve better analysis and improved data.
They repeatedly expressed appreciation of his contribution.)



Mr. George D. Woods - 4 - October 10, 1967

5. Krieger Vasena requested that a ank economic mission to review
his investment program and ecoomic situation go, perhaps, in Janary,
together with the Fund (or at some other time, or separately, as the
Bank preferred). I told him I would discuss this with Mr. Alter and
Mr. Kamarck.

6. I also had same conversations - rather brief - with respect to
plans for a bond isue in Europe; the situation with respect to
suppliers' credits; Argentina's adherence to the IOSID; listened to
some of their views about Chocon, etc. I will be glad to tell you, or
others interested, about what was said on these topics. I have already
reported briefly to Mr. Broches on ICSID. Mr. Chadenet will surely
report more on Chocon. I repeated what you had said in Rio to Krieger
Vasena, emphasising that we based our view on economic criteria,
Chocon or not, Argentina could well emerge as a major Bank borrower in
the ecning years.

cc: 'r. Knapp
Mr. Kaarck
Mr. Alter



DRAFT: ISF
10/10/67

Pr osal for balance of g&ents safe for contributions
to iecon reW !ihsn

The following outlines the basic principles and main elemts of a scheme
for balance of payments safeguards for contributions to the second IDA replenish-
ment t

1. Basic Principles

(a) Countries eligible under the balance of pAymnts safeguard scheme
would be those which maintain that they are in serious balance of payments
difficulties and such difficulties were being aggravated by IDA operations.

Countries would make this determination for themselves, but would
provide the IDA with the supporting factual information and data. This
information and data would be checked by the IDA staff with the IMW staff.
Unless there were questions as to factual accuracy, the statement of the
country as 6o its aerious balance of payments difficulties would not be subject
to challenge.

(b) The contributions to IDA would be made by all Part I countries in the
shares agreed to by the Part I countries. As in the past these contributions
could be made in the form of non-interest-bearing, non-negotiable notes to be
enoashed when and in such amounts as needed by IDA to iet disbursemnts under
credits extended by IDA . Such contributions would be paid irrspective of the
balance of payments situation of the contributing countries. Moreover, IDA
would mawke credit commitments against the entire amount of these contributions.

(a) The balance of payments relief for countries maintaining that they
were in serious balance of payments difficulties would corw from the timing
of the encasbent of such notes. At the same time the schame would ensure that
IDA would always have sufficient funds to meet payments or procureant financed
with IDA credits. IDA-financed contracts would continue to be awarded on the
basis of international conpetitive bidding.

(d) A country would be given an absolute assurance that during the three
years during which it was making contributions to the second IDA replenisIment
(fiscal years 1968/69, 1969/70 and 1970/71) there need be no negative impact on
its balance of payments from IDA credit operations under the new replenislent
if it continued in balance of payments difficulties.

(e) Countries which avail themselves of the balance of payments safeguards
during the three-year period would be called upon to provide a larger proportion
of the financing of outstanding credits made under the second replenishment
during subsequent years. Correspondingly, countries which were called upon to
encash more than their pro-rata chare of their contributions during the three-
year period would be called upon to encash a smaller proportion of their contri-
butions in the subsequent years. In esoence, the acheme would provide the IDA
management with the mechanism for distributing calls for the encashment of IDA
contributions in such a way as to mitigate the balance of paymnts effects of
IDA operations on countries in serious balance of payments difficulties.

(f) A country in serious balance of payments difficulties would not be
placed in the position abiereby the operations of the balance of payments safe-
guards for another country in serious balance of paymnts difficulties would
cause hardship to it.



-2-

(g) Contributions from future replenshments could not be used to extend
the period of postpnmAnt of encashment of contributions to this second
replenishment.

2, Outline of Scheme

(a) Countries in serious balance of payments difficulties and desirous
of avanlin themselves of the provisions of the proposed scheme could so inform
the IDA at the be nninE of IA's fiscal year. e IMF a would certify as to the
factual accuracy of the data which the countrv would be requested to submit to
substantiate the existence of a serious balnee of payments difficulty.

(b) 'his right to request balance of payments relief would exist during
the three years when contributions to the second IlA replenishment were being
made.

(c) Airing any year in which a country in serious balance of pents
difficulties requested special treatment, the IDA management would not request
encashment of the contributions from such country except to the extent of
identifiable IDA procurement in that country.

(d) During any year In which a country or countries in balance of payments
difficulties rquested postponement, other countries would be asked to accelerate
their encashmnts on a pro-rata basis, i.e., nroportionately to their contributions.

(e) A country in serious balance of nayments difficulties which at the
some time found its balance of payments position assisted by IDA credit operations
could be asked to accelerate their encashments on a pro-rata basis. ibever, in
the case of such countries they would not be slked to accelerate encaishmnts to
the point where this would exceed the level ,f identifiable procurnment n that
country.

(f) After the three-year period referred to above had lapsed, no country
c~uld request postponement of any subsequent encasuhmnt of its contribution on
a pro-rats basis irrespective of balance of payents position or pattern of IDA
procuremnts.e

(g) Countries which had requested postponement of encashments and were no
longer in serious balance of payments difficulties would begin immediately to
encash a larger than pro-rata proportion of their share of total contributions to
meet disbursements under credits. The countries which had previously accelerated
their encashments, would now be encashing amounts smaller than their pro-rata
shares. One way of doing this is to regard ozr postponed amount as equivalent
to a new contribution and to adjust the shares of all other contributors.

the
(h) If, howevr,/postponing country continues to be in balance of p nts

difficulty after the end of the three-year period, the already postponed amount
could be put at end-of-queue This would mean that the postponed amount would
not be called on until other cofitributions had been fully encashed. However,
contributions of other countries from a subsequent replenishment could not be
used to extend thae duration of the queue.

(i) The encashmnt of contributions by the Bank could take place at a
different rate from that of other contributions, if needed to serve the objectives
of this scheme.



Mr. George D. Woods October 9, 1967

Irving f. Friedman

"'Inflation in Latin America" - A Study by Professor Mikesell

Apropos our conversation the other day, you may be interested in
seeing the attached study, especially pages 38 to 4h. This study was
prepared at the request of the subcomittee on American Republics
Affairs of the oeittee on Foreign Relations of the U.S. Senate.

!4ikesell's conclusion is that long-run viability and satisfactory
economic and social progress in Latin American countries (and for that
matter in the LDCs) is not lilkly to be realised in the absence of
reasonable price stability.

In the LDCe inflation frequently originates with a sharp decline
in export earnings or with some other type of balance -of -payments dis-
equilibrium which is not always the result of policies followed by the
country. In this context, Mikesell feels that the Bank staff proposal
for Supplemntary Financial Measures would make a significant
contribution by guaranteeing against unexpected export shortfalls, and
recommends that the U.S. give it favorable consideration. 'The
essential merits of the World Bank scheme ............... ar that it
does not involve automatic compensation for reductions in exports what-
ever the cause, and that it provides for assistance closely integrated
with a country's developmnt program." (p.41)

In the trade field, ikesell recomfends lower tariffs on imports
of goods from atin America, but is somewhat doubtful about international
commodity agreements. iere also he would prefer something along the
lines of Bank staff proposal which in his opinion constitutes "a nore
cheaper and more reliable" means of dealing with the export problem of
LDs. Our attitude has always been that there was no conflict between
Supplementary Finance and international comodity agreements; they could
exist simultaneously. If the world succeeds in agreeing on a larger
number of commodity ageements and operating them successfully, there will
still be need far Supplementary Finance but the magnitude of need might be
significantly less.



Mr. Michael Hoffman October 6 1967

Irving S. Friedman

International Development Conference

Should we recommend that Mr. Woods do this?

Andy has asked me whether I would be prepared to do it if
Mr. Woods didn't. I told him I would do my best to help if it
was compatible with other activities in the office.

Endl:
Letter from Andrew Rice, dated Sept. 13 1967



September 29, 1967

Mr. George D. Woods

Alan Dudley cane to speak to me during the course of the morning's

speeches. (This was before your speech had been made.) He asked

whether you intended to proceed in the near future to call together those

most concerned with the IDA replenishment. I told him what you intended

to say in your speech and he was very pleased. He said that the U.K.

delegation had been talking about taking some initiative on their own, but

would be happy not to if it was understood that you planned to take thle

initiative very soon. He also mentioned that he hoped that there would

first be a meeting of officials.

He indicated that he had been speaking to various delegations (he

did not indicate on what level). He reported that the Canadians, Dutch

and others, were enthusiastic about proceeding quickly. The French,

however, talked in terms of the end of November (he may have meant October

but did say Noveaber). The Germans he said were non-conmital as to timing,

the Japanese indicated that they were prepared to come to meetings if the

Germans and French would come, He wondered whether the U.S. would come.

I expressed the personal view that I thought that they would come to a meeting

of major donors4

Sir Alan indicated that he and the others in the U.K. delegation would

do nothing further on the question of meetings until they had heard from us.

I told him that we would keep him, or his delegation, informed. He is leaving

today - at the end of the afternoon or early evening.

Irving S. Friedman

cc: M1r. J. Burke Knapp



Sent to Mr. Woods with covering note
September 23/67

1, D. A. REPLENISHENT - MAJOR DO10RS

(Averaging $800 aillion per annuma)

Proposed Share of
Annual Proposed "Multiplie
Contribution Replenishment Effect"
(S million) (Per cent) (in dollars)

Part I Countries

U.S.A. 320.0 40.00 1.50

U.1. 103.7 12.96 6.71

Germany 78.0 9.75 9.26

France 66.5 8.31 11.03

Canada 44.8 5.60 16.86

Japan 44.3 5.54 17.05

Italy 32.2 4.03 23.34

All Others 110.5 13.81

Total 800.0 100%

Approximate nixmber of dollars contributed by other
contributors for every dollar contributed by the
donor country.

September 23, 1961



FoRn No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT | CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM Confidential

TO: Mr. George D. Woods DATE: September 21, 1567

FROM: Irving S. Friedman DECLASSIFIED

SUBJECT: Notes on I.D.A. AUG 16 2023

The following notes try to summarize where we W$6-4 do
the IDA replenishment.

U.S.: The U.S. continues strongly to support the proposal for $600 million/
$800 million/31,000 million, to cover credit commitments beginning in 1967/68
with annual contributions beginning in 1968/63. Their share would be 40%, or
about 2 percentage points below the last replenishment. The U.S. continues to
indicate need for balance of payments safeguards but at the same time has
withdrawn its own proposals. They are presumably considering your suggestion
that a separate group be established of experts usually dealing with balance of
payments problems from the U.S. Treasury, U.K. Treasury and possibly the German
Ministry of Economy. Secretary Fowler is also considering the possibility of
an informal meeting in Rio of the Governors of the three leading Part I donor
countries to consider the magnitude of IDA replenishment. The U.S. now seems
to continue to accept the idea that agreement on replenishment is urgent but
not so urgent as to be at the expense of a larger magnitude. A relatively short
delay is envisaged - by the UNCTAD Conference in February at the latest. The
U.S. does not seem to object to having a prior understanding on geograph.ic
distribution of IDA credits which might take the form of a ceiling on credits to
India (or Pakistan). The suggestion has been made of an informal meeting of
interested governments and you at the time of the 0CD ministerial meeting in
November, hopefully to reach some definite agreement, if not already reached.

U.K.: I do not know whether there has been any further Cabinet consideration
of the suggested $500 million replenishment figure of which the U.K. would take
13%. They had expressed eagerness to discuss the matter with Common :iarket
countries. Sir Andrew Cohen at the end of your lunch with Minister ?rentice
said that the U.K's going above its share of $500 aillion would be difficult,
but they would do their best if others were prepared to have an IDA replenishment
above $500 million, since they did not want to hold down the level of IDA
replenishment. The Minister did not take exception to this surmnary of the U.K.
position. The U.K. Treasury officials are presumaialy looking further into the
benefits received by the U.K. both for its balance of payments and its budget
from a large IDA replenishment, since they were asked to do so by the Chancellor.
The U.K. has indicated a willingness to discuss the working out by a high level
technical group of satisfactory balance of payments safeguards with the U.S.,
but would prefer that some continental country or European countries Le present.
(My own judgment is that they would like to see the French present as well as
the Germans, but I am not sure what their present position is; they have
probably considered this matter further since the London talks.) We don't
know whether the U.K. people would confine their representation in any technical
group on the balance of payments safeguards to the U.K. Treasury or would feel
that it ought to include others, particularly people from the Bank of England
and ODM. Our balance of payments suggestion was given to the U.K. technicians
for their use only. We also transmitted a copy of it to Mr. Knowlton ;.iost
informally for his personal use; we do not know whether he has informed the
Secretary of the contents of this suggestion.
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Germany: Have thus far indicated that the Cabinet dec ision for IDAreplenishment was on the basis of no increase, with Germany presumably
continuing its past share of 9.75%. However, they agreed to have an
open mind on the magnitude and to consider with the highest political
authorities, including the Chancellor and the Foreign Minister, thepossibility of Germany's participating in the IDA replenishment in themagnitudes suggested by the United States. They also indicated thatthey did not share the French concern with respect to the geographical
distribution of IDA credits; they accepted the outstanding importance
of India. They were prepared to take a leading role in the Common
Market consideration of the proposed replenishment but emphasized thatthey would have to have such discussions before having a final position.(It seems likely that there will be a meeting of the Common Market EconomicMinisters in October.) Germany did not seem to 'e too preoccupied withthe question of balance of payments safeguards,tut they also indicated thatany agreement to replenishment was subject to a matually satisfactory
agreement on this matter. Their principal difficulties seem to be withrespect to the impact on bilateral aid (which was purely politically
motivated) and on the budget. The former question was going to be reviewedwith Mr. Brandt, the Minister for Foreign Affairs. As for the budget, theytook the point that the first contribution to the proposed replenishment
could be made by Germany early in 1969 and still meet the requirements thatthe first contribution be made in IDA's fiscal year 193/69, while at thesame time this would bring the Germans into their next fiscal year 196), forwhich firm budgetary commitments have not been made. They are doing medium-term planning which involves pro 'ections of investments and other expenditures
for the next three to four years, but do not plan to have agreed firm figuresexcept on an annual basis - what is commonly referred to as a "rolling plan."

France: The French Minister of Finance, 14. Debre has indicated thatFrance would have an open mind on the magnitude of IDA replenishment. Theyseem to assume that their share would continue to he the 3.3% as in the past.They raised a number of considerations, including quescions of geographicaldistribution, the relation between contributions to IDA and overall commitmentson foreign aid such as the 1% target, the nature of IDA credits, the need toconsult with other members of the Common Market, and their desire to havecloser relations between the Part I countries and the management of IDA.M. Debre indicated his willingness to have an open mind, after havingrepeated the French position in favor of a slight increase over past levels.(I did not find in Paris any authorative interpretacion of the word "slight"
except to say that it meant very small. I did not find them repeating theinterpretation that "very small" meant something 1-ike $350 million, or that"increase" really meant a series of increases by $50 million a year to alevel of $400 million.) M. Debre appreciated the fact that the IDA progranon Africa had been accelerated. He also took on board your points that therecould be a ceiling on credits to India and that more thought would be given tothe question of the kind of investments made by IDA, which were already
increasingly given for such purposes as education and small and medium.-scale
agriculture. M. Debre placed great emphasis on the need to consult withCommon Market countries. With respect to the desire for closer relations
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between the Governors of Part I countries and the management of IDA, the
suggestion has been made that this could be done through establishing a
Caucus of Part I Governors to deal with such broad IDA policy questions,
as geographic distribution but not to deal with day-to-day management of
IDA, or policy issues more appropriately discusseid by the Executive
Directors. To my knowledge this suggestion has not been made to the
French forzmally or informally. The French also indicated that their
agreement to any IDA replenishmnent was based on agreement on mutually
satisfactory balance of payments safeguards.

Italy: The Italians have indicated their willingness to participate in
a very large replenishment of IDA but that they would be guided by what
the Germans were prepared to do. You used this fact in explaining to
Minister Schiller why Germany should takce the lead in the Corrion Market -
in addition to such argumients as the commercial advantage to German
exports and the ten times multilier effect for the total maagnitude of IDA
replenishment from the willingness of Germany to increase its contribution.
The Italians do fairly well in IDA procurement ir. that they can hope to get
back about the magnitude of their contribution, ut not more, and maybe less.
In the case of Italy, howvever, the Foreign Office does not seem to be as
strong an advocate of bilateralism, as it is in the U.!:; Germany and, I
gather, France. In this sense the Italian position is more like the U.S.

JaOant: The Japanese have been told rather forcefully that they, on apercentage basis, do best in IDA and have most to gain from the proposed
replenishment at the average of ,300 million per annum. The Ja:anese share
is presu1ed to be 5.5D and no suggestion has been mace to change this sare,
although such possibility has come up earlier in discussions with other
countries, particularly the U.S., both as justiiianle i its own right an2d
as a means of offsetting the suggested decrease o_ about 2 percentage ?in.ts
in the U.S. share. The Japanese Minister of Finance, Mr. hizuta, reicerated
the difficulties for Japan in any increase in the magnitude of IDA. However,
he also indicated that he was very interested in Learning what the ocher
Governors of the major Part I countries would be prepared to do. 11e was
asked to keep an open mind on the matter until discussions among the maor
Part I Governors had tahen place. (The Japanese :re currently experiencing
a sizable deficit in their balance of payments, w haic has been largely
covered up by a short-term inflow of funds, and thy do not have the large
reserves characteristic of the European countries.. rowever, from post
experience, the problem should prove quite maragea:le, although it might
prove necessary, as the Minister of Finance indica:cd, that the next Ludget
as well as the cur, eit one, he fairly restrictive Japanese standards. We
have assumed from the figures and informal converzations with tie Japanese
authorities that they would go along with the Z`300 million replenismen:, if
other countries were willing to do so, assuming th--at mutually satisfactory
balance of payments safeguards were worked out.)

Sunoleentary Finance: The Supplementary Financeo Schere has come up only
once in your discuAssions with inisters - at the bttomley discussion in
London. However, there is the possibility that scue countries, particularly
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Germany and Japan might raise this question in connection with current IDA
replenishraent. In our informal talks with the senior officials ve- have
continued to emphasize that these matters are separate and with IDA coming
first. In the next few days you may be confronted by a suggestion, say
German, that if IDA is replenished at $300 million per annum, then it should
also undertake the additional function of financing the Supplementary Finance
Scheme. At best, a Supplementary Finance Scheme can not come into existence
until about January 1, 1970, or in the third year for which you are requesting
a replenishment of IDA at this time. Thus, my view is that the question of
funding a Supplementary Finance Scheme is really a question for. the future and,
if connected at all with IDA replenishment, would more appropriately be
connected with the next replenishment. Moreover, the question of Supplementary
Finance is being considered by a separate group of intergovernmental experts
and will be a matter for further consideration by the coming UNCTAD Conference.
Governors can decide at that time to what extent their attitude towards
Supplementary Finance will be affected by what they have agreed in the meantime
on the proposed IDA replenishment. (No matter how large or how small the IDA
replenishnent may be, the problem to which Supplementary Finance is addressed
will continue to exist. The additional cost of Supplementary Finance as an
insurance scheme to achieve the success of all development finance efforts,
including official bilateral and private efforts, would be relatively small.)

* * * * *

I am preparing to transmit to you separately, a table or two giving key
statistics which you might wish to have before you, and perhaps otners, wien
and if there is an informal meeting of the Governors of the three or four major
contributors during the Rio meeting.
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Dear Mr. Adachi,

On Mr. Friedman's behalf I wish to
thank you for the copy of the Japan Develop-
ment Bank's anmal report.

Mr. Friedman is at present in Rio de
Janeiro at the Bank's Armnal Meeting, and
your report will be brought to his attention
on his return. Meantime, I am circulating
it to his staff, who I am sure will find it
of great interest.

Yours sincerely,

(Daphne McGregor)
Secretary to Mr. Friedman

Mr. Tomoki Adachi
Representative
The Japan Development Bank
RCA Building, 1725 K Street NW
Washington DC 20006
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Dear Makoto,

Thank you for your letter of September 14.
I was pleased to be of any little help in con-
nection with the Malawi discussions. Please
call on us again if we can be of any help.

I leave today for Rio and am sorry to learn
you won't be attending the meetings this year.
I am looking forward to seeing Mr. Ishida and
Mr. Yanagita at the Conference.

Your Embassy has already contacted my office
about Mr. Ohta's visit, and I will be pleased to
see him during his brief trip to Washington.

With warm regards,

Yours sincerely,

Irving S. WYiedman

Mr. Makoto Watanabe
The Overseas Economic Cooperation Fund
Iino Building
No. 1-1 Uchisaiwai-Cho
2-Chome
Chiyoda-Ku
Tokyo, Japan
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Irving S. Friedman

African Caucus - Opening Statement Draft

I am sorry I have not been able to give a reaction earlier.
Basically, this seems to be quite all right and I have suggested
a few minor changes.

One of the comments on the text itself is that I think we
should be somewhat more guarded in this business of "Africanisation".
I can, of course, understand how these people feelthe same as they
did in other parts of the world earlier, but it really is a very
costly process from the viewpoint of short-run development.

Another general comment which I would like very much to have
something done about, is that this draft says nothing at all about
our economic work. I think the number o& eeoaomi missions we have
had in the last few years is very significant, not only from what
we have learned and the exchange of views that have taken place, but
also that we have virtually completed economic analyses which are a
prelude to agreeing on projects in making loans or credits. I would
therefore appreciate very much if at least a substantial paragraph
is added about economic work.

If anyone in your Department needs help I am sure that Frank Owen
or landy Stevenson would be glad to assist, but the chances are that
Harold Larsen can do it well without help.
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Irving S. Friedman

Speech

May I suggest for your consideration the inclusion of the
following sentence in the last paragraph of Page 3 of the sixth
draft of your speech:

Last paragraph 6th line, after "more intense" insert:

"I have been able to meet personally with the responsible

Ministers of the major Part I contributors to IDA and

expect to meet with others during the course of this

week."

If included, the subsequent word "and" would presumably be
dropped.



Mr. Tasi 1059

You will recall that you were asking me
about this the other day. Please return

at your convenience.

Memo from Maurice Bart & G.A. Torelli re
International Eeonomic Advisory Conference in Jerusalem
August 9 and 10 1967.
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Dear Mr. suith,

I read your letter of Aug.et 21& with iuch
interest. Thank you vw7 mach. I have paosss
the enclosure on to Mr. Woods.

Since you discussed the Tan-zam Hail Lin*
in Africa, it appears from acounts in the press
that events have moved along and that an agree-
ment has now been reached with ;hia to finance
its construction. We are, of course, not involved,
but we are very interested in ouch large dwlop-
ment projects in countries were we ourselves
are lending.

I was glad to read the kind word. you wrote
abo~xt etr Mr. Malbe. They are most appreciated.

Minosrely yours,

IrVing S. FriedM n
The Economic Adviser to the Presient

Mr. George Ivan 3Mith
Flat 3
97, Oadogan Gardens
London S.W. 3
England
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Dear Dr. Shah,

Your name has been placed on our mailing
list and I trust the copies of the Annual liport
and Mr. oods's statement turn up in due time.

I will be interested to hear your thoughts
on Supplementary Finance at the October meeting
and look forward to seeing you there.

Yours sincerely,

Irving S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Dr. V.C. Shah
Economic Adviser
Embassy of India
585 Avenue Louise
Brussels
Belgium
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Irving S. Friedman

Economic Committee

Would you please make a rather detailed list of subjects which you
regard as being within the province of the Ecnonmic Committee, particularly
in the sense that the decisions on these matters are not subject to review
by anyone but the President, and serve to guide all other staff activities.
They should be subjects which I, as chairman, would be able to defend and
explain to all, such as Executive Directors and Representatives of countries.

The more detailed the list the better. It would not help me to have
a repetition of what is in one of the minutes.
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Irving S. Friedman

Reports and Economic Aspects of Projects

Who in the Economics Department is reviewing or even reading seriously
the reports dealing with the economic aspects of projects. Will this
function be included in the Economic Working Party?
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WBG ARCHIVES
Dear onsignor Bordelon:

You have paid me the compliment of asking for my thoughts on why
I felt that the Church had a unique role to play in the field of develop-
ment and to put on paper some thoughts which I have tried to express
before orally. Please take the following as representing some personal
thoughts which I have not tried to polish.

The first point I would stress is the continuity of the Church.
The problem of economic development and the major social and political
consequences of this development are going to be with us for many
generations. I regard it as a phenomenon comparable to the Renaissance
or the Industrial Revolution. The course of events is unpredictable
but it seems safe to say that whatever the course of events, the time
period will be very long. There will be much progress and many setbacks.
Countries will go through repeated crises and my own guess is that no
country will be spared the agony of painful change. If this process is
to go on in the most constructive manner feasible, it will need the
support and guidance from enduring institutions. Past history indicates
that the great churches are perhaps the most enduring of all organizations.
They will be present throughout this period of future history and what
they think and do will play a major part in determining the actual events.
Incidentally, it is for this reason that I have also felt that the World
Bank Group could play an important role. It too, though in a much lesser
way and probably for not as long, is likely to prove to be an enduring
organization. It too can hope to accumulate the necessary wisdom that
comes with thought and experience. Therefore, I believe it inevitable
that it too will play an important part in shaping the events of the future.
Their continuity should provide a basis for increasingly close relations
between the churches and the World Bank Group, however informal and personal.

Secondly, the field of development is essentially a non-political
field in the sense that the problems which arise and the possible solutions
cut across existing political lines of thought or political parties. It
is truly a problem which encompasses all of humanity. It does, of course,
deeply involve politics and political action and will be greatly influenced
by the attitude of political groups. But in the last resort I believe its
success will largely depend on the realization by the political groups and
leaders that this problem should be taken out of the realm of partisan
politics; human disasters are not of the stuff from which partisan politics
are made.

Monsignor Bordelon
Director, National Conference of Catholic Bishops
1312 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20005
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Thirdly, the problem of development languishes from a lack of
enthusiasm and widespread support; it has been overwhelmed by statistics
and charts and it needs translation into the language and emotional
appeals of people. It needs to be related to the value systems by which
people live. Thus, it needs ties to the ethical and moral bases which
govern our various human societies; this would give true perspective to
the problem of development. The churches are peculiarly suited to do
this job. It is not something which can be done by technical or political
organizations whether national or international. The inclusion in a vivid
and meaningful way of a concern for the poor of other countraies in the value
systems prevailing in richer countries would be a great accomplishment for
any church or group of churches. If done, I believe the problem of a
lethargic public would disappear - a crusade needs followers as well as
leaders. I assume that, as in the past, the Church will continue to take
a deep interest in the material wellbeing of its adherents and regard
improvement in their wellbeing as desirable and, for the poor, ill, etc. a
moral necessity.

Another thought is that development is suffering from widespread
scepticism about its future, its possibilities and its accomplishments.
We ieed people to speak out who are accepted by the comunity as men of
reliability whose views are well based and whose code prevents the
speaking of deliberate falsehoods. Church leaders cannot usually speak
as lexperts", but their choice of experts and causes to support would
command a true hearing for these experts and these causes.

Economic development will mean great social and political change.
The question is not whether the change will take place, or whether it will
be easy or difficult, but whether it will be accomplished without wide-
spread disorder and violence, within countries and among countries.
Governments and their leaders will play a major part in this process
because of the nature of the problem. It will be up to governments and
others to provide the people capable of analysing and understanding the
facts of the problems and possible technical solutions - experts in the
best sense of the world. What is needed is to ensure that in this field
the proposals made and the technical judgments rendered are based on the
highest possible standards of scientific objectivity and fact-finding.
This, I believe, is the true role of the technicians and governments. I
do not see this as the role for the Church, unless the Church takes the
steps to acquire the expert knowledge which, at best, can only be acquired
over a considerable period of time. I see the Church making use of this
knowledge in determining what its own attitude should be to current problems
and suggestions.

I believe that there is a keen desire on the part of many technicians
and experts working in the field of development to make available to the
Church their scientific knowledge and skills to help deepen its understanding
of those problems so that the Church can make a more effective contribution.
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Ty own experience in the World Bank would indicate that the economists
in the Bank, for example, are motivated not only by the desire to
practice their profession but also to make a contribution to the solution
of the problems with which they deal. It is essentially for this reason
that I have never had any doubts that whatever expert assistance the Church
might need from economists and other technicians could be found and made
available. ilwever, if the scientific analysis and carefully based judg-
ments of technicians can be transformed into popular policy, then there is
hope that economic development can take place without excessive discord
and discontent, This uill require the education of people in this field
in the sense of teaching them the facts and their implications. However,
unless this is done in such a way as to arouse the response that these
problems must be coped with adequately, the more spread of education may
prove to be futile. Thus, I see the Church taking the fruits of the work
of the experts and the educators and, by combining it with their own eense
of ethical and moral obligations, giving the spark that is needed to achieve
active public support. To transform the slogan that "charity begins at
hoe" to the concept that "Icharity is for all" is the role that I see for
the Church. It will be hard even to gettrue and deep campassion for hungry
and ill people in far-off, strange lands with differing religions, but how
do you get people to understand that dan, factories, transportation
facilities, educational systems, etc. are also as necessary and basic as
food and medicine. Fram the church-supported local hospital to church
support for a sophisticated telecomunications prqject is a tremendous leap
in imagination, organization and effart, but the moral and ethical unity is
there if people can be made to see it.

A practical application of this approach is that the Church tries to
make the fullest use of experts and educators on every level of social and
political organisation, i.e. international, national, state and local.
Hwever, it should have a program of its own by which it makes clear to its
adherents how the findings of these experts and the teachings of these
educators are relevant to the religious precepts of the Church. This is
the 'expertise" that the Church should try to develop. I guess the next
and final step is advocacy by the Church at every level in terms suitable
to its role, but taking full advantage of the knowledge available to it
fran the secular world.

Sincerely yours,

Irving 3. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President
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Mrs. Eliason: Room 461

Doris,

Dr. V.C. Shah
'conoidc Adviser

Embassy of India
585 Avenue Louise
Brsels

has requested that his name be "activated"

to receive Bank publications. He is

particularly interested in the Annual iport

and Mr. woods's opening statement in Rio.

Thanks very much.
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Irving S. Friedman

Economi Coimttee

I would like to see a comparison of the timing of the neetings
and contents of the Economics Comittee' recon-endatione and the loan
or credit proposals to the Board. I am somewhat dismayed to find that
rapidly there are loan proposals and Economio Camittee decisions which
are way out of date.
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Dear :r. 3rubaker,

Thanks very much for mailing the new
check, which has been paid over to American
Express Co. I enclose herewith the original
check you sent.

It was very nice to meet your son, Bob,
and we were very impressed with him. I hope
the two boys have an interesting (and educational)
time in Paris.

If ever you are in Washington, please
do not he itate to look u" up.

Sincerely,

Irving S. iWriedman

Mr. Robert L. Brubaker
Attorney at Law
205 N. Fayette Street
Washington C.H., Ohio



September 13/67

Mr. Woods 1220

I have received a letter from Mr. George Ivan
Smith to which I am preparing a reply. He
attaches copy of a letter he had sent to
T' %ant and indicates he would like this sent
o.. to you on a private and confidential basis.

Irving S. Friedman
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Dear HAenry

I have been thinking about scm non-technical books on
development that could be recommended to the King and the GOM.
I suggest the follouing

Barbara Ward: The Rich Nations and the Poor Nations
(New York 1962)

Andrew Shonfield: The Attack on World Poverty
(New York 1960)

Eagene Black: The Diplomacy of Economic Development
(Cambridge, Mass. 1960)

Harry Johnson: Economic Policies Toward the Under-
developed Countries
(Washington 1967)

Jagdish Bhagwati: The Economics of Underdeveloped
Countries
(New York 1966)

This should cover the ground fairly thoroughly. About
the young economist you are looking for, I may be able to suggest
someone quite good; but how important is the knowledge of French?

As for Mr own lcoming, I gather that there are a number of
people from the World Bank already scheduled to come to Morocco in
October for various reasons. I am planning to be in %rope during
the first ten days of November and could conceivably come to Morocco
for a few days on the way back. In view of your own plans however,
it might be better to think of something toward; the latter part of
January or February. I will probably be attending some sessions of
the UNCTAD meeting in New Delhi and could make it a point to visit
Morocco on the way out or the way back,

I hope by this time your family has been reunited. We do
have a great deal to talk about and I am looking forward to your
being home from the middle of November to the middle of January.
At the moment there seems to be a fairly good chance that I will be
howm during a part of that time. We would be very pleased if you

The Honorable
Henry J. Tasca
American Ambassador
Rabat, Morocco
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could, at least, come out and have dinner with us during your hoas
leave. If you are planning an extended stay in Washington we would,
e carse, be happy to have you stay with us.

I am leaving for Rio early next week for our Annual Meeting.
`7ease let me know as soon as you have a firm idea when you might be
in Washington and where you will be staying in New Tork.

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman
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Mr. Barnett - Room 6205 State rapt. WEeLA5SIFIED

Bob,

May I send you this exchange of letters on
a purely personal basis?

WBG ARCHIVES
I would have sent it to you earlier but I

have been out of the country.

Watanabe is coming in to see me tomorrow
morning and if you have any comments you would
care to make - however informal - I would
appreciate them.

Thanks.

Irving S. Friedman.
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Dear Mr. Cooper,

I was very interested to learn of the
plans for a Souvenir to help celebrate the
Diamond Jubilee of the Indian Merchants'
Chamber, and your request for an article
from me to appear in it.

I would be quite pleased to do this,
and would suggest a topic of Role of Develop-
ment Finance, but am a little troubled lg
your deadline, October 20. Between early
next week and during October I will be
travelling to South America and then to
Europe -- would it be possible to extend
the deadline?

Yours sincerely,

Irving S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Mr. R.C. Cooper
President
Indian Merchants' Chamber
76 Veer Nariman Road
Churchgate
Bombay 1, India
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Dear Lady Jackson,

I was most interested in your letter of September 2 and am very
glad to assist in any way.

I completely agree with the point that intellectual vigor is
necessary behind -ny proposals and policies which are made in our
field. ' Lin efforts in the World nk re to have its recommenda-
tions and proposal based on the most rigorous type of economic
analysis and thorough research into the background facts combining
statistical nd other available techniques with detailed first-hand
experience in the countries being considered. Thi- Ws5 the kind of
work which preceded our estimate of $3-$ billion of need for additional
external capital for productive purposes, our proposal for the IDA
replenishment at .1 billion per anran, our suggested schems for
supplementary frinancc, etc., as well as the oconlmic judtpoent we make
on countries. In talking with Monsignor Grbamillion and Monsignor Bordelon
I have consistent]y urged that Mhatever done by them or others like
them should be bnsed on the best available expert knowledge and that
such expert knowledge ,could be obtained.

I have just cons back from Jurope and have not had a chance to
discuss with George the suggestion of a "swit" of experts to discuss
international policy making for the bventies. As you probably know,
George's thinking of "sumitry" has been rather along the lines of top
level political leaders rather than expert. :owever, this does not
preclude the possible advisability of a sunit of experts and I would
like to give more thought to this idea. ; basic fear of "experts" is
that so often they don't. do the work they are capable of doing because
of other demands, and therefore do not co-ne up with suggestions which
are sufficiently well based to command attention or support.

I would be happy to talk to you about your suggestion and other
related matters when you cone to bahington at the time of the Williams-
burg Conference -- perhaps it could be at lunch or dinner if your calendar
permits.

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. riedman

Lady Jackson
Olatting Farm
Pllborough
sussex
England



Mr. Alexander StAvenson September 12 1967

Irving S. Friedman

UNCTAD

You will have seen a note from Mr. Demth about coordinating
on replies to UNCTAD.

I am somewhat disturbed at this correspondence as I thought
we had worked out a satisfactory procedure. I would appreciate
your reporting what happened in this particular case and whether
you feel we have a satisfactory procedure.

I would like to have a note that I might conceivably send
on to Mr. emith and Mr. ibods.



Mr. William M. Gilmartin September 12, 1967

Irving S. Friedman

Loan to I.C.I.C.I.

I would like to discuss the econmic section in the President's

Report on I.C.I.C.I. with you and airone else in your Department, or

outside, who helped prepare it or clear it.

Thanks.



Pr. 1.F.11. Crgill.1 6eptemlber U, 1967

Irving 3. FIriedman

Indonesia ssion - Toe of -eference

I have just received a copy af a ?tmorandum dated September 11 on
the term, of reference of the Indonesia misim. An earlier version I
had seen, is dated October 21, labelled "draft" and cam to m in nr
absence in - .

I do't know whether the September 11 version reflects your
lates thinking on this subject since it caes addressed from
,r. Goodman to :r. Miciazmid. I do hope that you will review the

appropriatmss of having such broad purposes for this mission. It
would seem to me that doing (b)(i) and (iii) would be a tremndous job
in itself, but perhaps ecoMn af the other terms of reference would be
appropriate. dowever when all taken together, I got the irmpression of
a mission which is definitely going into considerable detail on the
longer-term ospects and program. I would havu thought that the tim
was not quite right for this kind of mission. If it is, perhaps you
and I might discuss further the question of peronnel.

Thank you.

ce ' Ir. Goodman
Mr. Mciiaruid
Mr. Stevenson



September 11, 1967

Dear ".r. Oshina:

I found your letter of August 25 o y desk
when I returned today from a visit to 1zropo. I
was very interested to learn that you had left the
Japan Development Tank and are now slaccutive
Director of the Bank of Japan. I know from

personn experience hov well-qualified you are for
tt irmot important position. Pla cept ry
sincere congratulationE.

:ay I wish you every success -in your new

undertakin , and look forward to the continuation
of our friendship in your new capacity.

Sincerely yours,~

Irving S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Mr. Kanichi Oshima
Executive Director
The Bank of Japan
Tokyo, Japan



September 11, 1967

Dear Miss Marshall:

I fond yor letter on my desk on my return
frm a visit to Wirope, with a request for a
photograph. I arm enclosing one idiich I hope will
arrive in time for yo to publish it with the
article.

With boat wishes,

Sincerely yors,

Irving S. Friedman
The Econgraic Adviser to the "resident

Mies A.S. Marshall
Associate Editor
"World Trade"
200 Sleater Road
Sambay 7, India



Mr. Bernard 1e1 Ieptember 7, 1V67

Irving S. Friedman

Loan to naore Telennoe Boar

This morning when leaving the 3oard mting Mr. Flescoff, the
Eecutive Drctor for France, referred to the Singapore telephone loan
as a Iscandal"'. We chatted briefly about this md he said ;dAt he was
concerned about was that te waiting lin for telephones in Singapore
was much shorter than in many less-developed countries -- not to speak
of such developed countries as France. Therefore wWy did we use our
financial resourees for such a loan?

I did not attempt to answer him but did sa that we were
concerned with the question of investment priorities within countries.

'r. Plescoff'sa comment points to a prob2m which we have
discussed from tim to time. I guess that ae would all agree that it is
impossible to have a real economic judgment on an investment without
having a judget on its order of priority within a country and, for an
international financial institution, of how it might be judged as compared
with other possible alternative investment in other countries. We could
also readily agree that this in difficult to do, particularly when it
involves inter-country cmparisons. *owever, the increasing relative
shortage of funds for development finance mans that the qusetion of
priori ties is bound to become increasingly more acute.

Do we give enough attention to this matter? .an we defend each
investment on these more sophisticated economic grounds? If not, how
could we go about doing so? I would appreciate very much if you could
give soim thought to this within the Projects Department and discuss it
with Andy Kmarek and his people.

cc Mr. ,hadeiet
Mr. Kiarck



September 8, 1967

Dear Father Mrlion:

I have now returned to ,er office and have read with
interest the letter dated Ju3,y 11 signed by Father Anicoto
Fernandez, Master General, O.P,., Consior carlo Ferrero
and yourself.

Needless to say I am most sympathetic to the efforts
of His Holiness the 'Pope to educate people throughout the
world to the needs of the poor developing countries. I also
appreciate the offer of the medal of 13 'Ioliness Paul VI.
bowever, I regret that, as President of the Bank, it has been

our regular policy not to participate in activities of the
kind you describe. I am sure you will understand the reasons
for our policy in such matters.

With best wishes for the success of your endeavor,

Sincerely yours,

George D. Woods

The Most Reverend
Felix A. orlion, 0.P.
President
International University of

Social Studies Pro Deo
12, Viale Pola
Raws, Italy

ISFriedman:rgw
September 7, 1967
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WBG ARCHIVES
Deliberate Eforts the World Bank Managmnt to Assist U.S.

Balance of Pa 9,t

1. Th Mnageent of the world Bank Group has consistenty done its utmost

to assist the U.S. balance of payments without raising the question as a matter

of formal policy or international agment, in iiseal Year 1967 alone published

data show that orld Bank operations contributed a positive item of nearly $300
million to the U.S. balance of payments, m a cULative total of $1,794 million
as of June 30, 1967.

2 Muth of this reult was the effect of the regular operations of te w

Bank, e.g., procuriment in the U.S!., intes-t paid to U.S. holders of World Bank

bods, etc. However, a sipdficant portion of this assistance has been due to

deliberate policies within the discretion of IBD manaement. Thu, beginning in

Jwaay 1 969, theu World aank has invested In .D.'s and U.S. Federal Agency issues

a total of -68 millon, outstanding as of June 30, 1967. ids was well over N300

million wore than fund received fram sale of IBRD bonds to U.S. investors in the

sa period. The policy has been to invest as much as possible in n.D.s and Agency

issuer irrespective of th saource of U.S. dollars.

3. Aside frcam the balance of payments effects of our policies the sale of

World Bank notes and bonds to non-American has reatly reduced official dollar

holdiny abroad. 11Tse sales of orld Bank debt reduce the potential call in

whole or in part cn m.S. gold reserves. 58 of our total outstanding debt is

hold by non-Amricans end 414& of our dollar debt is hold by non-Amricans. World

Bank notes sold to Central Banks have become another form of monetary reserve

assets in many countries.

ISF:J CLH


